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I. INTRODUCTION
Executive Order 11222 clearly states the Government's
policy of ethical conduct for Government officers and
employees:
Where government is based on the consent of the
governed, every citizen is entitled to have complete
confidence in the integrity of his government. Each
individual officer, employee, or advisor of govern-
ment must help to earn and must honor that trust by
his own integrity and conduct in all official
actions.
In government procurement, situations are likely to arise
which involve ethical decisions. It is sometimes extremely
difficult to distinguish the illegal gratuity from the inno-
cent social favor. On account of this difficulty, among
others, it is important that Government personnel know what
the proper recourse is and moreover, what action they are
required to take in accordance with the statutes and regula-
tions that affect procurement.
Standards of conduct for Government personnel have
evolved over many years. The current standards are contained
in a large body of Federal laws, executive orders, depart-
mental directives and agency regulations. The Department of
Defense (DOD) Directive 5500. 7 entitled, "Standards of Conduct,"
sets forth standards of conduct for all DOD personnel, both
military and civilian regardless of assignment. This direc-
tive covers such areas as bribery, graft, gratuities,
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contributions to superiors, use of Government facilities,
outside employment, and conflict of interest. The various
military departments followed the DOD Directives with their
own implementing instruction. SECNAV Instruction 52 70. 2G
entitled, "Standards of Conduct," prescribes the standards
of conduct for Department of Navy (DON) personnel.
The DOD Directives are applicable to all DOD employees.
However,- standards of conduct for DOD procurement personnel
assume a position of great trust and responsibility when
they handle the expenditure of large amounts of public
funds. Are the standards of conduct sufficient to provide
the necessary guidance to prevent conflicts of interest
violations? It is this question that this paper intends to
examine further.
A. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this research effort are to examine
and analyze the current DOD and Department of Navy standards
of conduct applicable to procurement personnel; to determine
if these standards provide the necessary guidance to prevent
conflicts of interest between private interests and Govern-
ment procurement personnel; and to produce a standards of
conduct study guide if deemed necessary by research.
B. RESEARCH QUESTION
The General Accounting Office (GAO) estimated that as
much as $40 billion dollars may be lost to dishonest and

and corrupt actions in the United States annually. Accord-
ing to Justice Department files, these corrupt actions
against the Government rank as the fourth most common crime
in America [1:39]. This combined with various GAO reports
of waste, fraud and abuse in the Government makes one question
whether the standards of conduct are sufficiently meeting
the Government's needs.
GAO has established a nationwide telephone hotline to
report waste, fraud and abuse in the Federal Government. Of
the 12,000 calls received, GAO has determined that more than
2,000 of these allegations were serious enough to warrant
agency investigation. Of the allegations leveled against
the DOD, most involved procurement irregularities [1:41].
DOD currently has in effect the earlier mentioned DOD
Directive 5500.7 which prescribes the standards of conduct
relating to possible conflicts of interest between private
and official duties. It is the hypothesis of this paper
that DOD ' s standards of conduct fail to provide the necessary
guidance to prevent conflict of interest violations from
developing.
In order to properly address this problem, the following
research question is presented: Does DOD ' s standards of
conduct really provide the necessary guidance to prevent
conflicts of interest? Subsidiary to the basic research
question is the following question:
10

Can a study guide be developed to amplify the standards
so that they are more relevant to the daily ethical challenges
found in DOD procurement?
C. SCOPE
The thrust of the research is directed at determining
the adequacy of the standards of conduct as they relate to
DOD procurement personnel. It is also intended to provide
a working knowledge of the standards of conduct through the
use of an author developed study guide.
D. ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that the reader has a working knowledge of
DOD procurement including the requirements found in the
Defense Acquisition Regulations (DAR) and also an understand-
ing of the statutes and regulations that affect the procure-
ment process. Additionally, it is assumed that the reader
has a basic familiarity with the ethical situations that DOD
procurement personnel are likely to encounter.
E. LIMITATIONS
It must be acknowledged that this study did not utilize
a questionnaire due to one of the basic problems of ethical
behavior: one perceives the ethical behavior of others in
a clear right or wrong situation, whereas, one most always
perceives or rationalizes one's own actions as being mostly
ethical. In the author's opinion, the use of a questionnaire
11

would not have provided a true picture of ethical behavior
on the part of DOD procurement personnel. Rather, only a
rationalized or distorted picture would have been presented.
F . METHODOLOGY
Standard research procedures were used in the preparation
of this paper: literature search and personal interviews.
The initial literature search revealed a myriad of profes-
sional articles, both DOD and civilian, which attested to
the need of ethical behavior in the procurement arena.
Among these, there were a number of articles and reports
which indicated that the standards of conduct were not being
properly followed as intended.
Although these articles and reports indicated a problem
which is the main thrust of this research paper, a very
limited amount of information is available relating training
to the standards to DOD personnel as a possible solution to
the problem. Only the GAO, in a general sense, has con-
sistently recommended in its audit reports on waste, fraud,
and abuse that steps should be taken to make DOD employees
more aware of the problem.
Following the initial literature search, personal
interviews were conducted, both with Government and civilian
industry personnel, in order to obtain information that
would answer the basic and subsidiary research questions.
Sources of information include:
12

1. Local Government procurement personnel
2. Government and legal personnel in the San Diego area
3. Representatives of the Office of Government Ethics
4. Representatives from civilian industry
G. KEY DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS
Definitions and abbreviations are contained in Appendix A.
H. ORGANIZATION
Following the "Introduction" are chapters on the "Framework"
(Chapter II)
,
placing perspective on this research area in
respect to the ethical environment of both Government and
civilian industry; and "Background" (Chapter III)
,
providing
the reader with, essentially, a chronological progression of
the development of Standards of Conduct in the Government up
through and including the impact of the "Ethics in Government
Act" of 1978. "Analysis of DOD's Standards of Conduct"
(Chpater IV) analyzes the current standards of conduct and the
problems experienced by Government procurement personnel in
this area. "Study Guide of Ethics and Standards of Conduct"
(Chapter V) is a presentation of an author prepared study





This chapter provides a conceptual approach to the
Department of Defense's (DOD) ethical environment and the
relationship it has with the commerical marketplace.
A. PREFACE
The American public has become increasingly uneasy in
recent years about the moral and ethical practices of many
Government officials. This new awareness is the result of
a series of disclosures and discoveries made during the past
few years chiefly, although not exclusively, through a number
of Congressional investigating commissions, including those
of the General Accounting Office (GAO)
.
The Federal Government's budget, now oever $500 billion
annually, is froth with vulnerable areas in which waste,
fraud, abuse and other related white collar crimes have the
potential to exist. According to the GAO, Federal programs
involving grants, contracts, and loan guarantees are exploited
through such means as
:
-false claims for benefits and services
-false statements to induce contracts or secure goods or
services
-bribery or corruption of public employees and officials
-false payment claims for goods or services not delivered
-collusion involving contractors [12:i-vii]
14

The full extent of these illegal acts against the Government
is unknown. Oftentimes they are hidden within apparently
legitimate transactions and usually go unreported and/or
undetected. The Department of Justice believes that the
incidence of these acts in Federal programs accounts for
anywhere from one to ten percent of the programs total
expenditure [12:i-vii], This percentage could actually be
higher since both the Department of Defense and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation will not normally investigate white-
collar crimes of less than five thousand dollars [11].
B. GOVERNMENT ETHICS ENVIRONMENT
Despite these recent disclosures and discoveries, the
general level of conduct on the part of most Government
employees appears to be relatively high. The majority of
them are honest and want to do a good job. As a general
statement, Government employees, expecially those in
acquisition, work extremely hard for far less pay than their
counterparts in private industry. The situation and circum-
stances surrounding the acquisition of Government goods or
services from private industry, are often quite different
from those experienced by private industry in the procure-
ment of its own needs. Government employees are "private
keepers of the public interest." They are responsible for
the proper expenditure of these funds. Often in their
attempt to do an effective job, i.e., get the best goods or
15

services for the best price, they are bitterly attacked by
various interest groups which are seeking to obtain a com-
petitive advantage. These interest groups are often able
to influence Congressional legislators to insure a continua-
tion or at least a share of the Government procurement funds.
It is not the intention of this thesis to criticize these
various groups, only to point out that such conditions exist
and sometimes affect contracting personnel's desire to make
an effective purchase.
Interwoven with Congressional legislation to insure
fairness to all interest groups are general statutes and DOD
directives and instructions which amplify this desire by
Government to be a fair and an imparial buyer. The standards
of conduct exemplify this desire to be impartial by attempt-
ing to completely eliminate any possibility of a conflict of
interest.
C. THE DOD'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE COMMERCIAL MARKETPLACE
The DOD contracting officer is placed in situations
daily where he or she must make decisions concerning the
award of contracts to commercial companies. How these
decisions are made is rigidly regulated by a detailed set
of policies and procedures contained in the Defense
Acquisition Regulations (DAR) . Although the DAR contains
most every eventuality that may be faced by a contracting
officer, there are still some decisions that must be based
16

on personal knowledge and/or intuition. In these situations
the influence brought to bear by an outside private interest
could lead the contracting officer to make decisions in
favor of a specific bidder. It is for this reason, among
others, that the DOD has adopted standards of conduct for
its personnel. The standards of conduct increased the
emphasis placed on conflict of interest and acceptance of
gifts and gratuities because these are the most significant
problem areas DOD employees who deal in procurement circles
have to face.
There is a need for a standards of conduct, or more
basically, a need for a strong moral and ethical foundation
in DOD employees, expecially those assigned to procurement
activities. The reason for this need is obvious; public
interest and the daily expenditure of large amount of public
funds. Sole source procurement is one area where the public
may perceive an apparent conflict of interest violation.
It is difficult for the public to view DOD as an impartial
buyer when contracts for millions of taxpayer's dollars are
going to a single defense contractor. Unless contracting
officers are able to emphatically demonstrate that the
contract negotiations are being conducted at arm's length,





This chapter presents a chronological background of the
developments in the policies, procedures, and regulations
that lead up to the Department of Defense (DOD) standards of
conduct as they are today.
A. INTRODUCTION
People have attempted to influence and control their
behavior by establishing standards or codes of conduct almost
since the beginning of time. These standards of ethical
behavior have been promulgated in the United States in the
form of Executive orders, Federal laws, Government depart-
ment policies, directives, agency instructions, etc., and
have been provided in both written and unwritten form. The
first and certainly the most lasting set of ethical rules
is the Ten Commandments. These ten laws set forth the basic
behavior and moral climate for man to follow. They are the
foundation for many of the legal statutes that regulate
man's life today and are in the author's opinion the very
basis for the moral code by which man's behavior is measured.
In the past, some of the behavior standards were only
applicable to a limited number of people but nevertheless
had a significant impact on the overall behavior standards.
Such was the case of the standards of conduct developed
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during the feudal period by the gallant knights of England.
Their medieval Code of Chivalry prescribing standards of
courage, nobility, fairness, courtesy, respect for women,
protection of the poor, etc. , continue to influence the be-
havior and conduct of man even today. Shakespeare once
described these knights as "the mirrow of all courtesy.
"
This is but one of the many historical examples that could
be cited of man's attempt, both successful and unsuccessful,
to regulat his or her behavior. This, however, sets the
tone for the more recent efforts to prescribe standards for
individual conduct or behavior.
B. LEGISLATIVE/JUDICIAL BACKGROUND: 1800-1950
The first concrete attempt to legislate standards of
conduct in the United States occurred during the mid-1950 's.
Prior to this period public morality in federal positions
was, for all intent and purposes, unregulated. The level
of public morality was low and was fed by the political
spoils system. The beneficiaries of the spoils system
regarded their jobs and the various spoils they received
as legitimate rewards for service to the party.
The only means of controlling the party "in office"
prior to 1850 was by the "out of office" party raising a
fuss through the newspapers of the massive corruption going
on in the government. This method was far from successful
and oftentimes only resulted in the "outs" becoming the
19

"ins" with the same scenario repeated [2:29-30], This
wasteful system brought an untrained mass of workers and
featherbedders from Cabinet members down to clerks, into
the government, with every change in the administration.
In 1853, the Uncompensated Assistance to Claimants Act
was passed by Congress. This Act prohibited government
employees, other than in the discharge of their duties,
from assisting in any manner, in the prosecution of a claim
against the government. The prohibition applied whether or
not the employees received compensation for their services
to the claimant and also forbid the employee from receiving
any gratuity or interest in a claim in return for assisting
in prosecuting it. The Act, however, failed to cover members
of Congress, who were the principal offenders. It was not
until nine years later, in 1862, that the act was extended
to cover members of Congress. The 1862 extension also made
it illegal for a government employee to render services in
any matter in which the government is a party or is directly
or indirectly interested [2:36-39].
Another statute was passed in 1862 to combat dealings
between contract personnel and prospective bidders. This
law entitled, "An Act to Prevent Members of Congress and
Officers of the Government of the United States from taking
Consideration for Procuring Contracts, Office, or Place from
the United States," prohibited a Federal employee from
accepting payment for obtaining a government contract.
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Conversely, it penalized any person who made such a payment.
This problem had been a major abuse of government contract
procedures for many years and had been accentuated by in-
creasing contract requirements as a result of the Civil War.
Another problem in addition to public employees assisting
contractors in obtaining government contracts was that many
procurement officials were dealing with companies in which
they had a personal interst or ownership. The Disqualifica-
tion Act of 1963 resolved this problem of personal interest.
It provided that a public employee was prohibited from acting
as an officer or agent for the government, in the transaction
of business with any business or firm of which he is an
officer or in which he has a pecuniary interest [2:41-43].
Another problem in this area was how to handle the post
employment activities of government employees. Two statutes
were enacted by Congress, one in 1872, The Civil Post Employ-
ment Statute, and the other in 1944, The Criminal Post-
Employment Statute. The 1872 Act prohibited, for a period
of two years after leaving office, any former government
employee from acting as counsel, attorney, or agent in the
prosecution of claims if that claim was pending in any
department during their employment. The substance of the
provision is still contained in Section 99 of Title 5 [4:10].
The 1944 Act, also included the same two year waiting period,
but in addition expanded the Act in three main areas. It
provided a criminal penalty to the law; it covered all
21

agencies of the Federal Government, not just "departments;"
and it used, as a test for claims covered, the relationship
between the employee's duties and the claim, not just the
time when the claim became pending [2:50-51].
The final statute of these seven statutes which form
the base for the standards of conduct legislation and regu-
lations that exist today was passed in 1917. Entitled,
"Outside Compensation," the provisions of the Act were fairly
simple. It prohibited any government employee from receiving
any salary in connection with his government employment from
any non-government source. In addition, it prohibited others
from making any contributions to, or in any way supplementing,
the salary of any government employee for services performed
by him for the government [2:53-55].
The passage of the Civil Service Act in 1883 brought an
end to the period of the political spoils system and estab-
lished in its place a merit system for the recruitment and
retention of Federal employees [20:1056]. This merit system
provided a foundation for the emergence of a large Federal
Government in the early 1930' s as it permitted the hiring
of many unemployed who were victims of the Depression.
It soon became evident to Congress that the verbiage of
legislation prescribing standards of conduct was unable to
resolve the ethical problems being created by the expanding
number of full time professional employees. In the pro-
fessional environment the government's standards of conduct
22

had to be of the highest order if the public confidence was
to be maintained in the government.
C. THE PERIOD OF FINAL DEVELOPMENT: 1950-1970
In response to the increased requirement of profession-
alism in the government, Congress, in 1958, passed as a
concurrent Resolution 175, the Code of Ethics for Government
Service (See Appendix B) . This Code of Ethics contained ten
provisions, three of which pertain directly to conflict of
interest [20:1072]. These three provisions were aimed pri-
marily at three kinds of misconduct; real or apparent. The
basis for this belief was derived from the following: [2:196]
1. Persons occupying a position inside government must
not be allowed to tamper with the wheels of govern-
ment to the special advantage of themselves or any
entity on the outside in which they have a personal
economic interest.
2. Persons occupying a position inside government must
not be allowed to help an individual or entity on
the outside, where the latter is seeking to make
the wheels of government move in a particular way.
3. Persons occupying a position inside government must
not be allowed to use their office as a source of
power or of confidential information for the pur-
poses of advancing their personal economic interests.
The next significant event in the evolution of government
standards of conduct was the result of a 1961 Supreme Court
decision. The case, United States vs. Mississippi Valley
Generating Company, (better known as Dixon-Yates) is a land-
mark decision in the conflict of interest area. Basically
the case involved a suit against the government by Dixon-Yates
23

over the cancellation of a contract. The
Government's defense against thesuit was based on the
grounds that an investment banking officer, acting as a
consultant to the Bureau of the Budget, could have influenced
decisions regarding the financing of the project to the
extent that his employee (the bank) might have derived a
profit. It is interesting to note that the investment
officer's position was fully disclosed and known to the
Government officials engaged in the contract negotiations
[2:127-128]. The Supreme Court ruled that:
The basic conflict of interest statute (18 USC 434)
provides that it is a crime, punishable by fine
and/or imprisonment, for a person who while directly
interested in the.
..
profits or contracts of any...
business entity. .. acts as a ...agent of the US for
the transaction of business with such business
entity. The moral principal upon which the statute
is based has its foundation in the Biblical admoni-
tion that no man may serve two Masters. (Matt. 6:24).
This maxim is especially pertinent if one of the
masters happens to be self-interest. Moreover, the
statute does not specify that there by any loss
suffered by the government as a result of the conflict
of the. .. conflict of interest. This omission indi-
cates that the statute establishes an objective
standard of conduct, and that whenever a government
agent fails to act in accordance with that standard
he is guilty of violating the statute regardless of
whether there is positive corruption. The statute
is thus directed not only at dishonor, but also at
conduct that tempts dishonor. It is more concerned
with what actually happened. It attempts to prevent
honest government agents from succumbing to tempta-
tion by making it illegal for them to enter into
relationships wwhich are fraught with temptation [15:2].
There were many who disagreed with the Supreme Court decision
and who felt it was unduly severe. Those in disagreement
felt there was no evidence of injury to the public interest,
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especially since the investiment officer's position was
fully disclosed to the government, and therefore the govern-
ment should not have been allowed to cancel the contract
[23:43]
.
The Dixon-Yates decision established a tough line in
the area of conflict of interest in relationship with govern-
ment. This decision eliminated the need to speculate about
what was the intent of a public official. All that was
necessary was to prove officials had an interest, financial
or otherwise, in the business firm with which they were
dealing. Thus any subjective determination concerning
conflict of interest is removed and the decision becomes
simply an objective one based on the facts of the incident.
In 1961, President Kennedy, shortly after taking office,
made ethical reform as one of the primary goals of his
administration. Kennedy stated, in a speech before Congress,
there is no responsibility of government more fundamental
than the responsibility of maintaining the highest standards
of ethical behavior among those who conduct the public
business [22:611]. The answer to this problem, of course,
is the recruitment of honest people. Since this is not en-
tirely possible it is necessary to have formal regulations
which establish clear policy guidelines, punish venality
and double dealing and set the ethical tone for the conduct
of government business [22:611]. It soon became clear that
the conflict of interest statutes then in effect did not
25

come anywhere near meeting the objectives established by
President Kennedy. The conglomeration of conflict of
interest legislation that had been passed previously was
conflicting and inadequate for enforcement purposes and
did not establish the guidance for the high ethical standards
that were being demanded or expected from government employees
As a result of this inadequacy and in keeping with the goals
of the Kennedy Administration, Public Law 87-849 was passed
by Congress in 1962.
This new law took the laws that had been codified under
Section 18, U.S. Code and created a new chapter covering
Bribery, Graft and Conflict of Interest. The old chapter
of the code was revised, reorganized, and new sections were
added to create a more manageable and meaningful chapter on
ethical conduct. With the new emphasis on conflict of
interest, the law gave enforcement personnel a whole set of
legal weapons with which to deal with the standards of
conduct violations. But more importantly, the law stated
a code of ethical standards for government instructions or
documents that would establish specific ethical standards
[4:15] .
The next significant event dealing with the standards
of conduct occurred during the administration of President
Lyndon B. Johnson. Executive Order 11222, prescribing
Standards for Ethical Conduct for Government Officers and
Employees was released by the White House on May 10, 1965.
26

This order incorporated the provisions of PL 87-849, the
concurrent congressional resolutions and additional recom-
mendations from a 196 study prepared by the New York Bar
Association. The executive order was applicable to every
individual officer, employee and advisor of the Executive
Branch of the government. It was considerably more strict
than anything prevailing in the Legislative or Judicial
branches of the government and clearly established standards
of conduct relating to:
1. Acceptance of gifts, favors, entertainment, loans
or any other thing of monetary value
2. Use of public office for private gain
3. Giving preferential treatment to any organization
or person
4. Impeding government efficiency or economy
5. Losing complete independence or impartiality of action
6. Making government decisions outside of official
channels
7. Actions affecting the confidences of the public or
integrity of the government [10:1]
This executive order also established requirements for
government employees in high paying positions to submit
personal statements of financial interests. Authority to
enforce this order within the Executive Branch was given
to the Civil Service Commission (CSC) . The authority
granted the CSC included the power to check on compliance
by the agencies and their employees. Although this was not
the first executive order issued prescribing standards of
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conduct for government employees it was the first to
accomplish the following:
1. The executive order was made applicable to all
government employees in all departments and agencies
of the Executive Branch.
2. The order tied together all phases of ethical conduct
for government employees.
3. The order gave enforcement responsibilities for the
Executive Branch to a single agency.
4. "It instituted the financial reporting requirement for
top government officials [23:64].
These were major improvements in the much discussed and over-
regulated area of ethical conduct.
In accordance with the requirements of Executive Order
11222 the Department of Defense (DOD) began revising its
DOD Directive 5500.7, Standards of Conduct. This directive
had been initially issued in 1963 following the passage of
PL 87-849 called the "Freedom of Information Act." The
revised directive, including the provisions of President
Johnson's Executive Order first appeared in March 1966 and
was again revised in August 1967.
On July 4, 1966, Congress enacted a statute which was
to have, and still has, significant impact on the standards
of conduct. Public Law 89-487 provided a means for any
member of the general public to obtain Executive Department
records. The "Freedom of Information Act" (FOI) superseded
a prior statute (5 USC 1002) which, although it had been
established for the same purpose in 1946, had allowed the
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government to impede rather than promote the public access
to Executive Department records [18:909].
The 1946 law, which was replaced by FOI , allowed each
agency in the Executive Department to withhold information
from the public if in the agency's view it was in the "public
interest," "good cause shown" or that the member of the
public was not "properly or directly concerned. " Even if
the agency's decision was not based on any justifiable
reason for withholding, those seeking the information had no
remedy to force the agency into disclosure.
The FOI and the prior statute placed a significant
impact on the procurement process, and especially the
standards of conduct, since it provided a public view of
the process through the agency's records. Under the 1946
Act, the National Science Foudnation (NSF) refused to
disclose to the public the manner in which the contractor
who was awarded the multi-million dollar Project Mohole was
chosen. NSF said it was not "in the public interest" to
disclose how the contract was awarded. It was only after
strong Congressional and White House pressure did NSF
disclose that the low bidder had not received the^award
and that cost had no relationship to the contractor
selection. As a result of this revelation, NSF came under
considerable criticism and embarrassment [18:911].
The FOI was Congress' attempt to obtain a balance
between what the public had a right to know and the
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government's need to keep certain information in confidence
to the extent necessary without allowing indiscriminate
secrecy. Where before, disclosure was the exception under
the 194 6 Act; disclosure was now the rule under the FOI Act,
to be denied only by such compelling consideration as pro-
vided for in the exemptions of this Act. To achieve this
goal the AOI Act of 1966 introduced the following changes:
1. "The prior statute included. an eligibility test to
determine who was entitled access to the records. The FOI
made this information available to "anyone" who requested it.
2. In lieu of the ambiguous phrases "in the public
interest," "good cause shown," and "the public was not
properly or directly concerned," the FOI established none
specifically defined categories of records/information
which could be exempted from public disclosure. They were:
a. Matters specifically required by Executive Order
to be kept secret in the interest of the national
defense or foreign policy.
b. Matters related solely to the internal personnel
rules and practices of an agency.
c. Items specifically exempt from disclosure by
statutes.
d. Matters that are trade secrets and commercial
or financial information obtained from a person
and privileged or confidential.
e. Inter- or intra-agency memoranda or letters
which would not be available by law to a party
other than an agency in litigation with the
agency.
f. Personnel and medical files and similar files
the disclosure of which would constitute un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy.
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g. Investigating files compiled for law enforcement
purposes except to the extent available by law
to a party other than an agency.
h. Matters contained in or related to examination,
operation, or condition reports prepared by, on
behalf of, or for the use of, an agency responsi-
ble for the regulation or supervision of finan-
cial institutions.
i. Geological and geophysical information and data,
including maps, concerning wells.
3. Finally, the FOI Act provided for a judicial review
of an agency's refusal to disclose, with the burden to sustain
it's nondisclosure action placed on the agency.
The DOD Directive 5500.7 is significant in the chain of
regulations on the subject of standards of conduct. Due to
DOD's dominant role in Federal procurement, the sections of
the directive dealing with gratuities and conflict of interest
were developed in greater details than in those regulations
issued by other agencies [4:17]. The DOD Directive also
extended the requirement for filing the financial disclosures
statement to the following employees.
1. Certain employees on the executive schedule.
2. Members of the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
3. GS-13 or above and military in the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel, Commander, or above, whose duties involve
making decisions on taking action in regard to ad-
ministering or monitoring grants or subsidies;
executing or approving the award of contracts;
auditing private or other non-Federal enterprises or
other activities which the final decision or action
has significant impact on the interest of any non-
Federal enterprise [8:14].
The DOD Directive in other sections covers the same subject
areas as the Executive Order only in considerably more detail.
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The directive is applicable to all military and civilian
personnel in all offices, agencies and departments of DOD.
On February 3, 1961, the then Deputy Secretary of Defense
W. P. Clemens, Jr., made this statement before the Joint
Congressional Committee on Defense Production in which he
summarized the content of this directive and emphasized its
importance
:
The DOD directive goes beyond the statutes that
restrict criminal activity by providing strong
ethical guidance to all of the Department of
Defense one million civilian and two million
military personnel. As ethical guidance it
provides the parameters of official and personal
activity which all department personnel must meet
in order to perform the national defense mission
in a manner that protects the interests of the
taxpayer while insuring the national security.
[4:22]
D. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PAST TEN YEARS
In 1970 the disclosure that defense contractors had
treated DOD employees to hunting trips brought renewed
criticism to DOD's standards of conduct. Donald Rumsfeld,
then Secretary of Defense said,
I can think of few things more damaging and dis-
tracting from the very significant, fundamental
issue of maintaining a strong defense than to
have the kind of articles and stories and reve-
lations about the people not conducting themselves
in a way that is clearly proper and above suspi-
cion. [3:40]
As in the case of other disclosures, an immediate investi-
gation of the hunting trip episode was initiated by DOD.
The investigation brought to light the fact that as many as
150 Admirals, Generals and other high ranking civilians may
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have participated in the hunting trips, all at the expense
of the defense contractors. Again, as in the case of in-
vestigations results following disclosures to the public,
DOD took immediate corrective action. DOD's action was to
further define the DOD standards of conduct. This redefining
was implemented in November 1975 by a change to DOD Directive
5500.7. This change to the DOD directive removed two excep-
tions to the rules covering acceptance of gratuities from
that which was allowed to that which is prohibited. The DOD
directive prohibited:
1. Customary exchange of social amenities between
personal friends and relations motivated by such
relationships and extended on a personal basis.
2. Transactions between the among relatives which
are personal and consistent with the relationships.
[8:7].
According to the investigation, acceptance of the hunting
lodge invitations had been rationalized by use of the above
two exceptions. Although the purpose of deleting the above
exceptions was to require DOD personnel to exercise a higher
degree of care in their relations with employees of defense
contractors, the actual results, however, were far different.
The change prohibited the innocent exchange of normal ameni-
ties with relatives and bona fide personal friends who
happen to be associated with a defense contractor. The
impact of this rule as it applied to gratuities was investi-
gated by a Tri-Service Committee on Standards of Conduct.
The committee found that:
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Because it is not realistic to expect that personnel
actually will abandon their customary relations with
their kin and long time close friends, this prohibi-
tion has left personnel without approved guidelines
by which to gauge the permissable limits of such
relations. This would appear to have the probable
practical effect of encouraging individuals to deal
with resultant dilemmas by devising personal guide-
lines which would nearly inevitably violate the
literal language of that provision. An important
implication is that if personnel perceive that if
exact compliance with one provision of the Directive
is not possible. .. they might well conclude that it
is also permissible to deviate from the directive in
other respects. [4:24]
As a result of the committee's recommendation the follow-
ing paragraph is now included in DOD Directive 5500.7:
Customary exchange of social amenities between per-
sonal friends and relatives when motivated by such
relationship and extended on a personal basis (is
acceptable.) [8:7]
In addition to the change in the standards of conduct
directives, the DOD on October 22, 1975, sent letters to
36 military officers and four civilian officials in the
Pentagon admonishing them for their "lack of judgment" in
accepting similar hunting invitations from defense con-
tractors. In addition to cautioning them against accepting
any further such invitations, the letter went on to state:
All Defense Department personnel are guardians of
public trust and as such, must conduct themselves in
such a manner that will insure that the public has
confidence in the integrity of the government. To
maintain the public trust the relationship with
Defense contractors must be above reproach and must
demonstrate impartiality and objectivity in all
dealings with contractors. [16:10]
In 1977 President Jimmy Carter in attempting to fulfill
his campaign pledge to the American people, "to restore the
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confidence of the American people in their own government,"
set out to establish the toughest guidelines concerning
conflict of interest. The guidelines carried three basic
areas: public disclosure of financial assets, divestiture
of assets that could involve possible conflict of interest,
and restrictions on employment after the employee left
government service [17:578].
Although President Carter's proposal was only directed
at Executive Department officials, that is, political
appointees, both the Senate and the House of Representatives
were working separately on different ideas on the same
subject. The Senate passed a measure (S555) which would
require financial disclosures from government employees
holding posts within all three branches of government [17:578].
The House of Representatives proposed four bills which covered
much of the same disclosure ground as S555 but came from
different committees. The Judiciary Committee proposed HR 1
which covered financial disclosure and conflicts of interest
for Executive and Judicial Branch employees. HR 74 01 was
proposed by the Select Ethics Committee. This proposal was
basically the same as the then disclosure provisions of
the House Ethics Code but with civil and criminal sanctions
added. HR 6954 was an administrative proposal which
covered only the Executive Branch employees. This proposal
was made by the House Post Office and Civil Service Committee
and the Armed Services Committee. The final proposal, HR 9705,
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came from the Judiciary Subcommittee. It proposed a special
prosecutor be appointed to investigate conflicts of interest
[17:584]
.
After much discussion and reviews of the various proposals,
the final result was the Ethics in Government Act, Public Law
95-521 which was signed into law by President Carter on
October 26, 1978 [7:184].
E. ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT - PUBLIC LAW 95-521
PL 95-521, according to President Carter, "responds to
the problems that developed in the highest levels of govern-
ment in the 1970 's" [5:835]. The major provisions of PL 95-521
provided for the following:
1. Requires each member of the Executive, Legislative,
and Judicial branch of Government who is compensated
at a rate equal to or more than the paid rate for
grade GS-16 and each military officer rated at 0-7
or higher to file an annual financial disclosure
statement which would include:
a. Sources of income, gifts, and reimbursements
b. Identity and approximate value of property held
and liabilities owed.
c. Transactions in property, commodities and
securities.
d. Certain financial interests of a spouse or a
dependent.
2. Authorizes the Attorney General to bring civil actions
against individuals who knowingly and willfully
falsify or fail to file or report the specified
information required. Penalities assumed against
such individuals shall not exceed $5,000.
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3. Requires that these financial disclosures will be
made generally available to the public, with specific
exceptions for certain individuals involved in
intelligence activities.
4. Permits the President to require officers and- employees
in the Executive Branch "only," not covered under
PL 95-521, to submit confidential reports.
5. Establishes in the Office of Personnel Management
the Office of Government Ethics, with a director to
be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate.
6. Extends from one to two years the period of prohibi-
tion on appearances before an agency by former Federal
employees or officials or commissioned officers in the
uniformed services at the specified salary levels on
matters that were under such persons' responsibilities.
Include within such prohibition informal as well as
formal contacts. Prohibits formal and informal
contacts with such agencies by former employees on
other matters for a period of one year after the end
of such employment. Exempted from this prohibition
are
:
a. Scientific personnel, if their communication is
solely to furnish scientific and technical infor-
mation.
b. Persons in specified positions designated by the
Director of the Office of Government Ethics.
7. Enumerates the authority and duties of a special
prosecutor. Authorizes the special prosecutor to
make public or send to Congress any statements or
reports on his activities as special prosecutor he
deems appropriate.
8. Provides a procedure whereby only specified Members
of Congress can request that a special prosecutor
may only be removed from office by impeachment and




incapacity, or any other condition that substantially
impairs performance [7:184-185].
Although PL 95-521 would not become effective until July 1,
1979, major alarms were sounded at the Department of Health,
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Education and Welfare (HEW) , DOD, the National Science
Foundation, and the Securities and Exchange commission,
with muted moans from the Office of Management and Budget
[19:10]. Causing the greatest concern were two provisions
of the Ethics in Government Act that:
1. Prevented ex-officials (GS-17 and above, 0-7 and
above) from contacting their former agencies about
any matter, regardless of whether or not they had
direct responsibility for it in Government, for a
period of one year after resigning.
2. Prohibited these ex-officials for two years after
leaving Government service from "assisting in
representing" another person before their previous
agency on matters they dealt with as Federal
employees [9:54 3].
The basis for their concern is shown in the following
example. For two years former DOD contracting officers
could not advise in any negotiations on a contract pending
before DOD if they had once presided "on the other side of
the table" on a similar contract with this company.
Prompted by fears of a large exodus of high-level Federal
officials prior to July 1, 1979, when PL 95-521 would become
effective and by Government critics who stated that such
restrictions would deter talented people from entering
Government service, President Carter signed into law PL 96-2 8
on June 22, 1979. PL 96-28 provides the following changes
to the Ethics in Government Act:
1. Limited automatic coverage of the post-employment
curbs to executive level civilian employees and
military officers in grades 0-9 and above. Deci-
sions on which positions to cover at the GS-17
and GS-18 level, in the Federal Senior Executive
Service and in military grades of 0-7 and 0-8 would
be up to the Office of Government Ethics.
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2. Clarified language in PL 95-521 on the two-year ban
on "assisting in representing. " The ban would apply
solely to those matters that a person participated
in "personally and substantially.
"
3. Allowed former official to advise lawyers, colleagues
and others representing his new employer before his
old agency. The assisting in representing ban would
only apply to personal appearances by the ex-official
before his old agency.
4. Exempt those in educational and other nonprofit fields
from the no contact provision [9:543-545].
F . SUMMARY /
The standards of conduct currently regulating ethical be-
havior of Government employees have been developed down through
the years through a combination of legal statutes, Congres-
sional legislation, Presidential Executive Orders and depart-
mental regulations all enhanced or tempered by the existing
mores of society. The result has been a set of standards
that provides guidance in all areas of ethical behavior to
be used by Government employees in the establishment of their
personal and professional behavior. The question now at hand
is whether the current standards and supporting regulations
have become too complex and technical to be useful to such
an extent that they are practically ignored.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE'S STANDARDS OF
CONDUCT
This chapter provides a general analysis. of DOD's standards
of conduct as it relates to Government procurement. It will
examine the need for standards of conduct in procurement;
whether the DOD's standards are meeting these needs; and
discuss various changes that perhaps could or should be made.
A. DISCUSSION OF THE NEEDS FOR A STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
The legal structure of a given society expresses the specific
and concrete acts to which citizens are obliged for the support
and furtherance of basic social institutions which society
as a whole has accepted [6:161]. These laws become standards
or guides to which the society agrees to conform. It is a
basic characteristic of society to seek some rules of conduct
which will translate its ideals into concrete expressions in
the order of everyday living. Every society needs some system
of beliefs, an organized set of ideas around which emotion
and purpose may gather [6:vii]. It is from this set of
ideas, this order of everyday living that the standards of
conduct are born.
DOD's standards of conduct are, likewise, a set of ideals
by which DOD attempts to maintain an order in its day-to-day
operation. These standards are necessary in order to
preserve the public interest, maintain the public trust and
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protect the expenditures of public funds. There is an under-
lying philosophy behind the standards which are as important
to Government personnel as are the policies and procedures
that regulate their daily effort. This philosophy may be
simply stated: All Government employees whose duties involve
dealing with industry must maintain higher standards of
conduct than those found in civilian business since theirs
is a position of trust and responsibility. In order to
maintain this trust and fulfill this responsibility, the
author contends that there must be strong ethical standards
to guide and support the Government employee.
B. PROBLEMS IN PROCUREMENT AS THEY RELATE TO THE STANDARDS
OF CONDUCT
One of the purposes of the standards of conduct as they
relate to procurement is to prevent the influence of outside
private interests on the contracting officer's award of a
contract. Reports of violations of this type are very
popular newspaper and magazine sellers. The hunting lodge
incident, discussed in Chapter III, is a perfect example of
a standards of conduct violation. Although Jack Anderson's
column will periodically report on DOD violations of the
standards of conduct by DOD, for the most part, those DOD
personnel involved are not always in direct procurement per
se [21].
In an effort to determine the involvement of DOD procure-
ment personnel in standards of conduct violations, a search
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was conducted of decisions of the Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals from 1969 to 1979. The result of this
search provided very little information that indicated DOD
procurement personnel violated DOD's standards of conduct.
Most of the information obtained related to violations of
the conflict of interest laws by retired military personnel.
Interviews conducted with representatives of the Judge
Advocate General revealed that few, if any, legal cases and
decisions could be found dealing with standards of conduct
violations. It is not that the violations do not exist,
rather, when Government employees are involved in a viola-
tion they are usually allowed to resign or retire rather
than be prosecuted [21]
.
In the last few years, the only known standards of
conduct violations where Government personnel have been tried
and prosecuted are in the nonappropriated funds area. In
April 1978 several Army and Air Force Exchange Service
(AAFES] employees and vendors 1 representatives were fined
and given prison sentences in a payment kickback scheme
[13:9]. GAO has, however, stated in several audit reports
that in the appropriated fund area where defense agencies
have awarded consulting service contracts, there was an
appearance of a conflict of interest [14:21]. According to
a Judge Advocate General representative, there appears to
be a misapprehension on what GAO feels the conflict of
interest laws state. The common examples given by GAO of
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conflict of interest violations are of retired military
officers going to work for a defense contractor irrespective
of their position. If the GAO feels this way, it is easy
to understand why there are misleading press reports and
other allegations that would appear that there are a lot of
conflict of interest violations in DOD [21]
.
C. ARE THE STANDARDS MEETING THE NEEDS OF DOD?
It appears from the searches and interviews conducted
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Office of
Government Ethics and the Office of the Judge Advocate
General (JAG) that few, if any, serious violations of the
standards of conduct are linked to DOD procurement personnel.
The standards appear to be meeting the needs of DOD. Although
the laws in this area are still complex, a JAG representative
has noticed an increase in the number of Government agencies
asking for advice prior to an action in order to follow the
intent of the standards [21] . The Government is stressing
ethical behavior as exemplified by the Ethics in Government
Act of 1978 and it appears that Government employees are
being supportive. With the possible exception of the non-
appropriated fund there has been no serious violation in DOD
procurement that has been prosecuted in over two years
according to JAG and the Office of Government Ethics [11:21].
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D. SHOULD THE STANDARDS BE CHANGED?
DOD is unique in its awareness of the risks and responsi-
bilities in the administration of multibillion dollar procure-
ment programs. This sensitivity takes the form of specific
restraints on conflict of interest and other rules for
ethical conduct. DOD is serious about maintaining superior
ethical conduct and based on the author's research and
interviews it is doing an excellent job. Personnel familiar
with the operations of DOD procurement will find that the
actual risks of abuse are today very small for the reason
that DOD procurement personnel are strongly committed to high
ethical standards. The only imperfection noted in the
standards, or rather in the dissemination of the information
in the standards is found in DOD 5500.7 XIII A:
New DOD personnel will be informed of the standards
of conduct upon employment or entry on duty. These
standards of conduct will also be brought to the
attention of all DOD personnel at least semi-annually
thereafter.
Nowhere in the Directive does it state that DOD personnel
will be trained or at least acquainted with some of the
rules of conduct and responsibility found in the directive.
Based on the research and interviews conducted, the
information contained in the standards of conduct is presently
sufficient and does not need to be changed. There is, how-
ever, a need for better dissemination of the information it
contains. DOD procurement personnel are professionals and
as professionals they should be trained in all aspects of
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their jobs and the responsibilities of their position. It
is for this reason that a Study Guide in Ethics and Standards
of Conduct has been developed and can be found in the next
chapter.
E. SUMMARY
The adequacy of DOD's standards of conduct in preventing
conflict of interest violations is the question being addressed
in this research paper. Information presented substantiates
the fact that the standards of conduct, as presently contained
in current regulations, provides the necessary guidance to
procurement personnel to prevent conflict of interest viola-
tions from developing.
In conducting research on the basic question it has been
determined that although the standards of conduct themselves
are adequate, there is a need to continue to maintain high
ethical standards now found in DOD employees as a result of
these standards. To meet this need a study guide has been
developed to amplify the standards to make them more relevant
to the ethical situations found in Government procurement.
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This "Leader's Guide" has been developed to assist you
in conducting training in employee responsibilities in the
areas of ethics and standards of conduct. This material
has been designed to not require a professional instructor
for its presentation. Any supervisor knowledgeable in the
area of ethics and standards of conduct should be capable
of conducting a class after review and study of this guide.
Review of SECNAVINST 5370. 2G entitled, Standards of Conduct,
and DOD Directive 5500.7 entitled, Standards of Conduct, is
required.
This program has been designed to be expanded, by use
of case problems, to fit the needs of all employees. The
basic program can be presented in approximately two hours.
With the addition of case problems and group discussions,
the program can be expanded to as much as five hours. Some
of the later exercises relate to certain groups of employees
only and are not applicable for everyone. You should select
the appropriate material to discuss in accordance with the
time available for training.
Although this program is for the primary use of procure-
ment personnel, the problem of conflict of interest also
arises in the involvement of other DOD employees; technical,
engineering, auditors , and other personnel who do not conduct
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DOD contracting functions directly with the contractor.
These personnel have the potential to exert significant
influence in the selection of a contractor. It is for this
reason that these personnel should also be invited to attend
these training sessions.
The presentation consists of the following components
which should normally be presented in the listed sequence.
Basic Program
1. Opening Comments by Office
Supervisor
2. True/False Tests (2 sets)
3. Ethics and Standards of
Conduct Lecture
a. Acceptance of Gratuities
and Favors
b. Conflict of Interest In-
cluding Outside and Post
Government Employment
c. Actual Versus Appearance
d. Confidential Statement of
Affiliations and Financial
Interest, DD Form 1555
4. Discussion of True/False Answers












One may not feel that every exercise relates directly
to a particular group. While there was an attempt to
design these exercises so that they would be applicable to
most procurement situations, it is impossible to account
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for all individual differences. As a result, one should
select only those exercises that fits best into the particu-
lar work situation.
The discussions generated should provide the participants
with the opportunity to exchange ideas on employees ' ethics
and conduct. It is important to point out, however, that
many of the questions raised in the exercise material do not
have absolute "right" or "wrong" answers. The problems and
case studies described in the exercises have been created
around specific situations, many of which do not relate
directly to a particular regulation, because of this only
the "best possible" or "most probable" solution is suggested
in this guide. This should be mentioned early in the pre-
sentation and repeated as often as it is necessary. As the
groups proceed through the exercises, the leader should
make a special effort to encourage free discussion by not
forcing his or her own ideas on any of the participants.
As the leader you are considered to be an expert in
conduct and ethics problems and as such, can certainly
expect some difficult questions to surface which might be
difficult to give an extemporaneous answer. It is recom-
mended that these questions be written down and forwarded
to the level or area with the capability of answering.
Upon receipt of the answer it is an excellent policy to
provide a written answer to the concerned individual.
It is mandatory that you as leader have reviewed both DOD
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Directive 5500.7 and SECNAVINST 5370. 2G and be able to
satisfactorily answer the majority of the questions.
The exercises in this study guide have been designed to
help the participants:
1. Sharpen their understanding of pertinent regulations
in regard to ethics and standards of conduct.
2. Attempt to clarify various actions and activities
which are considered permissible or non-permissible
under present Department of Defense and Department
of the Navy regulations.
3. Exchange ideas on a wide variety of specific issues,
including:
a. Conflicts of interest, including outside and
post government employment.
b. Acceptance of gratuities and favors
c. Actual versus appearance of an action/activity
d. "Confidential Statement of Affiliations and




Before conducting these training exercises, it is im-
portant that the leader is adequately prepared. In order
to do this, the following is a recommended checklist;
1. Read through this Leader's Guide to fully acquaint
yourself with the material it contains. Review all exercises
in detail.
2. Reproduce one copy of the True/False Test for each
participant. Check your training equipment to ensure proper
operation of equipment and adequate facility arrangements.
3. Before training activities begin, arrange the meeting
room so that three to six participants can sit comfortably
around separate tables. Since team discussion is essential
during the training exercises, tables that can accommodate
three to six participants provide the b est seating arrange-
ments. If tables are not available it is recommended that
chairs be arranged in small circles. The teams should be
arranged in a semi-circle or horseshoe configuration so
that as many participants as possible can direct their
attention to the front of the room during presentation and
summaries of these exercises.
4. Note paper and a pencil/pen should be provided for
each one.
5. A flipchart or blackboard will be needed for sum-
marizing decisions made on each exercise or case and for
noting other pertinent information.
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6. As part of the advance preparation, select those
exercises that will best pertain to the different groups of
individuals. The best approach is to review the Leader's
Guide and the training exercises, as well as other materials
that would be pertinent to this program. Use current events
or past experiences if they are applicable. Arrange the
material in such a manner as to provide convenient places to
divide the exercises to provide a coffee break.
7. It is strongly recommended that prior to participat-
ing in these training exercises that each employee be asked
to review, if not study in detail, the information provided
in SECNAVINST 5370. 2G and DOD Directive 5500.7. Copies of
these can be found in Appendices A and B. Since many of the
exercises and cases are based on information contained in
these regulations, participants will be better prepared to
make decisions involved in these exercises if they have had
a review of the regulations.
8. Although this Leader's Guide is set up to instruct
any number of teams, the optimum number of groups that any
one leader should handle is about two or three teams of
three to five participants. In establishing the size and
composition of the teams, the following guidelines might
prove useful.
a. Teams of five members are best, but depending on
the room available, the teams may be larger or smaller. It
is best to keep the size of the teams approximately the same
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b. To the extent possible, separate people who work
closely with each other.
c. Try to avoid seating two people together at the
same table if one reports directly to the other.
d. Very outspoken people should be seated together
so they do not dominate their respective groups. However,
at the same time attempt to arrange one or two members who
can guide the team to a meaningful discussion.




List of Required Supplies
Supply of True/False Tests




Marking Pens or Chalk
Copies of SECNAVINST 5370. 2G
Copies of DOD Directive 5500.7
Copies of Applicable Local Instructions/Notices
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III. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO THE OPENING AND CLOSING
OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM
It is strongly recommended that the Contracting Officer
or Department Head introduce the program and the course leader.
In this introduction the Contracting Officer or Department
Head should briefly cover the following items:
1. Both the activity's and his own personal position on
ethics and standards of conduct.
2. Bring out special problems that might apply within
the activity.
3. State the ethics training policy within the activity.
Explain the purpose for this training program.
Immediately following these remarks, the leader should
introduce the program covering the following areas:
1. Brief outline of what is to be covered.
2. Explain what is to be expected of each member.
3. Attempt to stimulate the member's interest in the
training program.
Following the leader's remarks, proceed into the True/False
Test. The test has been designed to test the students general
knowledge of the standards of conduct.
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IV. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING TRUE/FALSE TEST
The material covered in the True/False Test is designed
as an early presentation of the course material in order to
create an awareness of the problems involved in ethics and
standards of conduct. It is important to stress to the
students that this is simply a self-test and not a recorded
test. If a student completes the test without missing a
question, he or she should be excused from the training and
a notation should be placed in the training file indicating
he or she has demonstrated satisfactory knowledge of the
standards by a perfect score on the exam.
Upon completion of the true/false test, a discussion of
the answers should be conducted. Those areas where the
students did well will need little, if any, training. The
length of the discussion period must be controlled to allow
adequate time for training in those areas where the students
were weak.
The true/false test covers most of the material in the
training. Development of specific true/false questions to
highlight special cases applicable to the activity or training
group is highly recommended.
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V. GENERAL DISCUSSION FOR SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS
The success of this section depends, to some extent, on
the leader's ability to oversee the discussions. The leader
must be familiar with the various exercises and cases explained
in the sessions so that they can be discussed intelligently
with the students. More importantly, he or she should have
a thorough understanding of the applicable instructions and
directives and should be able to discuss the major point of
the regulations and some of their hidden meanings.
Beyond this, the leader's function in these cases is
primarily one of a facilitator who clarifies procedural
problems and serves as a moderator for intergroup comparisons.
The leader must be careful to not allow the groups to single
out an individual for attack and must stress that the standards
have a procedure for reporting standards of conduct violations
(DOD 5500.7 XIV) and that during a group discussion is neither
the time nor place. In addition, the role will be to assure
that each group comes to a specific conclusions about each
case and then to explore with the groups how their decisions
relate to the "most probable" interpretation of SECNAVINST
5370. 2G and DOD Directive 5500.7 on ethics and standards of
conduct.
The major function of the leader during this portion of
the training will include:
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1. Monitoring group activities for information which
will be useful later in group comparisons of the
conclusions reached.
2. Answering questions raised by the participants and
working with individuals or teams who experience
temporary difficulties.
3. Drawing specific conclusions from each case by allow-
ing the teams to offer their points of view and by
relating them to the specific instruction or directive
In addition to these tasks, it is important that, as much
as possible, that the director acts as a discussion leader
and not as an instructor. This allows the ideas to flow
from the various groups which perhaps would be stifled if
the leader acted as an instructor during the phase of the
training.
The following pointers are intended primarily for those
people who are going to be responsible for conducting the
training and who have not had experience in working with
small group case study exercises.
1. Encourage participants to contribute to their team
discussions. If some are reluctant to do so, attempt to
help them become part of the discussion by joining their
groups and drawing them into the discussion.
2. Whenever possible, relate the discussion to the
specific situations within the activity or command with which
members of the groups are familiar.
3. Toss questions raised by participants to all the
groups for discussion. Attempt to allow the groups to feel
free to reach their own respective conclusions.
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4. After the case studies, it is helpful to provide a
short lecture period to cover the material which will be
discussed in the case study. It is important not to lecture
on any subject for more than thirty minutes, no matter how
interesting the lecture is, as it might be difficult to keep
the full attention of the participants. It is more desirable
to intersperse the lecture with questions so that the parti-
cipants can become involved in a particular topic rather
than passively listening to an extended talk.
5. As the lecture beings, attempt to briefly outline
the material to be discussed and as frequently as necessary,
summarize, or request that a participant summarize key
lecture points. Whenever possible, relate questions to




VI. SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING TRAINING EXERCISES
This section of the Leader's Guide contains notes and
suggestions on how to conduct specific workshop exercises.
There is a space left to add any notes the leader feels
would help improve upon the comments and suggestions offered.
Specific references may also be added to support some of the
points of view offered for certain exercises discussed in
this portion of the guide. In addition, target times may
also be added to serve as a yardstick to assure that all
material is covered in the time scheduled for completion.
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VII, GENERAL OUTLINE FOR LEADER'S INTRODUCTION TO THE
TRAINING COURSE
This program is designed to acquaint Government employees
with some of the rules of conduct and personal responsibilities
which govern every person in DOD, both civilian and military.
The governing rules are found in DOD Directive 5500.7 which
has been implemented in the Navy by SECNAVINST 5370. 2G. Each
student will receive a copy of these instructions (Appendices
A and B) to read and understand. The majority of the informa-
tion covered in this training will come from this instruction.
As the student progresses through the sessions, it is important
to remember that the training should be both in information
and enjoyable.
As citizens all personnel have certain controls under
which they must operate as members of a civilized society;
obeying local, state, and national laws of the land, paying
our taxes and sharing general responsibility for the welfare
of our families.
As Government employees, there are special requirements
by which all must abide. As keepers of the public interest
and funds, it is important to maintain high standards of
ethics and conduct. As Government employees, conduct on




During training sessions it will be impossible to cover
every aspect of the Standards of Conduct instruction; however,
the training will attempt to identify some of the more common
situations Government employees may find themselves in.
The purpose of this training is based on the requirement
that every Government employee, both military and civilian,
is required to be familiar with the contents, prohibitions,
and requirements contained in this instruction. In addition,
every Government employee must review the contents of this
instruction every six months to ensure familiarity and com-
pliance with the instructions. As such, it is felt that by
reviewing pertinent sections of the instruction and jointly
discussing various case studies that the procurement agents
of the DOD will have a better grasp of the requirements since
responsibilities bring them into day-to-day contact with its
requirements. Additionally, as "Keepers of the Public Trust"
they have a responsibility to the American people to care
for their taxes and trust.
The training will be divided into four major areas:
1. Acceptance of gratuities and favors
2. Conflicts of interest, including outside and post
Government employment
3. Actual versus appearance of an action/activity
4. DD Form 1555, "Confidential Statement of Affiliations
and Financial Interests" (Optional)
.
Transparency masters have been provided in Appendix A
for use in the training sessions. These masters contain
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ACCEPTANCE' OF GRATUITIES AND FAVORS
A. OBJECTIVES
1. To point out DOD's position on soliciting or
accepting gratuities or favors.
2. To provide a check list on which to base whether a
gratuity or favor being offered is illegal.
B. GRATUITIES AND FAVORS
Although no rules have ever been legislated prohibiting
social contact between Government employees and business
representatives, the acceptance of entertainment, gifts, or
favors between the two groups has been.
(Transparency #1)
Executive Order 11222, which has been implemented in DOD
Directive 5500.7, prohibits any Government employees from
soliciting or accepting, directly or indirectly, anything
of monetary value from any person, corporation, or group
which:
1. Has, or is seeking to obtain, contractual or other
business with his agency.
2. Conducts operations or activities that are regulated
by his agency.
3. Has interests that may be substantially affected by
the performance or nonperformance of his official duties.
Remember, it is often difficult to determine when a
gratuity is an illegal gift from that of an innocent social
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favor. In order to avoid this problem each situation should
be tested against the following criteria for an illegal
gratuity:
(Transparency #2)
1. Does this situation involve using a public office
for a private gain?
2. Is preferential treatment being given to any organiza-
tion or person?
3. Will this situation impede Government efficiency or
economy?
4. Is there a loss of the Government ability to be
impartial?
5. Does this situation bypass or allow official decisions
to be made outside official channels?
6. Is the confidence of the American public in the in-
tegrity of the Government weakened or seriously affected in
this situation? (DOD 5500.7 IV F)
If the answer to any of the above questions is "Yes," no
matter whether the situation is actual or creates the appearance
of being actual, it must promptly be reported to the immediate
supervisor. It is the department supervisor's responsibility
to determine if the situation is potential conflict, and if
so, must be reported up the chain of command.
The statutes and regulations concerning standards of
conduct are very clear in their application to contracting
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personnel. Contracting personnel, who are directly and
personally involved in conducting Government business and
the spending of public funds, must deliberately detach
themselves from dealings with contractors and prospective
contractors.
The problem arises in the involvement of the other DOD
employees; technical, engineering and other procurement
personnel who do not conduct DOD business directly with the
contractors. These personnel have the potential to exert
significant influence in the selection of a contractor. In
addition, the nature of their work often necessitates close
personal contact with their industrial counterparts; friend-
ships which develop through professional meetings, trips to
the contractor's plant, through conferences to discuss
technical areas of mutual interests, and through informal
contacts from contractor's representatives. Reasonable
care and discretion must be exercised by these DOD employees
It is in this area that these friendships might result in
actual or apparent conflict of interest which may compromise
the entire Government-industrial procurement effect.
At the end of each training session there will be two
case studies to enforce the information that has just been
presented. Depending on the available time either one or
both of the cases may be used. The answer to the case





When Morris Smith, an inventory manager at a large Naval
In-entory Control Point (ICP) , arrived home from an industrial
trade fair his wife informed him that a box of Florida fruit
had been delivered that afternoon. The box contained a large
assortment of candies, dates, and preserved fruits packed in
the center of the oranges and grapefruit. Also contained in
the box was an anniversary card from a Mr. Pat Jones, head
of the Industrial Marketing branch of ABC Incorporated.
ABC Inc. had performed successfully on several space
parts contracts with Smith's activity. ABC had a reputation
of producing high quality, reasonably priced spare parts,
and had never been late on a delivery. During the various
contract negotiations, Smith had become friendly with both
Jones and Bill Johnson, ABC's vice president of production.
Smith and Johnson regarded themselves as professional
colleagues since both were members of the National Contract
Management Association (NCMA) . In fact, Smith had arranged
for Johnson to be a guest speaker at an NCMA luncheon held
at Smith's activity.
Although Jones and Johnson regularly visited Smith when
they were in the Northeast on business , they always restricted
their conversations to general topics or to technical areas
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of mutual interest. Through their long friendship, neither
company representative had ever sought information beyond
which they were entitled to on a particular solicitation or
proposed procurement, or sought any preferential treatment
to direct business to their company.
ABC presently held no defense contracts with the Navy,
and to the best of Smith's knowledge, the Navy was not
negotiating with or planning any solicitation that involved
ABC. Despite all this, Smith was uncertain as to what should
be done about theanniversary present. Smith was doubtful
that the express company that delivered the fruit would
accept the return of perishable fruit that already had been
opened and sampled.
What action should Smith take under these circumstances?
Does the action Smith should take change if the card contained





Upon return from two weeks leave, CDR Nat Ford, Contract-
ing Officer at Naval Supply Center Brooklyn, noticed a slight
change in the Procurement Department. New pocket calculators
and pens- were found on each desk in the office. On each
calendar and pen was the slogan, "Gizmo Widgets, Inc.,
Leaders in Electronic Technology." In addition, CDR Ford
noticed that everyone in the office was sporting brand new
navy blue plastic zippered briefcases. Each briefcase was
imprinted on one side with the owner's name and rank or
position, and the legend, "Naval Supply Center Brooklyn,"
and the official emblem of the command. The other side
carried the slogan found on the calculators and pens, and
briefcases had been distributed two weeks ago by the New York
sales representative of Gizmo Widgets, Inc.
What action, if any, should CDR Ford take?




CONFLICT OF INTEREST INCLUDING OUTSIDE AND POST GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT
A. OBJECTIVES
1. Clarify the restrictions of activities as they apply
to the various categories of Government employment,
outside employment and post-Government employment.
2. To alert the student to the Disqualification Procedures
in the event of a conflict of interest.
3. Bring to the student's attention the unethical situa-
tions that may arise as a result of outside and post-
Government employment.
B. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
DOD Directive 5500.7 states that DOD personnel shall not
engage in any personal, business, or professional activity,
or receive or retain any direct or indirect financial
interest, which places them in a position of conflict between
their private interest and the public interests of the United
States related to their duties or responsibilities of their
DOD position. This prohibition also extends to the private
interests of a spouse, minor child, and any household members.
U.S. Criminal Code (Title 18, U.S.C., Sec. 208) states that
this violation carries a penalty of a $10,000 fine and/or
two years imprisonment.
In general, the Government's conflict of interest laws
apply to all full-time officers and employees, and all
military officers on active duty. The only exceptions are
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those who are "special Government employees." The following
conflict of interest prohibitions apply:
(Transparency #3)
1. Represent anyone else before a court or Government
agency in a matter in which the United States is a
party of has an interest. (18 U.S.C. 203 and 205)
2
.
Receive any salary from a private source as compen-
sation for his services to the Government. (18 U.S.C,
209)
3. "Participate in his Government cap city in any matter
in which he, his spouse, minor child, outside busi-
ness associate or person with whom he is negotiat-
ing for employment, has a financial interest. (18
U.S.C. 208)
The only exception that has been made under restriction #3
is for the financial holdings of DOD personnel that consist
of a "share in a widely held diversified mutual fund or
regulated investment company" where the interest results
indirectly from ownership by the fund or investment company
of stocks in business. (DOD 5500.7 XVI A3)
Although special Government employees are exempted from
these general restrictions of full-time employees and mili-
tary officers, they are still subject to the following:
1. May not, except in the discharge of his official
duties, represent anyone else:
a. before a court of Government agency in a matter
in which the United States is a party or has an interest
and which he has at any time participated personally and
substantially for the Government. (18 U.S.C. 203 &205)
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b. in a matter pending before the agency he serves
unless he has served there no more than 60 days during the
last 365. (18 U.S.C. 203 & 205)
2. May not participate in his Government capacity in
any matter in which he, his spouse, minor child, outside
business associate or person with whom he is negotiating
for employment, has a financial interest. (18 U.S.C. 208)
C. OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT
DOD Directive 5500.7 states that DOD personnel shall not
engage in outside employment or other outside activity, with
or without compensation, which:
1. can be reasonably expected' to bring discredit to
the Government
;
2. will interfere with the performance of their official
duties;
3. may involve a conflict of interest.
The discredit-employment limitation, although not limited
only to these instances, has arisen as a result of employment
with regard to striking unions and strikebreaking.
The interference-with-duty limitation generally refers
to normal working time. As long as DOD employees do their
work and work normal assigned hours, most agencies have no
objections to outside employment providing such outside




The conflict-of-interest limitation is difficult to
apply due to the difficulty of identifying such situations.
When attempting to determine if an outside employment
involves a conflict of interest, an excellent guide to use
as a standard is the Code of Ethics for Government Service.
If the outside employment appears to be in contradiction
to the Government's Code of Ethics, listed below, there is
a good possiblity that an actual or apparent conflict of
interest situation exists.
(Transparency #5)
Code of Ethics for Government Services
(Congressional Resolution 175)
Any person in Government service should:
1. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to
country above loyalty to persons, party, or Govern-
ment department.
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations
of the United States and of all governments therein
and never be a party to their evasion.
3. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving
to the performance of duties his earnest effort and
best thought.
4. Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical
ways of getting tasks accomplished.
5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of
special favors or privileges to anyone, whether for
remuneration or not; and never accept for himself
or his family, favors or benefits under circum-
stances which might be construed by reasonable
persons as influencing the performance of government
duties.
6. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon
the duties of office, since a Government employee




7. Engage in no business with the Government, either
directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent
with the conscientious performance of government
duties.
8. Never use any information coming to him confiden-
tially in the performance of government duties as
a means for making private profit.
9. Expose corrpution wherever discovered.
10. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public
office is a public trust.
D. POST-EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS
The restrictions imposed upon the DOD employees by the
conflict of interest laws which are found in the standards
of conduct do not end with their termination of Government
service. Legislation has been on the books for nearly a
century restricting the relations of former Government
employees with their agencies and with the Government. The
reasons for these post-employment restrictions center around
the following concerns:
(Transparency #6)
1. the access to inside information
2. the use of personal influence
3. the potential immorality in the behavior of a former
Government, eroployee who had switched sides.
The post-employment restrictions apply to full-time
civilian officers or employees who have left Government
service, retired regular officers and reserve officers




These restrictions are broken down by various categories
of former Government employment. They include:
1. former civilian officers and employees,
2. special Government employees,
3. retired regular officers,
4. officers of reserve components.
The following major prohibitions apply:
(Transparency #7)
1. Former Civilian officers and employees
a. May not, at any time after his Government employ-
ment has ended, represent anyone other than the
United States in connection with a matter in which
the United States is a party or has an interest
and in which he participated personally and sub-
stantially for the Government (18 U.S.C. 207(A)).
b. May not, for one year after his Government employ-
ment has ended, represent anyone other than the
United States in connection with a matter in which
the United States is a party or has an interest
and which was within the boundaries of his official
responsibility during the last year of his Govern-
ment service (18 U.S.C. 202(b) & 207(b)).
2. Special Government Employees
Subject to the same prohibitions as a former employee
(18 U.S.C. 207)
.
3. Retired Regular Officer
a. Subject to the same prohibitions as a former
employee. (18 U.S.C. 207)
b. May not, at any time, assist in prosecuting a
claim against the United States if he worked on
that claim while on active duty (18 U.S.C. 283).
c. May not, within two years after their retirement,
assist in prosecuting a claim which involves the
department in whose services they hold a retired
status (18 U.S.C. 283).
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d. May not, at any time, sell anything to the
department in whose service they hold a
retired status (18 U.S.C. 281).
e. May not, within three years after retirement,
sell supplies or war materials to any agency
of the DOD, the Coast Guard, the Coast and
Geodetic Survey, or the Public Health Service.
(37 U.S.C. 801 (c) as amended by P.L. 87-777)
In addition to the above restrictions, each regular re-
tired officer of the armed forces shall file with the mili-
tary department in which they hold a retired status a Statement
of Employment shall be filed within thirty days after retire-
ment and whenever the information in the statement is no
longer accurate. (DOD 5500.7 XVI 2(a))
4. Officers of the Reserve Components
When released from active duty, a Reserve officer is
subject to the same restrictions as a former civilian
employee (DOD 5500.7 XVI E(4)).
E. DISQUALIFICATION PROCEDURE
When in the event of Government employees participating in
a Government capacity in a matter in which they, their spouse,
minor child, outside business associate or person with whom
they are negotiating for employment, has a financial interest,
they must disqualify themself from this matter. The dis-
qualification procedure consists of:
(Transparency #8)
1. prompt notification to their superior of the financial
conflict of interest
2. full disclosure of the financial interest.
3. The employee's superior will then
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a. relieve them from his duty and responsibility
in the matter (Exception: if the Government
official responsible for the appointment makes
a written advance determination that the
interest is not so substantial as to affect
the integrity of the services which the Govern-
ment may expect from the employee.)
b. upon disqualification, the superior will reassign
the matter for decision and action to someone
else who is not subordinate to the disqualified
person.
It should be emphasized that voluntary disqualification
is a sign of ethical behavior and in no way should any stigma





Jeff Powers , a contracting officer at the Naval Material
Command, was on top of the world. Having just completed
his Government intern program in procurement and being
accepted in his new position was more than he could have
hoped for. His wife, Betty, also added to his fantastic
feeling. She had just obtained a position as a private
secretary for the Financial Director at ABC Corporation.
Living in Washington, DC, was expensive but now that they
both had good jobs they could now afford to buy their small
dream home in Virginia.
As Jeff sat back dreaming about where his woodworking
shop would go in his new garage, his boss, Captain Seabag,
USN, came in to tell him about a proposal Jeff would be
negotiating. "I know you are still new, Jeff, but everyone
else is tied up and we have to have the contract finalized
by the end of the week. ABC Corporation negotiators will
be here tomorrow. You do a good job on this and I'll
guarantee you'll be negotiating the major contracts in no
time .
"





Dick. Schauer, head of a procurement branch at a large
Naval Air Stations, had an outside job as an instructor
at a local extension of the state university. The university
extension was located at a defense contractor's plant.
Teaching the class twice a week was an enjoyable experience
for Schauer; however, because of the early starting time of
classes, Schauer did not have time to go home for dinner.
The plant had a cafeteria where the meals were subsidized by
the contractor for the evening and night shift. Since the
class was held at the contractor's plant and most of the
students worked for the contractor, the contractor had
authorized both Schauer and the students to eat at the
cafeteria.
Schauer wondered that if by eating his meals at the
cafeteria twice a week was he getting himself into a conflict
of interest situation, especially since he was preparing to
negotiate a large contract with the contractor.






1. To ensure that the student understands that the
underlying purpose of the Standards of Conduct is
to guarantee public confidence in the integrity of
the Government.
2. To point out that a particular act or action can be
perceived differently by a person or persons who do
not have the same background or knowledge as the
Government official who performed the act.
B. ACTUAL VERSUS APPEARANCE
As pointed out in previous lessons, Government employees
must avoid actual situations which involve gratuities,
conflict of interest and other actions prohibited by DOD
Directive 5500.7. It is hoped that this general knowledge
will normally keep the Government employee well cleared of
most of these situations. In more difficult situations
Government employees may find themselves in a situation
where there may exist the appearance of a conflict of
interest. It is important to discuss this "appearance of
a conflict" since these are situations, when viewed by an
outsider, that can damage the public's confidence in the
integrity of the Government.
The true nature of a particular situation is irrelevant.
The Standards of Conduct do not require that those who
perceive a violation base their perception on the same
knowledge or background as the official who performed the
act or made the decision. Remember, the public may be
completely ignorant of the motives or requirements that
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brought about the action of decision; yet, so long as the
perception of the outside viewers is reasonable, the act
or decision is wrong. This would be difficult for Government
employees to accept if it were not for an underlying rule
in the standards that if a doubt arises regarding the
propriety of an act, the act should not be undertaken. It
might be easier to understand after this example.
You and your neighbor, Jim, are good friends. He just
received some pro football tickets from his boss and asked
if you would like to accompany him. The seats are box seats
which the company buys each year. You really want to go to
this game; however, you are the contracting officer which
often deals with this company. Should you accept the
invitation?
The answer is no. Even though there is no actual conflict
of interest (the tickets were offered by a personal friend)
and DOD 5500.7 clearly states that a customary exchange of
social amenities between personal friends are allowed, this
situation could appear clearly as a conflict of interest
when viewed by an outsider attending the game.
In this lesson, it is important to remember two things:
1. Actions or decisions should be tested as if they
were being made on a stage opened to the public.
2. If there is any doubt whether the possibility of
a conflict is present in a situation, bring it





LT Swegle, a Navy contracting officer, was concerned
over one of his buyers, Mr. Short, who was always complaining
about being in financial trouble. Owning a large custom
house in a well-to-do suburb, driving an expensive sports
car, and having two kids in college would be hard on most
people but on a GS-9 salary LT Swegle could not see how
Short was managing. According to Mr. Short, Mrs. Short did
have a part-time job that paid her peanuts.
LT Swegle is considering transferring Mr. Short to a
new position in the service contract area. Mr. Short would
be working in an area where there has been numerous conflict
of interest violation reported. Although Mr. Short is an
excellent worker, LT Swegle is worried that the temptation
in that area might be too great.





Joe Wright was the head of the technical section of a
large Naval activity. One morning his office door opened,
and a well-dressed gentleman in his mid-sixties approached
his desk.
"Mr, Wright, I'm Tom Bass. Just call me Tom. I've just
had a talk with [here Tom Bass mentioned the first name of
the commander of the activity) , who said you are the man to
see. He and I served many a tour together. I have just
retired and am now a sales representative at Fundamentals
Engineering. It is a young firm with good growth potential
but right now it needs to get more Government business. That
is why I am here. I want to cut through all this red tape
and B.S. and see if we can just talk things over. I am
willing to sit down and tell you all about our capabilities,
and if you have something we can do, I guarantee Fundamental
can get right on it without a lot of trouble or paperwork
for the Navy. I have talked to your Procurement section and
have been told you are the people who really select the
contractors. That is why I want to start on the ground
floor. I know we will work well together.
"
What reply should Joe Wright make to Tom Bass?
Do you think Bass's activities conflict with regulations
concerning the business activities of a retired military?
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CONFIDENTIAL STATEMENT OF AFFILIATIONS AND FINANCIAL INTEREST,
DD FORM 1555
A. OBJECTIVES
1. To discuss the reporting requirements of the DD Form
1555.
2. To point out the reason for reporting financial
interests on the DD Form 1555.
Note: Since the DD Form 1555 is required to be filed
by GS-13 or above and 0-5 and above, this
session may be deleted if the class population
is not composed of senior civilians or military
officers.
B. FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
The financial disclosure reporting system, which is
included in the standards of conduct, is perhaps one of the
most well known aspect of the Government's ethics program.
Under the financial disclosure system officers and employees
of DOD must submit annually the "Confidential Statement of
Affiliations and Financial Interest," DD Form 1555. The
DD Form 1555 shall contain the following information:
(Transparency #9)
1. A list of names of all corporations, companies, firms,
or other business enterprises, partnerships, non-
profit organizations, and educational and other
institutions.
a. with which they are connected as an employee,
officer, owner, director, trustee, partner,
advisor, or consultant; or
b. in which they have continuing financial interests,
through a pension or retirement plan, shared
income, or otherwise, as a result of any current




2. A list of the names of their creditors, other than
those to whom they may be indebted by reason of a
mortgage on property which they occupy as a personal
residence or to whom they may be indebted for current
and ordinary household and living expenses.
3. A list of their interests in real property or rights
in lands, other than property which he occupies as a
personal residence.
Now that it is understood what has to be reported, who
must file the DD Form 1555? The filing requirements include:
(Transparency #10)
1. Executive Schedule employees listed in subchapter II
of Chapter 53 of Title 5, United States Code.
2. Board members of the Armed Service Board of Contract
Appeals.
3. GS-13 or above or members of the military in the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel, Commander or above whose basic
duties and responsibilities require the incumbent to
exercise judgment in making a Government decision or
in taking Government action in regard to:
a. administering or monitoring grants or subsidies
b. contracting or procurement, specifically, those
who sign, negotiate, recommend, or approve the
award of contracts
c. auditing, including both those who audit or
develop policies and procedures for performing
audits
d. other activities in which the final decision or
action has a significant economic impact on the
interests of any non-Federal enterprise.
The reason for the financial disclosure system is for the
most part self-evident—the need to maintain the public's
confidence in the integrity of the Government. The trust
of the general public is a delicate matter. It is felt
that the reporting requirements in DOD Directive 5500.7 are
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far from perfect, expecially in the area of Government
procurement. If the public's confidence is truly going to
be maintained, then there is a need for all personnel
associated with Government procurement to report under the
financial disclosure system. Those individuals responsible
for generating requirements, writing specifications, per-
forming inspections, representing the contracting officer
and receiving items are also very susceptible to conflict
of interest situations.
There are no case examples for this session.
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STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX A
GRATUITIES
Executive Order 11222, which has been implemented in DOD
Directive 5500.7, prohibits any Government employee from
soliciting or accepting, directly or indirectly, anything of
monetary value from any person, corporation, or group which:
1. has, or is seeking to obtain, contractual or other
business with their agency.
2. conducts operations or activities that are regulated
by their agency.
3. has interests that may be substantially affected by






TEST FOR AN ILLEGAL GRATUITY
1. Does this situation involve using a public office for a
private gain?
2. Is preferential treatment being given to any organization
or person?
3. Will this situation impede Government efficiency or
economy?
4. Is there a loss of the Government ability to be impartial?
5. Does this situation bypass or allow official decisions to
be made outside official channels?
6. Is the confidence of the American public in the integrity






The Government Conflict of Interest Laws apply to all
full-time officers and employees, and all military officers
on active duty. In general, the following conflict of
interest prohibitions apply:
1. Represent anyone else before a court or Government
agency in a matter in which the United States is a
party or has an interest. (18 U.S.C. 203 adn 205)
2. Receive any salary from a private source as compensa-
tion for the services to the Government (18 U.S.C. 209)
3. Participate in their Government capacity in any matter
in which they, their spouses, minor children, outside
business associates or persons with whome they are
negotiating for employment, has a financial interest.
(18 U.S.C. 208)
The only exception that has been made under restriction #3 is
for the financial holdings of DOD personnel that consist of
a "share in a widely held diversified mutual fund or regulated
investment company" where the interest results indirectly from
ownership by the fund or investment company of stocks in





DOD Directive 5500.7 states that DOD personnel shall not
engage in outside employment or other outside activity, with
or without compensation, which:
1. can be reasonable expected to bring discredit to the
Government;
2. will interfere with the performance of their official
duties;




CODE OF ETHICS FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE
(Congressional Resolution 175)
Any person in Government service should:
1. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to
country above loyalty to persons, party, or Govern-
ment department
.
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal reulations
of the United States and of all governments therein
and never be a party to their evasion.
3. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving
to the performance of his duties his earnest effort
and best thought.
4. Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical
ways of getting tasks accomplished.
5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of
special favors or privileges to anyone, whether for
remuneration or not; and never accept for himself
or his family, favors or benefits under circumstances
which might be construed by reasonable persons as in-
fluencing the performacne of governmental duties.
6. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the
duties of office, since a Government employee has no
private word which can be binding on public duty.
7. Engage in no business with the Government, either
directly of indirectly, which is inconsistent with
the conscientious performance of his governmental
duties.
8. Never use any information coming to him confidentially
in the performance of governmental duties as a means
for making private profit.
9. Expose corruption wherever discovered.
10. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public




REASONS FOR POST-EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS
1. The access to inside information.
2. The use of personal influence.
3. The potential immorality in the behavior of a former
Government employee who had switched sides.
The post-employment restrictions apply to full-time civilian
officers who have left Government service, retired regular
officers and reserve officers released from active duty.





1. Former Civilian Officers and Employees
a. May not, at any time, after their Government employ-
ment has ended, represent anyone other than the
United States in connection with a matter in which
the United States is a party or has an interest and
in which they participated personally and substan-
tially for the Government. (18 U.S.C. 207(a))
b. May not, for one year after their Government employ-
ment has ended, represent anyone other than the
United States in connection with a matter in which
the United States is a party or has an interest and
which was within the boundaries of their official
responsibility during the last year of his Govern-
ment service. (18 U.S.C. 202(b) & 207(b))
2. Special Government Employees
Subject to the same prohibitions as a former employee.
(18 U.S.C. 207)
3. Retired Regular Officer
a. Subject to the same prohibitions as a former employee,
(18 U.S.C. 207)
b. May not, at any time, assist in prosecuting a claim
against the United States if they worked on that
claim while on active duty. (18 U.S.C. 283)
c. May not, within two years after their retirement,
assist in prosecuting a claim which involves the
department in whose services they hold a retired
status. (18 U.S.C. 283)
d. May not, at any time, sell anything to the department
in whose services they hold a retired status. (18
U.S.C. 281)
e. May not, within three years after retirement, sell
supplies or war materials to any agency of the DOD,
the Coast Guard, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, or
the Public Health Service. (37 U.S.C. 801(c) as




4. Officers of the Reserve Components
When released from active duty, a Reserve officer is
subject to the same restrictions as a former civilian





The disqualification procedure consists of:
1. prompt notification to their superior of the financial
conflict of interest
2. full disclosure of the financial interest
3. The employee's superior will then
a. relieve him from his duty and responsibility in
the matter (Exception: If the Government official
responsible for his appointment makes a written
advance determination that the interest is not so
substantial as to affect the integrity of the
services which the Government may expect from the
employee.
)
b. Upon disqualification, the superior will reassign
the matter for decision and action to someone






The "Confidential Statement of Affiliations and Financial
Interest." DD Form 1555 contains the following information:
1. A list of names of all corporations, companies, firms,
or other business enterprises, partnerships, non-
profit organizations, and educational and other
institutions.
a. with which they are connected as an employee,
officer, owner, director, trustee, partner,
advisor, or consultant; or
b. in which they have continuing financial interests,
through a pension or retirement plan, shared
income, or otherwise, as a result of any current
or prior employment or business or professional
association; or
c. in which they have any financial interest through
the ownership of stocks, bonds, or other securities,
2. A list of the names of their creditors, other than
those to whom they may be indebted by reason of a
mortgage on property which they occupy as a personal
residence or to whom they may be indebted for current
and ordinary household and living expenses.
3. A list of their interests in real property or rights






Who is required to file a DD Form 1555?
1. Executive Schedule employees listed in Subchapter II
of Chpater 53 of Title 5, United States Code.
2. Board members of the Armed Service Board of Contract
Appeals.
3. GS-13 or above or members of the military in the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel, Commander or above whose basic
duties and responsibilities require the incumbent to
exercise judgment in making a Government decision or
taking Government action in regard to:
a. administering or monitoring grants or subsidies
b. contracting or procurement, specifically, those
who sign, negotiate, recommend, or approve the
award of contracts
c. auditing, including both those who audit or
develop policies and procedures for performing
audits
d. other activities in which the final decision or
action has a significant economic impact on the








Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Standards of Conduct
References: (a) DoD Directive S500. 7, 'Standards of Conduct,"
(b)
August 8, 1967 (hereby cancelled)
through (o) see enclosure 1
REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE
A. Government employment, as a public trust, requires
that Department of Defense (DoD) personnel place
' loyalty to country, ethical principles, and law above :
private gain and other Interests. This Directive
prescribes standards of conduct required of all DoD
personnel, regardless of assignment.
3. This Directive reissues reference (a) to update DoD
Implementation of Executive Order 11222 of May 8, 1965
(reference (b)) and the" Civil Service Commission Regu-
lation, "Employee Responsibilities and Conduct," Title
5, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 735 (reference
(c)). It includes standards of conduct based on the'
conflict of interest laws (sea enclosure 2), and It
reflects the Code of Ethics for Government Service
contained in House Concurrent Resolution 175, 85th
Congress (reference (d)).
C. Penalties for violations of these standards Include
the full range of statutory and regulatory sanctions
for civilian and. military personnel.
D. Reference (a) is hereby superseded and cancelled.
II. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
The provisions of this Directive apply to all DoD per-
sonnel and to the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the Military Departments, the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and Specified Commands, and
the Defense Agencies (hereinafter referred to as "DoD




A. DoD Personnel . All civilian officers and employees, including
special Government employees, of all DoO Components, and all
active duty officers (commissioned and warrant) and enlisted
members of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps.
B. Cratulty . Any gift, favor, entertainment, hospitality, trans-
portation, loan, any other tangible item, and any intangible
benefits, for example discounts, passes, and promotional
vendor training, given or extended to or on behalf of DoD
personnel, their immediate families, or households for which
fair market value is not paid by the recipient or the U.S.
Government.
C. Special Government Employee . A person who la retained, desig-
nated, appointed, or employed to perform, with or without com-
pensation, not to exceed 130 days during any period of 365
consecutive days, temporary duties either on a full-time or
intermittent basis. The term also includes a Reserve officer
while on active duty solely for training for any length of
time, one who is serving on active duty Involuntarily for any
length of time, and one who is serving voluntarily on extended
active duty for 130 days or less. It does not include enlisted
personnel.
D. Standards of Conduct Counselors. See section XVI.
IV. PROPER CONDUCT OF OFFICIAL ACTIVITIES
A. DoD personnel shall become familiar with the scope of
authority for, and the limitations concerning, the activities
for which they have responsibilities.
3. The actention of DoD personnel is directed to the statutory
prohibitions which apply to DoD personnel conduct (sea enclo-
sure 2)
.
C. DoD personnel shall not make or recommend any expenditure of
funds or take or recommend any action known or believed to be
in violation of U.S. laws, Executive Orders, or applicable'
Directives, Instructions, or regulations.
D. In cases of doubt as to the propriety of a proposed action or
decision in terms of regulation or law, DoD personnel shall
consult legal counsel or, if appropriate, the Standards of
Conduct Counselor or Deputy Counselor to ensure the proper
and lawful conduct of DoD programs and activities,
V. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ...
,







opportunity regardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, or
national origin, In accordance with DoD Directive 1100.15 (ref-
erence (e) )
.
VI. CONDUCT PREJUDICIAL TO THE GOVERNMENT
DoD personnel shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically
prohibited by this Direccive, which might result in or reasonably
be expected to create the appearance of:
A. Using public office for privace gala;
B. Giving preferential treatment to any person or entlcy;
C. Impeding Government efficiency or economy;
D. Losing complete independence or impartiality;
E. Making a Government decision outside official channels; or
F. Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in Che
integrity of the Covernmenc.
VII. CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS
A. Affiliations and Financial Interests . DoD personnel shall not
engage in any personal, business, or professional activity, or
receive or retain any direct or indirect financial interest,
which places them in a position of conflict between their pri-
vate Interests and the public interests of the United States
related to the duties or responsibilities of their DoD posi-
tions. For the purpose of this prohibition, the private
interests of a spouse, minor child, and any household members
are treated aa private interests of the DoD personnel.
B. Using Inside Information . DoD personnel shall not use,
directly or indirectly, inside information to further a pri-
vate gain for themselves or others if that information is
not generally available to the public and was obtained by
reason of their DoD positions.
C. Using DoD Position . DoD personnel are prohibited from using
their DoD positions to induce, coerce, or in any manner influ-
ence any person, including subordinates, to provide any benefit,
financial or otherwise, to themselves or others.
D. Disqualification or Divescicure Requirements . Unless otherwise
expressly authorized by action taken under 18 U.S.C. 207 or
208 (reference (f)), all DoD personnel who have affiliations
or financial interests which create conflicts or appearances
of conflicts of Interests with their official duties muse




related to chose affiliations or interests or the entitles in-
volved. A formal disqualification must be sent to an individual's
superior and immediate subordinates whenever it appears possible
that his official functions will affect those affiliations, inter-
ests, or entities. If the individual cannot adequately perform his
official duties after such disqualification, he must divest himself
of such involvement or be removed from that position.
Membership in Associations . DoO personnel who are members or
officers of non-Governmental associations or organizations must
avoid activities on behalf of the association or organization
that are incompatible with their official Government positions
(see DoD Directive 5500.2 (reference (g)) and DoD Instruction
5410.20 (reference (h)).
Commercial Soliciting by DoD Personnel . To eliminate the appearance
of coercion, Intimidation, or pressure from rank, grade, or position,
full time DoD personnel, except special Government employees, are
prohibited from making personal commercial solicitations or sales
to DoD personnel who are Junior in rank or grade, at any time, on
or off duty.
1. This limitation includes, but is not limited to, the solicita-
tion and sale of insurance, stocks, mutual funds, real estate,
and any other commodities, goods, or services.
2. This prohibition is not applicable to the one-time sale by an
individual of his own personal property or privately owned
dwelling or to the off-duty employment of DoD personnel as
employees in retail stores or other situations not including
solicited sales.
3. For civilian personnel, the limitation applies only to personnel
under their supervision at any level.
G. Assignment of Reserves for Training . DoD personnel who are respon-
•• sible for assigning Reserves for training shall not assign them to
duties in which they will obtain Information that could be used by
^ them or their private sector employers to gain unfair advantage
v over civilian competitors.
H. Prohibited Selling by Retired Officers . There are legal limitations
on sales by retired Regular military officers to any component of
the Department of Defense, Coast Guard, National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration, or Public Health Service (see enclosure 2).
I. Dealing with Present and Former Military and Civilian Personnel .
DoD personnel shall not knowingly deal on behalf of the Government
with present or former, military or civilian, Government personnel
whose participation in the transaction would be In violation of






A. Policy Basis . The acceptance of gratuities by DoO personnel
or cheir families, no matter how innocently tendered and
received, from chose who have or seek business with the j
Department of Defense and from those whose business Interests
are affected by Department functions (1) may be a source of
embarrassment to the Department, (2) may affect the objective
Judgment of the DoD personnel involved, and (3) nay Impair
public confidence in the integrity of the Government.
B. General Prohibition . Except as provided In subsection C,
below, DoD personnel and their immediate families shall not
solicit, accept, or agree to accept any gratuity for them-
selves, members of their families, or others, either directly
or indirectly from, or on behalf of, any source that:
1. Is engaged In or seeks business or financial relation* of
any sort with any DoO Component;
2. Conducts operations or activities that are either regu-
lated by a DoO Component or significantly affected by DoO
decision*; or
3. Has interests that may be substantially affected by the
performance or nonperformance of the official duties of
DoO personnel. I
C. Limited Exceptions . The general prohibition In subsection.
B. , above, does not apply to the following:
i
1. The continued participation in employee welfare or bene-
fit plans of a former employer when permitted by law and
approved by the appropriate Standards of Conduct Coun-
selor.
2. The acceptance of unsolicited advertising or promotional
Items that are less than $5 in retail value.
3. Trophies, entertainment, prizes, or awards for public
service or achievement or given in games or contests
which are clearly open to the public generally or which
are officially approved for DoO personnel participation.
4. Things available to the public (such as university schol-
arships) covered by DoD Directive 1322.6 (reference (D),
j
and free exhibitions by Defense contractors at public *
trade fairs.
5. Discounts or concessions extended Component-wide and
realistically available to all personnel in the Component.




eactivities when any relacionship with Defense contractors Is remote,
for example, participation in a lictle league or Combined Federal
Campaign luncheon which is subsidized by a Defense contractor.
7. Social activities engaged in by officials of a DoD Component and
officers in command, or their representatives, with local civic
leaders as part of community relations programs of the DoD Compo-
nent in accordance with DoD Directive 5410.18 (reference (J)).
8. The participation of DoD personnel in widely attended gatherings of
mutual interest to Government and industry, sponsored or hosted by
Industrial, technical, and professional associations (not by
individual contractors) provided that they have been approved la
accordance with DoD Instruction 5410.20 (reference (h)).
9. Situations in which (a) participation by DoD personnel at public
ceremonial activities of mutual interest to industry, local communi-
ties, and the DoD Component concerned serves the interests of the
Government; and (b) acceptance of the invitation is approved by the
Head of the employing DoD Component, or his designee.
10. Contractor-provided transportation, meals, or overnight accommo-
dations in connection with official business when arrangements for
Government or commercial transportation, meals, or accommodations
are clearly impracticable. In any such case, the individual shall
report in writing the circumstances to his supervisor as soon as
possible.
11. Attendance at promotional vendor training sessions when the vendor's
products or systems are provided under contract to DoD and the
training is to facilitate the utilization of those products or
systems by DoD personnel.
12. Attendance or participation of DoD personnel in gatherings, Includ-
ing social events such as receptions, which are hosted by foreign
governments or international organizations, provided thee the
acceptance of the Invitation is approved by the Head of the employ-
ing DoD Component, or his designee.
13. Situations in which, in the sound Judgment of Che individual con-
cerned or his supervisor, the Government's interest will be
served by DoD personnel participating in activities otherwise
prohibited. In any such case, a written report of the circumstance/
shall be made in advance, or, when an advance report is not pos-
sible, within 48 hours by the Individual or his supervisor to the








Re lmbur semen ts
1. The acceptance of accommodation*, subsistence, or services,
furnished In kind, in connection with official traval froa -
sources other than those indicated in subsection VIII. 3.
is authorized only when the individual is to be a speaker,
panelist, project officer, or other bona fide participant
in the activity attended and when such attendance and
acceptance is authorized by the order-issuing authority aa
being in the overall Government interest,.
2. Except aa indicated In paragraph 1. of thla subaectlon, OoO
personnel may not accept personal reimbursement from any
source for expenses incident to official travel, unless
authorized by their supervisor consistent with guidance
provided by the appropriate Standards of Conduce Counselor
(pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 4111 (reference (k)) or other statu-
tory authority). Rather, reimbursement must be made to the
Covernment by check payable to the Treasurer of the United
States. Personnel will be reimbursed by the Government la
accordance with regulations relating to relmburaemaaC.
3. In no case shall DoD personnel accept, either in kind or
for cash reimbursement, benefits which are extravagant or
excesaiva In nature.
4. When accommodations, subsistence, or servlcea la kind are
furnished to DoO personnel by non-U. S. Government sourcea,
consistent with this subsection, appropriate deductions
shall be reported and made in the travel, per dlea, or
other allowances payable.
C. Procedures with respect to gifts from foreign government* arc
set forth in DoO Directive 1005.3 (reference (1)).
F. Procedures with respect to ROTC Staff Members are sat forth
in DoD Directive 1215.8 (reference (m)).
C. After the effective date of this Directive, DoD personnel who
receive gratuities, or have gratuities received for them. In
circumstances not in conformance with the standards of this
Section shall promptly report the circumstances to the appro-
priate Standards of Conduct Counselor lor Deputy) for depo-
sition determination.
IX. PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBUTIONS OR PRESENTS TO SUPERIORS
DoD personnel shall not solicit a contribution from other DoD par--*
sonnel for a gift to an official superior, make a donation or a gift
to an official superior, or accept a gift from other DoD personnel
subordinate to themselves. However, this section does not prohibit-
-




occasions such as marriage, illness, transfer, or retirement,
provided any gifts acquired with such contributions shall not
exceed a reasonable value.
X. USE OF GOVERNMENT FACILITIES, PROPERTY, AND MANPOWER
DoD personnel shall not directly or Indirectly use, take, dispose,
or allow the use, taking, or disposing of. Government property or
facilities of any kind, including property leased to the Govern-
ment, for other than officially approved purposes. Government
facilities, property, and manpower (such as stationery, steno-
graphic and typing assistance, mimeograph and chauffeur services)
shall be used only for official Government business. DoD per-
sonnel have a positive duty to protect and conserve Government-
property. These provisions do not preclude the use of Government
facilities for approved activities in furtherance of DoD community
relations, provided they do not Interfere with military missions
or Government business. (See reference (J) for community relation*
guidance.)
XI. USE OF CIVILIAN AND MILITARY TITLES OR POSITIONS IN CONNECTION
WITH COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES
A. All DoD personnel, excluding special Government employees, are
prohibited from using their titles or positions in connection
with any commercial enterprise or in endorsing any commercial
product. This does not preclude author identification for
materials published in accordance with DoD procedures.
B. All retired military personnel and all members of Reserve
components, not on active duty, are permitted to use their
military titles in connection with commercial enterprises
provided that they indicate their Inactive Reserve or retired
status. However, if such use of military titles in any way
casts discredit on the Military Departments or the Department
of Defense or gives the appearance of sponsorship, sanction,
endorsement, or approval by the Military Departments or the
Department of Defense, it is prohibited. In addition, the
Military Departments may further restrict the use of titles
including use by retired military personnel and members of
Reserve components, not on active duty, in overseas areas.
XII. OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT OF DOD PERSONNEL
A. DoD personnel shall not engage in outside employment or other
outside activity, with or without compensation, that:
1. Interferes with, or Is not compatible with, the perform-
ance of their Government duties;
2. May reasonably be expected to bring discredit on the Gov-
ernment or the DoD Component concerned; or
c
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3. Is otherwise Inconsistent with che requirements of this
Directive, Including che requirements to avoid actions
and situations which reasonably can be expected to creace
the appearance of conflicts of interests.
B. Enlisted military personnel on active duty may not be ordered
or authorized to leave their post co engage in a civilian
pursuit, business, or professional activity if it interferes
with the customary or regular employment of local civilians
in their art, trade, or profession.
C. Off-duty employment of military personnel by an entity
Involved in a strike is permissible if the person was on che
payroll of the entity prior to the commencement of the strika
and if the employment Is otherwise in conformance with tha
provisions of this Directive. After a strike begins and
while it continues, no military personnel may accept employ
raenc by that involved entity at the strike location.
D. DoD personnel are encouraged to engage in teaching, lecturing
and writing. However, DoD personnel shall not, either for or
without compensation, engage in activities that are dependent
on information obtained as a result of their Government
employment, except when (a) che information has been published
or is generally available to the public, or (b) it will be
made generally available co the public and the agency head
gives written authorization for the use of nonpublic Informa-
tion on the basis that the use is in the public Interest.
E. Civilian Presidential appointees shall not receive compensa-
tion or anything of monetary value for any consultation,
lecture, discussion, writing, or appearance, the subject
matter of which la devoted substantially to DoD responsi-
bilities, programs, or operations or which draws substantially
from official material which has not become part of tha body
of public information.
XIII. CABLING. BETTING, AND LOTTERIES
Uhlle on Governaent-owned, leased, or controlled property, or
otherwise while on duty for the Government, DoD personnel shall
not participate in any gambling activity, Including a lottery or
pool, a game for money or property, and che sale or purchase of a
number slip or ticket. The only exceptions are for activities
which have been specifically approved by tha Head of the DoD
Component.
XIV. INDEBTEDNESS






timely manner, particularly those imposed by law (such as Federal,
State, and local taxes), so that their indebtedness does not
adversely affect the Government as their employer. DoD Com-
ponents are not required to determine the validity or amount of
disputed debts.
XV. INFORMATION TO PERSONNEL
All DoD personnel, except enlisted personnel not required to
file Statements of Affiliation and Financial Interests (DD Form
1555), shall be given a copy of this Directive or implementing
DoD Componenc regulation and an oral standards of conduct
briefing preceding employment or assumption of duties. Each
individual receiving such briefing shall attest in writing Co
his attendance at the briefing, the fact that he has read the
standards of conduce, and his comprehension of the requirements
imposed. Enlisted personnel not required to file the Statement
shall be given standards of conduct briefings and attest la
writing to their attendance ac such briefings. All DoD person-
nel shall be reminded at least semiannually of their duty to
comply with required standards of conduce.
XVI . STANDARDS OF CONDUCT qOUMSELOR3
A. The Head of each DoD Component shall designate a Standards
of Conduct Counselor and one or more Deputy Counselors.
Those designated shall be responsible for providing advice
and assistance to their Components and to the personnel of
those Components on all questions arising from the operation
and Implementation of this Directive. They shall also be
responsible for the proper review, including audits, coor-
dination, and advice regarding all standards of conduce
problems.
B. The Ceneral Counsel of the Department of Defense, or his
designee, shall provide legal guidance and assistance co the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration),
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
or his designee, who shall be the Standards of Conduct Coun-
selor for the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and to
the Standards of Conduct Counselors of all DoD Components.
C. The General Counsel, DoD, shall represent the Department of
Defense to the Civil Service Commission on matters relating
to standards of conduct.
XVII. REPORTING SUSPECTED VIOLATIONS
DoD personnel who have information which causes them to believe
other DoD personnel have violated a statute or standard of
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to che ac tendon of chose persona". If chose persons sre one's
supervisors or Che communication is noc expecced Co remedy or
does noc appear Co have remedied Che problem, a reporc shall
be made Co che appropriate auchorlcy and co che Standards of
Conduce Counselor.
XVIII. RESOLVING VIOLATIONS
The resolution of standards of conduce violations shall be
accomplished prompcly by on* or more measures, such as divesti-
ture of conflicting interests, disqualification for particular
assignments, changes In assigned duties, termination, or ocner
appropriate action, as provided by statute or administrative
procedures. Disciplinary actions shall be In accordance with
established personnel procedures.
XIX. STATEMENTS OF AFFILIATIONS AND FINANCIAL INTERESTS (DP FORM 1555)
The following DoD personnel are required to submit initial and
annual Scacemencs of Affiliations and Financial Interests,
DD Form 1555, unless chey are expressly exempted. (See enclosure
3 for decails on applicability and requirements.)
A. All civilian DoD personnel paid at a rate equal to or la
excess of the minimum .'ate prescribed for employees holding
Che grade of GS-16, including the Executive Schedule.
3. Officers of flag or general rank.
C. Commanders and deputy coesaanders of major installations.
activities, and operations, as determined by the Heads of
the DoD Components.
D. Board members of che Armed Service Board of Concract Appeals.
E. DoD personnel classified ac CS-13 or above, or ae a cost-
parable pay level under ocher auchorlcy, and members of the
military in the rank of Lieutenant colonel, coamander, or
above, when che responsibilicles of such personnel require
che exercise of Judgment In malting a Government decision or
in caking Government acclon in regard Co activities in which
che final decision or acclon may have a significant economic
impact on che lncerescs of any non-Federal enclty.
F. Special Government employees (except those exempted in enclo-
sure 3).
G. Other DoD personnel who are required, with Civil Service






XX. NONDISQUALIFYING FINANCIAL INTEREST
DoD personnel need not disqualify themselves under subsection
VII. D. for holding shares of a widely held, diversified mutual
fund or regulated investment company. In accordance with the
provisions of 18 U.S.C. 208b(2) (reference (f)), such holdings
are hereby exempted as being too remote or Inconsequential to
affect the integrity of the services of Government personnel.
XXI. DOD- RELATED EMPLOYMENT REPORTING
Preemployraent and poatemployment reporting requirements con-
cerning defense-related employment are covered in DoD Direc-
tive 7700.15 (reference (n)).
XXII. REQUIRED STATEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT (DP FORM 1357)
A. Each retired Regular officer of the Armed Forces shall file
with the Military Department in which he holds retired status
a Statement of Employment (DD Form 1357 - see enclosure 4).
Each Regular officer retiring hereafter shall file this
Statement within 30 days after retirement. Whenever the
information in the Statement is changed, each such officer
shall file a new DD Form 1357 within 30 days of that change.
B. The Military Departments shall review the Statements of
Employment as required to assure compliance with applicable
statutes and regulations.
XXIII. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
The General Counsel, DoD, is authorized to modify or supplement
any of the enclosures to this Directive in a manner consistent
with the policies set forth in this Directive.
XXIV. EFFECTIVE DATE ANP IMPLEMENTATION
This Directive shall become effective on date of publication in
the Federal Register . Two copies of implementing regulations
shall be forwarded to the General Counsel, DoD, for approval
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REFERENCES (Cont'd)
(b) Executive Order 11222, May 8, 1965
(c) Civil Service Commission Regulation, "Employee Responsibilities
and Conduct" (5 CFR T35)
(d) House Concurrent Resolution 174, 85th Congress
(e) DoD Directive 1100.15, "The Department of Defense Equal Opportunity
Program," June 3, 1976
(f) 18 United States Code 207, 208
(g) DoD Directive 5500.2, "Policies Governing Participation of Department
of Defense Components and Personnel in Activities of Private
Associations," August 4, 1972 (37 F.R. 16674)
(h) DoD Instruction 5410.20, "Public Affairs Relations with Business and
Nongovernmental Organizations Representing Business," January 16,
1974
(1) DoD Directive 1322.6, "Fellowships, Scholarships, and Grants for
Members of the Armed Forces," April 27, 1963
(J) DoD Directive 5410.18, "Community Relations," July 3, 1974
(k) 5 United States Code 4111
(1) DoD Directive 1005.3, "Decorations and Gifts from Foreign
Governments," September 16, 1967
hi DoD Directive 1215.8, "Policies Relating to Senior Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTO Programs," May 1, 1974
(n) DoD Directive 7700.15, "Reporting Procedures on Defense Related
Employment," October 30, 1970
(o) Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 304
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DIGEST OF LAWS
Conflict of Interest Laws
I. 18 U.S.C. 203
Subsection (a) prohibitions are encompassed by prohibitions In 18
U.S.C. 205 below. Subsection (b) mak.es It unlawful to offer or
pay compensation, the solicitation or receipt of which Is barred
by subsection (a).
II. 13 U.S.C. 205
A. This section prohibits Government personnel from acting as
agent or attorney for anyone else before a department, agency,
or court In connection with any particular matter In which the
United States' Is a party or has a direct and substantial
interest.
B. The following exemptions are allowed:
1. Section 205 does not prevent Government personnel from
giving testimony under oath or making statements required
to be made under penalty of perjury or contempt or from
representing another person, without compensation, in a
disciplinary, loyalty, or other personnel matter.
2. Section 205 also authorizes a limited waiver of its
restrictions and chose of section 203 for the benefit of
an officer or employee. Including a special Government
employee, who represents his own parents, spouse, or
child, or a person or estate he serves aa a fiduciary.
The waiver is available only if approved by the official
making appointments to the position. In no event does the
waiver extend co his representation of any such person in
matters in which he haa participated personally and
substantially or which, even in the absence of such par-
ticipation, are the subject of his official responsibility.
3. Finally, section 205 gives the Head of a department or
agency the authority to allow a special Government em-
ployee to represent his regular employer or other outside
organization in the performance of work under a Government
grant or contract, if the department or agency head certi-
fies and publishes in che Federal Register
,
that the
national interest requires such representation.
III. 18 U.S.C. 208
A. Subsection (a) requires executive branch personnel co refrain
from participating as Government personnel In any matter in
which they, their spouses, minor children, or partners have
113
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financial Interests or in which businesses or nonprofit organi-
zations with which such personnel are connected or are seeking
employment have financial interests. A "particular matter" may
be less concrete than an actual contract, but is something more
specific than rule making or abstract scientific principles.
The test is whether the individual might reasonably anticipate
that his Government action, or the decision in which he par-
ticipates or with respect to which he advises, will have a
direct and predictable effect upon such financial Interests.
B. Subsection (b) permits agencies to grant an ad hoc exemption
from subsection (a) if the outside financial interest is deemed
not substantial enough to affect the integrity of Government
services. Categories of financial interests may also be made
nondlsqualifylng by a general regulation published in Che
Federal Register .
IV. 18 U.S.C. 209
Subsection (a) prevents executive branch personnel from receiving,
and anyone from paying them, any salary or supplementation of salary
from a private source as compensation for their Government serv-
ice. Subsection (b) permits participation in a bona fide pension
plan or other employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a
former employer. Subsection (c) exempts special Government
employees and anyone serving the Government without compensation.
Subsection (d) exempts contributions, awards, or other expenses
under the Government Employees Training Act (S U.S.C. 2301-2319).
V. 37 U.S.C. 801 (a), 10 U.S.C. 6112 (a), APPLICABLE TO REGULAR NAVY
AND MARINE CORPS OFFICERS
A Regular Navy or Regular Marine Corps officer on active duty may
not be employed by anyone furnishing naval supplies or war mate-
rials to the United States. If such an officer is so employed he is not
entitled to any payment from the United States during chat employment.
VI. 18 U.S.C. 207, APPLICABLE TO FORMER POD PERSONNEL
A. Subsection (a) permanently prohibits former DoD personnel from
acclng as agenc or attorney for anyone other Chan che United
States in connection with macters involving a specific party
or parties in which (1) che Uniced States has a dlrecc and sub-
scanclal interest, and (2) the former personnel participated
personally and substantially while holding a Government position.
B. For 1 year after having had related official responsibilities,
former DoD personnel are prohibited from personal appearances
before a court, deparcmenc, or agency of Che Government as
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C. Past participation in or official responsibility for general
rule making, the formulation of general policy or standards,
or other similar matters does not disqualify former personnel.
Similarly, in the scientific field past participation in dis-
cussions of scientific or engineering concepts, the feasibility
of scientific or technical accomplishments, or proposed Govern-
ment programs in the early stages prior co the formulation of a
contract or a contract proposal where specific parties become
Involved in a matter, does not disqualify the former personnel
from representation with respect to a contract entered Into at
a later time even though the same general scientific matters
may be involved in such a contract.
D. Neither subsection precludes postemployroent activities which
are no more than aiding or assisting another. A person who
leaves the department to accept private employment may, for
example. Immediately perform technical work on a contract for
which he had official responsibility. On the other hand, h«
is forbidden for a year to appear personally before the depart-
ment as the agent or attorney of his company in connection with
a dispute over the terms of the contract. He may at no time
appear personally before the department or otherwise act as
agent or attorney for his company In such dispute If he helped
negotiate the contract.
VII. SUMMARY OF LAWS PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE TO RETIRED REGULAR OFFICERS
A. Prohibited Activities
1. Claims . A retired Regular officer of the Armed Forces may
not, within 2 years of his retirement, act as agent or
attorney for prosecuting any claim against the Government,
or assist in the prosecution of such a claim, or receive
any gratuity or any share of, or Interest in, such a claim
In consideration for having assisted in the prosecution of
such a claim, if such claim Involves the Military Depart-
ment in whose service he holds a retired status. Nor may -
a Regular retired officer at any time act as an agent or
attorney for prosecuting any claim against the Government
or assist in prosecution of such claim, or receive any gra-
tuity or any share of, or interest in, such claim In consider-
ation for having assisted in the prosecution of such claim,
if such claim involves any subject matter with which he was




a. A retired Regular officer is prohibited, at all times,
from representing any person in the sale of anything to
the Government through the Military Department in whose
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b. "Pjyment may noc be made front any appropr lac ion , for a
period of three years after his name, is placed on that list,
co an officer on a retired lis: of Che Regular Army, Che
Regular Navy, che Regular Air Force, che Regular Marine Corps,
Che Regular CoasC Guard, che Environraencal Science Services
Adminiscracioci, or che Public liealch Service, who is engaged
for himself or ochers in selling, or concraccing or negociaclng
co sell, supplies or war materials co an agency of che Depart-
ment of Defense, che Coast Guard, che Environmental Science
Services Administration, or che Public Healch Service." (Sec.
37 U.S.C. 801(c) as amended Occober 9, 1962, P.L. 87-777,
formerly S U.S.C. 59(c)). (Note: The Environmental Science
Services Administration was abolished on October 3, 1970, and
its functions were transferred co che Nacional Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
]
c. For the purpose of this statute, "selling" means:
(1) Signing a bid, proposal, or contract;
(2) Negotiating a contract;
(3) Contacting an officer or employee of any of the foregoing
departments or agencies for the purpose of:
(a) Obcainlng or negotiating contracts,
(b) Negotiating or discussing changes in specifi-
cations, price, cost allowances, or other terms of
a contract, or
(c) Settling disputes concerning performance of a
contract: or
(4) Any other liaison activity with a view toward the ultimate
consummation of a sale although che actual contract there-
for is subsequently negociaced by another person.
3. Neicher chese statutes nor this Directive preclude a retired
Regular officer from accepting employment with private industry
solely because his employer is a contractor with the Government.
Exemptions From Law Applying to Officers on Active Duty. A retired
Regular officer continues to be an ''officer" of the United States
for purposes of many statutes. However, the laws applying to DoD
personnel listed above do not normally apply to retired officers not
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LAWS APPLICABLE TO POD PERSONNEL
There are legal prohibitions concerning Che following activities which
may subjecc present and former DoD personnel Co criminal or other
penalties:
A. Aiding, abetting, counseling, commanding, inducing, or procuring"
anocher Co commit a crime under any criminal statute (see 18 U.S.C.
201).
B. Concealing or failing to report to proper authorities the commission
of a felony under any criminal statute If such personnel knew of the
actual commission of the crime (see 18 U.S.C. 4).
C. Conspiring with one or more persons to commit a crime under any
criminal statute or to defraud the United States, If any party to
the conspiracy does any act. to effect the object of the conspiracy
(see 18 U.S.C. 371).
D. Lobbying with appropriated funds (see 18 U.S.C. 1913).
E. Disloyalty and striking (see 5 U.S.C. 7311, 18 U.S.C. 1918).
F. Disclosure of classified Information (see 18 U.S.C. 798, SO U.S.C.
783); and disclosure of confidential information (sea 13 U.S.C.
190S).
G. Habitual uae of Intoxicants to excess (see 5 U.S.C. 7352).
H. Ml9us« of a Government vehicle (see 31 U.S.C. 638a(c)(2)).
I. Misuse of the franking privilege (see 18 U.S.C. 1719).
J. Deceit In an examination or personnel action In connection with
Government employment (see 18 U.S.C. 1917).
K. Committing fraud or making false statements in a Government matter
(see 18 U.S.C. 1001).
L. Mutilating or destroying a public record (see 18 U.S.C. 2071).
M. Counterfeiting and forging transportation requests (see 18 U.S.C.
508).
N. Embezzlement of Government money or property (see 13 U.S.C. 641);
falling to account for public money (see 18 U.S.C. 643); and embez-
zlement of the money or property of another person in the possession
of an employee by reason jt his Government employment (see 18 U.S.C.
654).
0. Unauthorized use of documents relating to claims from or by the
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P. Certain political activities (see 5 U.S.C. 7321-7327 and 18 U.S.C.
602, 603, 607, and 608). These statutes apply to civilian employees;
regulations govern military personnel.
Q. Any person who is required to register under the Foreign Agents Regis-
tration Act of 1938 (see 18 U.S.C. 219) may not serve the Government
as an officer or employee. The section does not apply to (I) ^eaervea
who are not on active duty or who are on active duty for training, or
(2) a special Government employee in any case in which the department
head certifies to the Attorney General that his employment by the United
States Government is in the national tnteresc.
R. Soliciting contributions for gifts or giving gifts to superiors, or
accepting gifts from subordinates (see 5 U.S.C. 7351).
S. Acceptance of excessive honorariums (see 2 U.S.C. 441 (1)).
T. Acceptance, without statutory authority of any office or title, of any
kind whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign state by any person
holding any office of profit in or trust of the Federal Government,
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REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMISSION OF DP FORM 1555 STATEMENTS
A. DoD Personnel Required co Submit Statements . DoD personnel required
to file Statements ot Affiliations and Financial Interests (DD Fori
1555) are those indicated in section XIX., of the basic Directive.
DD Form 1555 is at attachment 1, this enclosure.
B. Review of Positions . Each DoD Component shall Include la the
description of each position indicated in section XIX. of the
Directive a statement that the incumbent of the position must file a
Statement of Affiliations and Financial Interests as required by
this Directive. All positions shall be reviewed at least annually
to determine those which require Statements. Any individual may
request a review of the decision requiring him to file a Statement
through the established complaint procedures of the DoD Component.
C. Exclusion of Positions . Heads of DoD Components, or their designees,
may determine that the submission of Statements is not necessary
for certain positions because of the remoteness of any impairment of
the integrity of the Government and the degree of supervision and
review of the incumbents' work.
D. Manner of Submission of Statements
1. The Secretary of Defense is required to submit his Statement
to the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission in accordance
with the provisions of section 401 of Executive Order 11222
(reference (b)).
2. All DoD civilian Presidential appointees and Directors of Defense
Agencies shall submit their Statements to the DoD General
Counsel.
3. Personnel of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and
the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall submit
their Statements through their superiors for review and for-
warding to the OSD Standards of Conduct Counselor.
4. Military Department and Defense Agency personnel shall submit
their Statements through their immediate supervisors for review
and forwarding to officials of the Military Departments or Defene*
Agencies designated in the regulations of those Departments
and Agencies.
5. Commanders of Unified Commands shall submit their Statements
directly to the OSD Standards of Conduct Counselor. Other
personnel of the Unified Commands shall submit their Statements
through their supervisors to the Deputy Command Counselor In
the Office of the Legal Advisor to the Unified Command.
Commanders who have a dual responsibility as commanders of both






6. All Statements shall be reviewed and approved by the appropriate
Standards of Conduct Counselor or Deputy Counselor and the
appropriate supervisor prior to the commencement of service or
assumption of duties and annually thereafter as prescribed la 3ub-
section G. of this enclosure. Designees to positions requiring
the approval of the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of a
Military Department shall execute the Statement in advance of
nomination so that it may be thoroughly reviewed prior to
appointment.
7. Agreements with other DoD Components and Government agencies
involving detailing of DoD personnel shall contain a requirement
that the other DoD Component or Government agency shall, within
60 days, forward to the parent DoD Component's Standard* of
Conduct Counselor a copy of the detailed individual's Statement,
if required, and notice concerning the disposition of any conflict
or apparent conflict of interests indicated.
E. Excusable Delay. When required by reason of duty assignment or
Infirmity a superior may grant an extension of time with the con-
currence of the Standards of Conduct Counselor or Deputy Counselor.
Any extension In excess of 30 days requires the concurrence of ths
Head of the DoD Component concerned, or his designee. Any late
Statement shall Include appropriate notation of any extension of
time granted hereunder.
F. Special Government Employees (as defined in subsection III-C, of ths
Directive)
1. Each special Government employee shall, prior to appointment
,
file a Statement of Affiliations and Financial Interests.
2. The following ara exempted categories of special Government
employees who are not required to file Statements unless speci-
fically requested to do so:
a- Physicians, dentists, and allied medical specialists engaged
only in providing service to patients.
b. Veterinarians providing only veterinary services.
c Lecturers participating In educational activities.
d. Chaplains performing only religious services.
e- Individuals in the motion picture and television fields
who are utilized only as narrators or actors In DoD
productions.
f. Members of selection panels for NROTC candidates.
g. A special Government employee who Is not a "consultant"
120






or "expert" as those terms are defined in the Federal Per-
sonnel Manual, Chapter 304 (reference (o)).
3. The Secretary or a Deputy Secretary of Defense or the Secretary
of a Military Department may grant an exemption to an appointee
from the requirement of filing a Statement upon a determination
that such information Is not relevant In light of the duties the
appointee is to perform.
G. Annual Statements . DD Form 1555 Statements shall be filed by October
31st of each year for all affiliations and financial interests as
of September 30th of that year. Even though no changes occur, a
complete Statement is required. All DoD Components shall notify the
Office of the Secretary of Defense Standards of Conduct Counselor
no later than December 31st of each year that all required State-
ments have been filed, reviewed and any problems appropriately re-
aolved or explain the details of the outstanding cases.
H. Interests of Relatives of DoD Personnel . The Interest of a spouse
or minor child, or any member of one's household is to be reported
in the same manner as an interest of the individual.
I. Information Sot Known by DoD Personnel . DoD Personnel shall request
submission on their behalf of required Information known only to
other persons. The submission may be made with a request for con-
fidentiality that will be honored even if it includes a limltaclon
on disclosure to the DoD personnel concerned.
J. Information Not Required to be Submitted . DoD personnel are not
required to submit on a Statement any information relating to their
connection with or interest in a professional society or a charitable,
religious, social, fraternal, recreational, public service, civic,
or political organization or a similar organization not conducted
as a business for profit. For the purpose of this Directive, educa-
tional and other institutions doing research and development or
related work involving grants of money from or contracts with the
Government are to be included in a person's Statement.
K. Confidentiality of Statements of DoD Personnel . DoD Components shall
hold each Statement In confidence. A Component may not disclose
information from a Statement except as the Component head or the
Civil Service Commission may determine for good cause. "Good cause"
Includes a determination that the record or any part of the record
must be released under the Freedom of Information Act. Person*
designated to review the Statements are responsible for maintaining
the Statements in confidence and shall not allow access to or dis-
closure from the Statements except to carry out the purpose of this
Directive.






Effect of Statements on Other Requirements . The Statements required
of DoD personnel are In addition to, and not In substitution for,
any similar requirement Imposed by law, order, or regulation. Sub-
mission of Statements does not permit DoD personnel to participate In
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J7USC. 601 UJand & U S C bi> J 2
Information it required fronr. retired regular officers to enable Department of Defense personnel
t<> ildftmrni whether tuch olfictfri *rc engaged >n activities' prohibited by law or refutation.
including iho«e th.it could result m the lot* of retired pay or a reduction in reined pay due to
other Federal empioyrrMrnt.
Hie informal ion supplied on tint form it forwarded to
individual holds a retired statu* and ii appropriately re
applicable statutes and regulations
Disclosure of the requeued mformiiion n voluntary in the tenae tliat no criminal penaltiet will follow
from failure to file. However, the information requeued by thia form ia required to enable the Depart-
ment of Defcnte to implement 37 U S C. 801 (c) and 5 U S C. 6332 If the information is not provid*
ed. farther investigation will cntue which may lead to the withholding of retired pay and (he referral
of the matter to the Comptroller < if ner4l of the United State t or other Federal agencies.
the Military Department in which the
ncwed to a*»ure compliance with
1. I am a regular retired officer of the
,
and wii retired on
£>#»• <£>•*«*
2. I Q am Q am not employed. [// employed, or telf employed, complete the reel of thte item, if more than one employer,
lut complete information for each employer on j etpante sheet}
a. My employer's name and addreaa *
b My employer sella, or offer* for sale, to agencies (including nonappropriated fund acnvtliet) of the Department of Defenee,
the Coast Cuxrd. the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminiauatioo. or the Public Health Service, the following types of
product* or service*;
3. If item 2 b ia answered in the affirmative, complete this item:
a. My position title ia
b. My duties are, one fly fa complete deeenptton of your job. a copy of your employment contract, or any other parttnent
information, may be attached,:
c. My duties include one or more of the following activities in regard to an agency specified in item 2 b:
(1 ) signing a bid, proposal, or contract. (2) negotiating a contract, (3) contacting en officer or employee of the agency
for the purpose of f i) obtaining or negotiating contracts, (it) negotiating or diacuaamg changee in specifications, price, coat
allowances, or other terma of a contract or (m)M(l!in( dispute* concerning performance of a contract, or (4) any other
liai»on activity with a view toward the ultimate consummation of a sale even though the actual contract therefor ia *
subsequently negotiated by another person.
Q No Q Ye* (If angutered in the affirmative, attach explanatory detaitsi
4. I have received a copy of DoD Directive 6500 7 or the regulation isaucd by my department implementing that Directive.
5. I will file a new Statement of Employment within 30 days after the information is this Statement has cessed to be accurate.
I understand that if I have been retired for less thao three years and have been employed by a defense contractor. I might alao
be aubject to the requirement to file a Report of DoO and Defense Related Employment (DO Form 1787 ) pursuant to 50 USC
1436 and DoD Directive 7700.15.
Si6*ATunc
N*«t <Ti P** orpnntmat
OAT*
DD .E«, 1357
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37 U SC. bQl ulind SUSC 54.12
Information is required frorr. reurej t;ii*r officers to enable Dcpertinent of Defense personnel
to ilfttrmine whether such officers arc enya^ed in activities prohibited by law or reguletion,
including thoM* thai could result in the loss of retired pay or a reduction in retired pay due to
other Federal employment.
The information supplied on this form is forwarded to the Military Department in which the
individual holds a retired status and is appropriately reviewed to assure compliance with
applicable statutes and regulations.
Disclosure of the requested mformasion is voluntary in the sense that no criminal penalties will follow
from failure to file. However, the information requested by this form is required to enable the Depart*
menl of Defense to implement 37 U S C. 601 (c) and 5 U SC. 5532. If the information is not provid-
ed, further investigation will ensue which may lead to the withholding of retired pay and the referral
of the matter to the Comptroller deneral of the United States or other Federal agencies. ^^
1. I am a regular retired officer of the
,
and was retired on
fDeperrmeurl ,-CiieJ
2. I Q am am not employed. (If employed, or iel( employed, complete the rett of rfna ifem, if more than one employer,
lul complete mformanon for each employer on a leporate theet)
a. My employer's name and address It
b. My employer sells, or offers for sale, to agencies (including nonappropriated fund acnuitiet) of the Department of Defense.
the Coast Guard, the National Ocean. c and Atmospheric Administration, or the Public Health Service, the following; types of
products or services;
3. If item 2.b is sneercred in the affirmative, complete this item:
s. My position title it
b. My duties sre, briefly fa complete dexnption of your job, a copy of your employment contract, or any other pertinent
information, may be attached):
mm,
c. My duties include one or more of the following activities in regard to an agency specified in item la:
(1) signing a bid, proposal, or contract. (2) negotiating a contract, (3) contacting an officer or employee of the agency
for the purpose of (i) obtaining or negotiating contracts. In 1 negotiating or diacuaaing changes in specifications, price, cost
allowsnces, or other terms of a contract, or (in) settling disputes concerning performance of s contract, or (4) any other
liaison activity with a view toward the ultimate consummation of a sale even though the actual contract therefor It •
subsequently negotiated by another person.
I"*| No Q Yes (If aniwered in the affirmative, attach explanatory derails 1
4. I have received a copy of DoD Directive 5500 7 or the regulation issued by my department implementing that Directive.
5. I will file a new Statement of Employment within 30 days after the information is this Statement has ceased to be accurate.
I understand that if 1 have been retired for less Ihsn three yesrs snd hsve been employed by s defense contrsctor, I might also
be subiect to the requirement to file a Report of DoO and Defense Related Employment (DO Form 17S7) pursuant to 50 USC
1438 snd DoD Directive 770O.1S.
SlGNATU«f
NAME tTy**4 or pnnteat
DD FOAMI JAN 77 1357
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S«cr«iary of tlta Navy
All Ships and Stations
Subi Standard* of conduct
Ref: (at OOO Oir. 5600.7 of 16 Jan 1977.
Standards of Conduct (implemented
hereby)
End: (1) Digest of law*
(2) DO Form 1556
(3) DO Form 1367
1. Purposa. This instruction implements and supple-
ments reference (a) in prescribing required standards
of ethical conduct governing all personnel of the
Department of the Navy; related requirements appli-
cable to all personnel of certain categories in the
Department of the Navy; amplifying policies for the
guidance of personnel in interpreting and executing
(he standards of conduct and related requirements;
and responsibilities and procedures for monitoring
and enforcing compliance with the standards of con-
duct and related requirements within the Department
of the Navy.
Vp2. Cancellation. SECNAV Instruction 5370.2F of
.^ 6 May 1976 is superseded.
3. Scope and Effect
a. Applicability. The provisions of this instruction
apply to all naval personnel as defined in subparagraph
4a. The provisions of subparagraph 61 (2) apply to all
retired naval personnel and members of Reserve com-
ponents. The provisions of paragraph 1 2 also apply to
all retired Regular officers.
b. Violations. The regulations prescribed in para-
graph 6 of this instruction arc a general order upon
which disciplinary or punitive proceedings may be
based in appropriate cases. Noncompliance with other
provisions of this instruction are expected to be cor-
rected by timely and appropriate administrative
measures.
4. Definitions
a. Naval personnel. All civilian officers and em-
ployees and all active-duty military personnel ol the
Department of the Navy, including special Govern-
ment employees and personnel ol nonappropriated
fund instrumentalities.
b. DoD components. The Office uf the Secretary
of Defense, the Military Departments, the Oigam/j-
tlon of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and
Specified Commands, and the Defense Agencies,
including nonappropriated fund instrumentalities.
e. Special government employee. A person who
is retained, designated, appointed, or employed to
perform, with or without compensation, not to exceed
130 days during any period of 365 consecutive djys,
temporary duties, on either a lull-time or intermittent
basis. The tcim also includes a Reserve ollicei while
on active duty solely for training lot any length of
lime, one who it serving on acuve duly involuntaiily
for any length of time, and one who is sciving volun-
tarily on extend active duly for 1 30 days or loss. Ii
does not include enlisted personnel.
d. Gratuity. Any gill, lavnr, entertainment, hos-
pitality, transportation, loan, any other tangible item,
and any intangible benelil-fur example, discounts,
passes, and promotional vendor training-given or
extended to, or on behalf of, naval peisonncl or their
spouses, minor children, or households, lor which lair
market value is not paid by the recipient or the US
Government.
e. Appropriate supervisor. That superior within
the chain of authority who is acquainted with the
dunes of the naval personnel concerned and can best
determine the existence and effect of any conlhii of
interests of such personnel. Oidinunly, this will be the
immediate superior of the peison concerned, liadi
commanding ot fixer or activity head should ensure
that all personnel are aware of the identity of their
appiopnate supervisor.
6. General policies governing the conduct of naval
personnel







(II NjvjI personnel iiuil become laimlur Willi
tlic scO|»c ill juiliuiily tin, and the limitation* eon-
cciuuig, the activities lot which lliey have rcspousibill-
lie*.
(2) The attention uf naval personnel is directed
In the statutory prohibitions which apply to the con-
duct of iiitvul personnel. See enclosure (1).
(3) Naval personnel shall not make or recum-
incnd any expenditure of fund* or take or recommend
any action known or believed to be in violation of
U S. laws, Lxecutive Orders, or applicable directives,
instructions, or tegulations.
(41 In cases of doubt of the propriety of a pro-
posed action or decision in terms of regulation or law,
naval personnel shall consult legal counsel or, if appro-
priate, a Standards of Conduct Counsellor or Deputy
Counsellor to ensure the proper and lawful conduct
of naval programs and activities.
b. Conduct prejudicial to the Government. Naval
personnel shall avoid any action, whether or not spe-
cifically piolubitcd by this instruction, wluch might
result in or reasonably be expected to create the
appearance of:
ID Using public office for private gain,
(21 Giving preferential treatment to any person
or entity,
(3) Impeding Government elficiency or economy,
(4) Losing complete independence or impartial-
i'y.
(51 Making a Government decision outside offi-
cial channels, or
(6) Adversely affecting the confidence of the
public in the intcgniy of the Government.
c Standards of personal judgment. All naval per-
sonnel will adhere strictly to the standards of conduct
and related requirement* prescribed in this instruction.
In some instances, standards are imposed wluch require
the excuise nl personal judgment. NavaJ personnel
must consider each such uistance carefully and be pre-
pared to account for the manner in which the judg-
ment is exercised. This is particulaily true in situations
which involve acceptance ol hospitality oi lavors I'ruiii
persons or entities who do, or seek to do, business
with the Department of Defense.
d. Dealings with business and industry represente
lives. Persons who represent the Government ill busi-
ness dealings with representatives of industry have
positions of trust and grave responsibility winch re-
quire (hem to observe the highest ethical standards.
Practices which may be accepted in (he private busi-
ness world are not necessaidy acceptable lor naval per-
sonnel. No person will allow himself to be placed in a
position in which a conflict of interests might arise ui
might justifiably be suspected. Such a conlliet of inter-
ests may arise or appear to arise by reason of the ac-
ceptance of gratuities, or by any other action which
could influence or reasonably be mteipteted as milu-
eucing the strict impartiality that must picvail in all
business relationships involvuig the Government. Strict
impartiality is often particularly ditlicull to maintain
when business relationships aie allowed to become
overly peisona|. Naval personnel should 'at all tunes
ensure thai persons doing business or attempting to do
business with the Dcpailment ol Delense.oi represent-
ing such entities, are nut permitted to ingiaiiate them-
selves to the extent that naval personnel hesitate lo
deny requests for special treatment nude by such per-
sons or otherwise to lollow the rule ol slllct impai tial-
liy when dealing with such persons in their ollicial
capacities. Acceptance of gratuities (no mallei how
innocently tendered or received) liom those who have
or seek business dealings with the Department i>( the
Navy may be a source of embarrassment to the depart-
ment and 10 the naval persoruiel involved, may ailed
the objective judgment uf the recipient, and may
impair public confidence in the inlegnty of business
relations between the department and industi) It is
emphasized thai prohibited conllicls and apparent
conflicts of interests can sometimes arise even Ironi
relationships and transactions which the personnel
concerned perceive as inconsequential. VVIicie there is
doubl as to the propriety of accejitnig gratuities,
attending functions, or tea pting other invitations ol
a hospitable nature, naval personnel will retrain there-
from.
e. Preferential treatment. Special treatment must
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(2) NjvjI pcisouiul need llill Jiit|ujlily them-
selves iimlci this scciiiui, however, lor holding shaics
uf u widely held, diversified iiiuiujI fund or regulated
uivoimcnt company. Such holdings arc exempted as
being luo remote oi inconsequential to affect I lie
uiicgniy of the services of Guverniuenl personnel.
t>. Uiing inside information. Naval personnel -.lull
not use, dirccily oi indirectly, inside tiiformalloii to
fuilhcr a private gain for themselves or others il that
uifoimation is not generally available to the public and
was obtained by reason of their DoD positions.
c. Using naval position. Naval personnel are pro-
hibited from using their official positions to Induce,
coerce, oi in any manner unlawfully Influence any
person, including subordinates, to provide any benefit,
financial or otherwise, to themselves or others.
d. Dealing with praient and former military and
civilian purtonnal. Naval personnel shall not knowingly
deal on behal' of the Government with present or
former Government personnel, ruditary or civilian,
whose participation in the transaction would be in
violation of a statute, regulation, or policy set forth in
this instruction. While ail applicable prohibitions are
within lite piohibuion established by ihis subpata-
graph, attention is Jnected to the prohibition on
reined Regular officers selling to the Government
through the department in which they hold a retired
status, 18 USC. §281 , the prohibition on former
peisonnel actuig as an agent or attorney for anyone
other than the United Stales In connection with
"claims" against the Goveriunent, 18 USC. §207,
and the prohibition on paying appiopruted lunds to
retired Regular officers who are "selling" to certain
Government agencies. 37 U.S.C. §80l(c).
a. Commercial soliciting by naval personnel. To
eliminate the appearance ol coercion, intimidation, or
pressuie from rank, grade, or position, full-time naval
personnel, except special Government employees and
Reseivc enlisted personnel on active duty for training,
are prohibited from making personal commercial solici-
tations or sales to UoD personnel who are junior in
rank oi giade, at any tune, on or off duty.
11) This limitation includes, but is not limited
lo, the solicitation and sale of insurance, stocks,
mutual luuds, leal estate, and any ollici commodities,
goods, or services.
(21 Tins prohibition is itol applicable lo the
one-time sale by m\ individual ul his own pcisouul
properly or privately owned dwelling, or to the oil-
duty employment of naval |>cisoiinel as employees lit
retail stores or other situations not including solicited
sales.
(3) With regard lo solicitation by and of civilian
personnel, the limitation applies only to solicitation
of personnel under the supervisiuii, at any level, o( the
solicitor.
f. Assignment of Reserve personnel for training.
Naval personnel who are responsible lor assigning
Reserves for training shall not assign them to duties
in which they will obtain information thai could be
used by them or their private sector employers to
gain unfair advantage over civilian competitors.
i- Gratuiues
(1) bxcept as provided in subparagraph bg(2)
below, naval personnel and their spouses, minor chil-
dren, and incmbeis of their households shall not solicit,
accept, or agree to accepi any graiuity lor themselves,
members of their families, or others, cither directly
or indirectly from, or on bchall of, a defense contrac-
tor. A defense contractor is * person or othci entity
which:
(al is engaged in or seeks business or finan-
cial relations of any son with any DoD component,
(b) conducts operations oi activities that
are either regulated by a DoU component oi signifi-
cantly affected by DoO decisions, or
(c) has interests thai may be substantially
affected by the performance or nonpeiloruunce oi
the olficial dunes of DoD personnel.
121 This general prohibition does not apply lo
the following:
(al the continued participation in em-





when pcuuillcd by law anil approved by llic appro-
puaic bi jikI.i! di dI Conduct Counsellor,
(b) llic acceptance of unsolicited advertising
or promotional ncms thai are less than S3 in retail
value,
(c) tioplnes, entertainment, prizes, ui awards
lot public service or achievement or given in games or
contests which aie clearly open to the public or which
are officially approved lor naval personnel participa-
tion;
-
(d) things available to the public (such as
university scholarships covered by OoU Directive
1 3.12.6 and Tree exhibitions by Delense contractors
at public Hade lairs),
(•I discounts or concessions extended
Navy- and Marine Corps-wide and realistically available
to all naval personnel;
(I) participation by naval personnel in civic
and community activities when the involvement of
Defense contractors is remote from the business pur-
poses of any contractor who is sponsoring, supporting,
oi participating in the activity (for example, participa-
tion in a little league or Combined Federal Campaign
luncheon which is subsidized by a Defense contractor),
In) social activities engaged in by ol fleers
In command and other navaJ officials, or their repre-
sentatives, with local civil leaders as part of commu-
nity relations programs of the Department of the Navy
in accordance with SECNAV1NST 5720.44 (series);
(n) the participation of naval personnel in
widely attended gatherings of mutual Interest to Gov-
ernment and industry, sponsored or hosted by Indus-
tual, technical, and professional associations (not by
individual contiactors), provided that they have been
appioved in accordance with DoD Instruction 5410.20;
0) situations in which participation by
naval personnel at public ceremonial activities of
mutual interest to industry or local communities and
the Department of the Navy serves the interests of the
Government and acceptance of the invitation is ap-
piovoJ by the commanding officer or other head of
the activity to winch the invitee is attached,
(j) contractor-provided transportation,
meals, or overnight accommodations in connection
with official business when arrangements lot Govern-
ment or commercial transput latiuii, meals, >• accom-
modations ate clearly impracticable and the individual
reports the circumstances in writing iu Ins appropriate
supervisor as soon as possible,
(k) attendance ai promotional vendor nam-
ing sessions when the vendor's pioducis oi systems are
provided under contract to DoD and the naming is to
facilitate the utilization of those products or systems
by naval personnel;
(I) attendance or participation of naval
personnel in gatherings, including social events such as
receptions, which are hosted by foreign governments
or international organizations, piovided that the accept-
ance of the invitation IS appioved by the commanding
officer or ottier head of the activity to which the
invitee is attached or, when theie is doubt as in (he
propriety of acceptance, by higher aulhonty (see
SfcCNAVlNST 1650.1 (series) lor further information
pertainuig to gifts from foreign governmental
,
(ml customary exchanges ui gratuities
between naval personnel and their friends and relatives
or the tnends and relatives ol iheir spouses, minor
children, or members of (heir household where llic
circumstances make it clear (hat it is thai relationship
rather than the business of the ixmsoiis concerned
which is the motivating lactor lor the gratuity and
where it is clear that the gratuity is not paid lor by
any entity described in subparagraph 6g( 1 ) above, and
(n) situations in which, in the sound judg-
ment of the individual concerned or his superior, the
Government's interest will be served by naval person-
nel participating in activities otherwise piohibiled, In
any such case, a written report of the cticumsiaiues
shall be made by the individual or his appropriate
superior in advance of acceptance, or, when an advance
report is not possible, within 48 hours aftei acceptance,
to the appropriate supervisor, if he is uol otherwise
aware of the acceptance, and to the appropriate Stand-
ards of Conduct Counsellor or Deputy Counsellor
(3) Naval personnel who teceive gratuities, ui
have gratuities received for them, in circumstances
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shall p.omptly rcpiui the circumstances lo the appro-
priate suhcivimii l,.r a delct initiation as io tlic proper
disposition. 1 lie appropriate supervisor shall consult
wnl. Ilic Siamlar ds ol Conduct Counsellor oi Deputy
Counsellor
(4) Procedures with respect to ROTC staff
members are set forth in DoD Directive 1215.8.
h. Receipts in connection with ort.uil travel
(11 1 he acceptance of accommodation*, sub-
sistence, or sendees, furnished in kind, in connection
with ofiicial tiavel Irom sources other than those
indicated in subparagraph 6g(l). is authorued only
when the
...dividual is to be a speaker, panelist, project
officer, or othe. bo.u lide parttcipant in the icttvtty
attended and when such attendance and acceptance
is authorized by the order-.ssu.r.g authority as being
in the overall Government interest.
12) fcxeept as indicated in subparagraph 6h(l)
naval personnel may not accept personal reimburse-
'
mem from any source for expenses Incident to official
tiavel. unless authorued by their commanding officer
or the head of their activity, consistent with guidance
provided by the appropriate Standards of Conduct
Counsellor (pursuant to S U.S.C. §41 1 1 or other
authority). Rather, reimbursement must be nude to
the Government by check payable to the Treasurer of
the United States. Personnel wijj be reimbursed by
the Government in accordance with regulattons relating
to reimburse. i.ent.
(3) I,, no case shall naval personnel accept reim-
burseinent. either in kind or in cash, which is exlrava-
gaut or excessive In natute.
(41 VVhenaccommodaiionj.subsister.ee or serv-
•ces m kind are lurn.shed to naval personnel by non-
boveramcni ><>uices, cons.sient with this subsection
appropriate deductions shall be reported and nude in
the tiavel, po, d.e.n. or other allowances payable.
i. Sp«ah..,9. lactur.na, writing and appearance as
•apart witnais
(1) Lxcept as p.ovided in paragraph 6li (and
I'iMher uimhlicd m pa.agraph On,,, naval personnel
ate proh.b.ted from accepting tees, reimbursements
or honoraria for speaking, lecturing, or wilting, or for
appearing as expert witnesses before Stale agencies,
except m instances Where all the following conditions
~>
exist:
(•) acceptance of (he payment from the
person or entity tendering
..r funding it would not be
prohibited under paragraph 6g;
(b) the individual presents himself as a
private citizen and not in an otficial capacity;
(c) such private activities do not interfere
with ihe individual's official duties, and
(d) the individual's appearance or writing
ii not part of his officul duties, does not involve mate-
rials which his official duties require him to prepare
or provide, and does not depend on information
obtained as a result of Government employment,
except when that information has been pubbshed or
u generally available to the public upon request, or it
wdl be made generally available to the public and the
ofiicial authorized to release such information to the
public gives written authorization for Ihe u»e of non-
pubuc information on the basis that die use is in the
puDUc interest.
(2) Unless there is a definite Lxecutive Branch,
Department of Defense, or Department ol ihe Navy
position on a matter addressed in the appearance or
writing «nd the individual has been authorized by
appropriate superior authorities to present lhal posi-
tion officially, he shall expressly present his views on
(hat matter as lus own and not as those uf the Depart-
ment of the Navy or Department of Defense.
j. Prohibition of contributions or praiams to
superiors. Naval personnel shall not solicit a contribu-
tion from other DoD personnel for a gift to an officul
superior, make a donation or a gift to an official
superior, or accept a gift from other DoD personnel
subordinate to themselves. This section, however.
does not prohibit voluntary gifts or contributions of
nominal value on special occasions such as marriage,
illness, transfer, or retirement, provided any gilts





k Uie ol Gove.nmen. facilities,
properly, *"«*
manpower. Naval personnel shall '"'«
«''*•»> di-
icvlly use lake, dispose, or allow
ihe use. taking, of
j,MHftmsor.t;«.«eiiinu:nl
properly or facihuesol any
kind, hi. hiding |"»pe«iy leased to (he Guve.umenl,
,.„ uiiwi than ..fliciatly appioved
purposes. C.uvetn-
..KHI facilities, IMoperiy. -md
manpower (such as
„aliouc.y. slem -graphic and lyping
assistance, mimeo-
,,aph and chaulfeu. seiviees) .lull
be used only lor
..IliciallJoverniiieiU busiuess. Naval peisonnel
Lave a
...wlive duly to piolecl and conserve
Government
l,i,HMily. These piovWO.ll do "or
preclude lite use oi
Lvcri.mc.il facilities lor approved aclivil.es
in further-
a,,ce ol naval coum.ui.Uy relations,
provided lltey do
„„! tnte.lerc will, m.hlary missions
or Government
business. See Sl.CNAVINST 5720.44 (series)
lor com-
munity iclalions guidance.
I. Use ol civilian and m.liurv title* of
positions in
connection with commercial enterprise!
(1) All naval personnel, except
special Govern-
ment employees, a.e prohibited (rani
using ihe.r g.ade.
lank, title. 01 position in connection with
any turn-
mc.e'ial en'tcip.isc or in endorsing any
commercial
product. This does not preclude author
tdenlil.calioti
lor rnatottaU publisltcd in accordance with
DoD pro-
cedures. A commercial enterpi.se is any entity
which
engages m activities which produce income as
del.ned
ill Int. Ucv. C ode ol I954. $bl . and which has
not
been exempted Hum paying ...come taxes pursuant
lo
Int. Rev. Code of 1954. 3501(a).
(2) All retired mililary personnel and all
mem-
bers ol Reserve components, not on active
duly, aie
uremilied to use their mdilary titles in
connection with
commercial enterprises, provided that ihey
mdtcale
their inactive Reserve or reined status. II.
however.
jucli use ol" military tales in any way casts
disciedit
on the Department of the Navy or the
Department of
Defense or gives the appea.ance of spouso.ship.
sanc-
tion, endorsement, or approval by the
Department ol
the Navy or the Department of Defense. U is
pro-
hibited. In addition, commanders of overseas
installa-
tions may furrhcr restrict the use of titles including
use by retired military peisonnel and members
of





m. Outside employment ol DoO personnel
(1) Naval personnel shall mil
engage in outside
employment or other outside activity, v/iili
»i wiihuut
compensation, that:
M interferes with, or is uul compatible
wilh, ihe peilorii.ai.ee- ol then
t.oveiniiiciil duties;
lb) may reasonably be expe-eled io
l"ing
d.scredit on iheOovernmcni or lite Depa.inienl
ol
the Navy, or
(el is otherwise inconsistent
wilh the
(cou.ie.nents ol this inst.uciion, including
.he .squire-
menu lo avoid actions and situations
which rea«m-bly
can be expected lo create the appearance
ol conllicts
of interests.
(2) Lnhsled naval peisonnel on
active duly
may not be ordered or aulhoiUed to
leave ilien post
to engage ... a civilian pursuil .
business, or professional
activity if it lilte.leresw.il. the
cus.o.ua. y or ic-gula.
employment of local civilian, ... ihe.r ail.
Hade. o<
profession.
(3) Active duly Itegula. office, s of
Ihe Navy
and Maune Co.ps may not be employed
by any pel-
son furnishing naval supplies or
war materials lo lite
United Slates. If such an officer is so
employed. Ins
entitlement io pay cease* foi so long
as lie is so
employed.
(41 Off duly employment of military
peisonnel
by an entity involved in a si. ike is
permissible H ihe
person was on .he pay. oil ol the entity
pito. lo the
CO.nn.enceu.enl of the si. ike and it the
e.nploymen.
is otherwise in conformance w.ih
the provisions ol
this instruction. Alter a strike
begins and while n con-
tinues, no ni.l.ia.y peisonnel ...ay
accept employment
by thai involved entity at ihe strike
location.
(6) Naval peisonnel are eneou.aged
lo engage
in leaching, lecturing and wilting.
Naval peisonnel.
however, shall not, either lor or without
con.pensa-
lion, engage ... activates that are
dependent on uilui
.nation obtained as a result ol ihe.r
Gove lent em-







published hi is gcuci.illy jvjiijblc in the public, ui a
will lie nude generally available lu lite public and die
iiiiki.il authorized in iclease such information tu the
publk gives witllcu aiilhori/allun lor the use ul nun-
pulilu inhumation on the basis (hji the use is in (he
public inieiesi
(6) Civilian Presidential appointees in the Depart-
ment ni " ilit.- Navy shall not receive compensation or
anything ol inoiielary value for any consultation,
led in e, discussion, willing, or appearance, the subject
iiijiui ul which is devoted substantially to naval
lesiMiiisibililies, piugraius, or operations or which
diuvvs substantially fi out official material which has
nut become part ul the body of public information.
n. Gambling, betting, »nd lotteries. While on Gov-
ernment owned, leased, or controlled property, or
otherwise while on duly lor the Government, naval
pcisomicl shall not pjiticipate in any gambling activity,
including .i lottery or pool, a game for money or prop-
erly, or the sale or purchase of a number slip or ticket.
The only exceptions are lor activities which have been
specifically approved by the Secretary of the Navy.
o. Indebtedness. Naval personnel shall pay their
just Imaiicial obligations in a timely manner, particu-
larly those imposed by law (such as federal. Slate,
and local taxes), so thai their indebtedness does not
adversely alleel the Government as thei/ employer.
The Dcpailment of (he Navy is not required to deter-
mine the validity or amount of disputed debts.
7. Related statutes and directives. Attention II
directed to the following (elated matters governed by
other directives:
a. Report! ol delenie related employment. Certain
caiegoiies iit present naval personnel formerly employed
hy defense contractors, and of former or tetired naval
pcisonncl presently employed by defense contractors,
aic icimiicd by statute to report (heir employment
governmental or private. SF.CNAVINST S3I4.S (series)
implements the statutory requirements, provides a
form Ini making the requued report (DUFoim 1787),
and assigns responsibility for ensuring compliance with
the filing iciiuucmeill with commanding officers and
olhei heads nl activities. The reports prescribed in
SICNAVINSI 5.114.5 (series) are distinct from the
reports or statements prescribed in this instruction,
and failure to Tile them when requued may subject
individuals to criminal penalties.
b. Political activities. Chapter 733 of the Federal
Person nel Manua l, article 6210240 ol the liiiicau o[
Naval Personnel Manual, and paragraph 1742.3 ol the
Marine Corps Man ual discuss restrictions on political
activities of naval personnel. Kelated statutes aie dis-
cussed in enclosure (1).
c. General reiponnbilities ol navel personnel.
Chapter 1 1 of Navy Regulations, 1973, prescribes
general regulations governing the rights and responsi-
bilities of naval personnel. If any provision ol this
instruction Is found to conflict with a piovision ol
Navy Regulations
, the latter shall be controlling.
8. Responsibilities for action
a. Under Secretary ol the Navy. The Under Secre-
tary of the Navy is assigned overall responsibility lor
action relating to standards oi conduct ui naval per-
sonnel. Unless a function is specifically reserved herein
to the Secretary, the Under Secretary shall aci as the
designee of the Secretary, with power lo redelegaio.
Specific matters for action by ihe Under Secretary or
his delegee include: (I) resolution ol conlltcts or
apparent conflicts found in statements ol employment
and financial atlihaiions not resolved at lowei echelons,
(2) extensions of time in excess of 30 days tor Ihe
submission of such statements. (3) exclusion ol posi-
tions from the requirement to tile DD Forms 1555,
except as delegated to commanding officers and other
activity heads In paragtaph 91c; and (4) the notified
tlon to the Department of Defense required by sub-
paragraph 9b(2) |RCS DDSLCNAV 5370-1
1
b Navy Department officials. The Chief of Naval
Upeialions, ihe Commandant ui lite Mamie Coips.
and the heads of Navy Dcpailment offices not unucr
the coniiol ol Chief of Naval Operations oi Com-
mandant of the Manne Corps shall pi ovide ihe Under
Secretary of the Navy by 15 December ol each year
with the information regarding naval personnel within
their chain ol eonmiand lequwed lo be included in
ihe report by ihe Undei Secretary pursuant lo sub-






c. Commanding officers and heads of activities.
I lie basic icMpuiMibiliiy I'm complying Willi i lie require-
iitiiils ol litis iiisiiiiclton rests wiih individual person-
licl concerned, hul 1 1 io pi unary responsibility lur
ensuring stall compliance must rest with ul fleets exer-
cising command in similar judiuniy over personnel.
LjcIi commanding ulficer ui head ol a command,
bureau, nl lice, en activity is specifically responsible lor
(lie following:
(1) The continuing dissemination of the appli-
cable infiu iiiaiuin in this instruction to all naval per-
sonnel within his organisation at least semiannually,
in a niannei which will ensure familiarity and com-
pliance with ihc pcitiiieni provisions of this instruction
by all peisonnel (this is a continuing requirement and
is m addition to the initial briefing required by para-
graph 10);
12) Ihc establishment and continuing execution
of i lie procedures and controls prescribed in paragraph
9, below, to ensure that each position Is reviewed as
required by paragraph 9), that all naval personnel within
his organisation who are required to file conlidential
statements of affiliations and financial interests (DU
form 1355) do file them in a timely manner, and that
such statements are promptly and carefully reviewed;
(3) Making determinations puisuant to thu
instruction and 18 U.S.C. § 208(b) with respect to
disqualification of personnel within his organisation
fiom performing duties in wluch they have conflict*
or apparent conflicts of interests,
(41 Ensuring that Reservists detailed to perform
active duly for training at his organisation are assigned
dunes which will minimise the posstbdiiy that they
may obtain infuimation that could be used by them
or their employers to gain an unlair advantage over
civilian competitors, and
(6) Receiving arid taking prompt and appropriate
action on reports concerning acceptance of gratuities
or other violations of this instruction. Including enclo-
sure (I) or related statutes, by personnel wufun his
organization.
d lni|Mctors General. The Naval Inspector General
and the Inspector General of the Marine Corps shall
ensure that periodic administrative inspections of
organisations under their cognisance routinely include
inquiry into (he effectiveness ol the oigamsalion's
compliance with the provisions ol this instruction.
«. Auditor General. Ihc Auditor Gcueial ol the
Navy shall ensure that the Naval Audit Service audit
program routinely includes inquiry into the ctlcclive-
ness of the organisation's compliance with ihc piovi-
sions of this instruction.
1. Judy* Advocate General and General Counsel.
The Judge Advocate General and the Genet al Counsel
of the Navy are designated as lite Standards ol Con-
duct Counsellors lor the Department ol the Navy
They shall be responsible lor advice and propel icview
of ail standards of conduct problems wiilim iheii
respective areas of jurisdiction. The General Counsel
shall be consulted concerning problems pertaining io.
(1) Contracting, procutcinenl. or auditing,
(2) Acquisition, management, or disposition of
real or personal properly,
(3) Procurement matters in the field of patents,
inventions, trademarks, or copyrights;
(4) Military Sealifl Command matters, or
(5) Office of the Comptroller of the Navy
matters.
In addition, the General Counsel mall perlotm all stand-
ards of conduct functions pertaining to the .Secretary
of the Navy, his Civilian Executive Assistants, and
members of their respective stalls. The Judge Advocate
General shall be consulted with regard to all other
problems.
g. Daputy Standards of Conduct Counsellors. The
following are designated as Deputy Standards ol Con-
duel Counsellors and shall be responsible lur providing
advice and assistance on mailers relating to couduc.





il statements hi aiiihaiions and financial interests
which jic rcli'licd In llicin.
(1) Wiiinii the cognizance of die General
Counsel, and iii their respective commands or organi-
zations
- Deputy General Counsels;
Assistant tu die General Counsel (Litigation);
Counsel tin the Commandant of the Marine
Corps,
Counsel fin the Systems and Facilities
Lngmcering Commands;
Counsel lor the Comptroller of die Navy;
Counsel for the Military Seahft Command;
Counsel for die Office of Naval Research;
and
Counsel in charge of OGC Held and branch
otlit.es, and
(21 Within the cognizance of the Judge Advo-
cate General, and m their respective commands or
organisations:
General;
Deputy and Assistant Judge Advocates
Duet tor. Judge Advocate Division, Head-
quarters, U.S. Marine Corps;
Officer and civilian attorneys under the
supervision of the Judge Advocate General; and assigned
to the commands, bureaus, and offices of die Navy
Department, as delined in article 0104.3, U.S. Navy
Kcgula tions
,
I')7J, other than the Office of the Judge
Advocate General;
District judge advocites;
Staff or force judge advocates on the
staffs of all other commands having general court-
martial convening authority ; and •
Otftcers in charge ol Naval Uigal
Service Offices.
Other Deputy Siandards of Conduct Counsellors may
be designated by tiie General Counsel or by the Judge
Advocate General, as required. Where strict ailhcienee
to the division of areas of tesponsibiliiy undci para-
graph Kf is impracticable due to such lac tors as inac-
cessibility or uncertainty as to jurisdiction, any Deputy
Standards of Conduct Counselloi may lie consulted
in such a case, the Deputy Standaids of Conduct
Counsellor will render all possible assistance and then,
if appropriate, direct the inquiry into ilie piopei area
of responsibdity.
h. Director of Civilian Personnel, lite Director of
Clvdlan Personnel shall incorporate the ptuvisioiis ol
(Jits instruction and enclosuie ( I ) concerning civilian
employees in appropriate Civilian Personnel Instruc-
tions.
I. Additional duties ol senior officials. The Com-
mandant ol the Marine Corps and die Chic I ol Njval
Material, as appropriate, ite tcspnusible foi dunging
the contents of this Instruction tn the attention ol the
principal officer of each cuntracloi doing significant
business with the Dcpaitnicnt ul the Navy. Chiefs and
heads of commands, bureaus, and offices, command-
ing officers, and other senior officials shall pciioJieally
utilize the opportunity aflotdcd by conferences with
re presents lives ol industry to duect attention to the
teguLations and policies set loidi in Uus instruction.
8. Statements of affiliations and financial inteiests
(OD Form 1556)
a. Personnel required to file. 1he following naval
personnel are required to submit initial and annual
statements ot aifdiauons and financial interests, DU
Form 1 SS5 (eudosuie (2)| , in accordance with this
instruction unless they are expressly exempted.
(1) All ctvdian naval personnel paid at a rale
equal to or In excess of (he minimum rate picsenbed
for employees holding lite gtade GS-16, including the
Lxecultve Schedule.




13) Commanding ol fleets or IicjJs, and execu-
live olfkcrs iH deputy heads, n|:
(a) Navy shore installations with i(HJ uf
untie military and civilian personnel (including foreign
national unci indirect-lure personnel) regulatly attached
but excluding personnel studied lor duly under in-
siltictlou, and
(bl jII Marine Corps bases and air slattuns.
(4) Naval personnel classified at GS I J or above,
or j l a comparable pay rate under other author uy,
and members of the military in the grade ot lieutenant
colonel, commander, or above, when the tesponsibili-
lie. of such personnel require the exercise of judgment
111 making a Government decision or in taxing Govern-
iiu 111 action m regaid to activities in which the llnal
decision or action may have a significant economic
impact on the intcresis of any non-federal entity. In-
cluded herein, among others, are persons who, as pari
of tlietr basic dunes, sign, negotiate, recommend, or
approve contracts or other procurement actions and
those who, as part of their basic duties, are engaged in
auditing activities, including supervising others who
are engaged in auditing activities or participating in the
development of policies and procedures for perform-
ing audits.
(5) Special Government employees oilier than
those in the following categories (who may, in any
case, be required to file when specifically requested to
do so by their appropriate supervisor):
(il a special Government employee who is
not a "consultant" or "expert" as those terms aie de-
fined ui Chapter 304 of the Federal Personnel Manual.
(b) physicians dentists, and allied medical
socialists engaged only in providing service to patients.
(c) veterinarians providing only veterinary
services.
Id) lecturers participating only in educa-
tional activities.




(0 individuals in the motion picture and
television liclds who are utilized only as naiialois 01
aclors in DoD productions.
(a) members of selection panels lot
NKOIC candidates.
(6) Other naval personnel who aie icqulicd,
with Civil Service Commission approval, to liie such
statements.
b. Tima of filing
(1) Initial filing. The initial tiling must lie made
sufficiently in advance ol appointment (in the case ol
special Government employees), nomination (m ilie
case of designees to positions requiring Ihe appioval
of llie Secretary ol the Navy), 01 the commencement
of service or the assumption ol dunes (in all oilier
cases), so that review anil appiovai ol the tiling may
be completed m advance ol appointment, iloiiinulloii,
or commencement ol service or assumption ol Junes
Each officer or employee rcquned to tile a statement
shall submit it in the prescribed lumi dltectly to Ins ap
proprtaie supeivisor. In the case tliat Ihe appioptiale
supervisor is not the commanding ol licet or the bead
of ihe activity concerned, the appiopiiatc supeivisor
will ensure that (he commanding office! or othei bead
is made aware of any conflict of interest or oilier
matter of which he must be aware ul (til fill his lespon-
stbililies under paragrapb 8c above. Upon transfer 01
reassignment trout one billet 01 position to anoihei
for which die filing of a statement is icquired, an
officer or employee shall 1 tic a current statement
promptly with (he appropriate supeivisor ot Ins new
bdlct or position.
(2) Annual statements. DD hum I 35S stale
menis shall be filed by J I October ol each year with
information current as ol JO Scplcinbci ot iliai year
bven though no changes have occuiied since the last
filing, a complete statement is requited. Die Under
Secretary of the Navy shall imnly the 01 lice ot ihe
Secielary o( Defense Standards ol Conduct Couiiseiloi
no later than Jl December of each year thai all ie
quired statements have been filed and reviewed, with
ail problems appropriately resolved, 01 he shall ex







(3) I xtcnsioii nl filing deadline. When required
by leason i>| duty assignment, infirmity, in cihcr good
cans*.-, a supcrioi, wiili i he concurrence i»l the buiiujrds
til Conduct Counsellor oi Deputy Counsellor, may
g> jni an extension til' die filing deadline, nu( in exceed
.in days. A superior, with the concurrence of the
Standard* ol Conduct Counsellor or Deputy Counsellor
and llie Under Secretary ol (he Navy, may giant an ex-
tension ol' the filing deadline In excess of JO dayj. Any
annual statement filed alter 31 October shall Include
an appropnate notation as to whether any extension
of the tiling deadline has been granted hereunder.
(4) Omission by a commanding officer or head
of an activity to furnish a written reminder, at pre*
scrihcd in paragraph 9), below, sJiaU not relieve an
otltcer or employee from an applicable filing require-
ment.
c. Place of Submission
(II All Department of the Navy civilian Presi-
dential appointees shall submit their statements to the
DoD General Counsel.
(2) Commanders of unified commands shall
submit their statements directly to the OSD Standards
of Conduct Counsellor. Other personnel of the unified
commands shall submit their statements through their
appioprlate supervisor to the Deputy Standaids of
Conduct Counsellor of die unified command.
(3) Coiiunanders who have a dual responsibility
a» commanders of both joint and naval commands
shall submit their statements through naval channel*.
Ml Personnel not serving in a DoD component
dull submit their statements to the Under Secretary
of Ine Navy.
(SI Other naval personnel shall submit their
statements to their appropriate supervisor for review
and I oi warding in accordance with paragraph 9f.
(61 Naval personnel who report to more than
one reporting senior shall meet the filing requirement*
of each position independent of the other.
d. Content
(1) Ail information reported shall be cuirent as
of 30 September of the tiling year.
(2) Interests of others. Die interest of a spouse,
minor chdd, or any member ol one's household is to
be reported in the same manner aa the interest ol the
individual.
(31 Information not known by naval personnel.
Naval personnel shall request submission on (heir be-
half of required information Icnowu only to other
persons. A request that die information sutmuiicd be
kept confidential will be honored even it it includes
not disclosing the information lo the person whore-
quests the submission.
(4) Information not required to be submitted.
Naval personnel are not required to submit any infor-
mation relating to their connection with or interest in
a professional society or a charitable, religious, social,
fraternal, recreational, public service, civic, or political
organisation or a similar organisation not conducted
as t business for profit. For the purpose ol this in-
structton, educational and other institutions doing
reseaich and development or related woik involving
grants of money from or contracts with the Govern-
ment are to be included in a pctson's statement. Addi-
tionally, naval personnel are not required to report
ownership of personal savings or checking accounts
lit financial Institutions, or lite or property insurance
policies, even though they provide tor dividends or
cash value.
e. Confidentiality of ititiminti of DoO p«rio.mol.
Naval authorities shall hold each statement in confi
dence. Information from a statement may be dis-
closed, as a routine use, to federal officials who, as
part of their official duties, requue access to the in-
formation and who are listed in the applicable system
of records notice required under the Privacy Act,
5 U.S.C. § 552a, and to such odier persons to whom
disclosure Is required under the Privacy Act. the I ice
dom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, or other
provision of law. Persons designated to review the





I. Review and ditpoution
(1) Initial tiling. All initial siaicmcnis .lull be
reviewed I'm jpparem conflicts or interests by the
appropriate IXpuiy Standards uf Conduct Counsellor
and die appiopnate supervise prior to appointment
(in lite caw of special (iovernmeni employees), nomi-
nation (in the case of designees to puiimim requiring
the appioval u| die Secretary of the Navy), ur (lie
commencement of service ur (he assumption of duiiea
(mall oilier cases).
(21 Annual filing. Upon receipt uf annual state-
menu, the appropriate supervisor shall evaluate the
statement, in accordance with the standards provided
in i Ins. instruction, to determine whether a conflict or
apparent conflict of interests is disclosed. The appro-
priate supcivisoi shall note the results of that evalua-
tion on the statement, and shall forward die statement
to the cognizant Deputy Standards of Conduct Coun-
sellor under paragraph Sf for legal review.
(3) Disposition
(») If the appropnate supervisor and the
Deputy Standards of Conduct Counsellor agree that
the statement discloses no conflict of interests or ap-
parent conflict of interests, both shall record dieir
determination on die statement, and the statement
shall be filed in the uffice of the appropriate supervi-
sor. In the case of a flag or general otticer, however,
the appropriate supervisor sliali, before Tiling die state-
ment, forward a copy to the Chief of Naval Personnel
(Pers-OF) or the Commandant of the Marine Corps
(CS), as appropnate, to be retained for use in connec-
tion with a possible nomination for appomimcnt or
reassignment to a 3- or 4-star bUlet.
(bl When either die appropriate supervisor
or the Deputy Standards of Conduct Counsellor be-
lieves (hat a statement discloses a conflict or apparent
conflict of interests, (he officer or employee concerned
shall be afforded an opportunity to terminate the con-
flict or to explain the conflict or apparent conflict in
writing. If, after review of die written explanation,
both the appropriate supervisor and die Deputy Stand-
ards of Conduct Counsellor are satisfied ihat there is
no conflict or apparent conflict, diey slull record their
determination on the statement and explanation, and
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the recoid shall be tiled as provided above. Otherwise,
the appropriate supervisor and Deputy Standards of
Conduct Counsellor shall append Iheir views on the
record and, retaining a copy in ilie oil ice of Hie jppro-
priaie supervisor, forward the original record to the
commanding officer or head of ihe activity lor resolu-
tion. If the commanding oflicei or activity head is un-
able 10 resolve (he controversy, he siuil append Ins
comments and recommendations to (he record and
forward It to:
(i) Tlie Chief of Naval Personnel, in
the case of a Navy officer;
(ii) The Commandant of (he Marine
Corps, In the case of a Marine Corps officer, or
(lit ) The Director of Civilian Personnel,
in ihe case of a civilian employee.
The departmental official thus receiving Ihe record
shall refer it to a cognizant Deputy Standards of Con-
duct Counsellor for legal review and advice. Cases
which cannot be resolved by the Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel, the Commandant uf the Mamie Coqis, or (he
Director ol Civdian Personnel, a appropriate, >iuU be
forwarded to the Under Secretary uf the Navy, via
the cognizant department Standards of Conduct Coun-
sellor, for final resolution. Cases referred to the Com-
mandant of (he Manne Corps, Chief of Naval Personm ',
or Director of Civdian Personnel for review shall, when
finally resolved, be tiled in die bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, Marine Corps Headquarters, or the Olliee of
Civdian Personnel, as appropriate, with information
to die originating activity concerning the ultunaie dis-
position of the case.
t
(c) Initial review and local efforts lo resolve
conflicts or apparent conflicts disclosed in annual
statements shall be accomplished by JU November, if
possible, and by Jl December in any event unless ihe
Under Secretary of the Navy has grained an extension
under subparagraph 9b(3) above. Review and resolu-
tion of initial statements submitted prior to appoint-
ment or nomination should be accomplished immedi-
ately. Initial review and local resolution efforts con-
cerning other uuiial statements should be accomplished






g. Special requirements concerning executive-level
•ml 3- ind 4 mi flag and general nominees
(1) As part uf die Secretarial approval process
lor * nominee to any of the positions described in sub-
paragraph u a( I ), above, the documents submitting the
nominee for approval must contain the following certi-
fication by the selecting official, on Civil Service Com-
mission Form y 1 7, executive selection form, in item
JO:
I certify (hat (nominee's name), whom I am nomi-
nating for the executive level position of (title,
grade or PL designation, and organisation*] loca-
tion of position) has executed a confidential state-
ment of affiliations ind financial interests, DO
Form 1 S5S, that 1 have evaluated it and had it re-
viewed by a Deputy Standards of Conduct Coun
scllor, and that I have found the requirements of
DoD Directive 5500.7 of 15 January 1977 and
SfcCNAV Instruction 5370.2G to be satisfied.
(2) As part of the process for approving nomi-
nees for appointment to 3- and 4 star flag or general
officer positions, the Secretary uf the Navy must en-
sure that the nominee has a current DD Form 1 555 on
file and that the form has been reviewed in relation to
the position for which he is being considered Further,
the Secretary of the Navy is required to cause a levtew
of ail relevant systems of records maintained by the
Department of the Navy, including investigative flics,
to determine if there is any evidence of the norrunce
having violated die standard* of conduct. Each nomi-
nation forwarded to the Secretary of Defense must be
accompanied by a certification of die Secretary of the
Navy diat the required review has been conducted and
dial the review has or has not disclosed t violation of
the standards of conduct.
h. Personnel detailed to other DoD components
and Government agencies. Agreements witJt other
DoD components and Government agencies Involving
detailing of naval personnel shall contain a requtiement
that the other DoD component or Government agency
shall, within 60 days of the fding time spccilled in sub-
paragraphs «b( I ), (2), and (3) above, forward to the
appropriate Navy Standards of Conduct Counsellor
a copy of the detailed Individual's statement, if re-
quired, and notice concerning the disposition of any
conflict oi apparent con I lie I ol interests indicated.
i. Effect of statements on other requirement*.
The statements required ol naval personnel ate in
addition to, and not in substitution for, any similar
lequirement imposed by law, older, or regulations.
Submission of statements does not permit naval per-
sonnel to participate in matters in which their partici-
pation Is prohibited by law, order, or regulation...
j. Review of position*, bach commanding oilicer
or other head of an activity shall include in die descrip-
tion of each position indicated in paragraph 9a ol this
instruction a statement that the incumbent of the
position must file a statement of affdiattons and finan-
cial interests, as required by this instruction. All posi-
tions shall be reviewed at least annually, prior to
30 September, to determine those which require state-
ments. Any individual may request a tcvicw of die
decision requiring him to Hie a statement through the
established complaint piocedures of die Department
of the Navy. Additionally , each incumbent in such a
bdlet or position shall be icuiuided in writing, by
JO September, of die requirement to ide a statement,
and shaU be furnished a copy of the required form.
Check-off lists shall be utdued to ensure that all state-
ments have been returned by 31 October, or by later
spccilled dates wheie extensions of time have been
granted.
k. Exclusion of position*. A commanding oilicer
or other head of an activity may deteruunc dial the
submission uf statements Is not necessary tor certain
position* described in subparagraph 9a(4) because uf
the remoteness of any impairment uf die integrity of
the Government and the degiee of supervision and re-
view of die incumbents' work. I he Under Secretary
of die Navy shall make this determination as to any
personnel desenbed In subparagiaphs Va(l ), (2), (3),
and (5).
10. Information to personnel. The Chief of Naval
Operations and die Commandant of the Marine Corps
shall ensure thai all mdltary personnel - regardless of
die program in which diey are participating or their
duly status - receive, as part of ihetr initial or acces-




following iiiiiidl appointment of enlistment, an oral
llllc'lmg regarding tllC provisions <lf litis Instruction.
Pic Clucf o( Naval Operations 4(ld I tic Commandant
(•I the Marine Cmpi shall also ensure that all military
pcisonnc-l, except enlisted personnel not requited (o
tile statements of affiliations and financial uitciests
(DO Hoi in I 5S5), receive a copy of (his instruction as
pait of the oia! briefing on tins instruction. I tic Ol-
rector ol Civilian Personnel shall ensure thai all civUiau
personnel tuceivc a copy of and an oral briefing re-
gaiding the provisions of this instruction preceding
employment or upon assumption of duties. All per-
sonnel shall attest In writing to their attendance at
the requited briefing, that they have read this instruc-
tion, and that they understand the requirements im-
posed hereby.
11. Privacy Act consideration
a. Confidential statements of a (filiations and
financial interests i DO Form 1 SS5) and statements
of employment (DU Form 1 357) contain sensitive
personal information and care shall be exercised to
ensure that they are seen only by personnel on a need-
in know basis in connection with theu official duties.
In (his regard, see paragraph 9e above. Adequate safe-
guards shall be uiilued to prevent inadvertent or un-
authoiued disclosures of the statements during review,
transmittal, and storage. In addition, SF.CNAVINST
521 1. 5 (series) prescribes other general restrictions
and requirements applicable to the collection, use,
and dissemination of these records, and contains Rules
ol Conduct Under the Privacy Act which are applicable
to all naval personnel.
12. Reporting of pent ratiranvant •mploymant
a. lull retired Kegulai ol fleer of the Navy and
Marine Corps shall keep the Department of the Navy
advised of Ins post retirement employment activities.
All reined Regular officers whose names have been on
the retired list for three yean or less shall filo a state-
ment of employment (DD Form 1357, see enclosure
3). All retired Regular olficers whose names have been
on the retired list for over three years are encouraged
to use Dl) Form 1 357 to report their post-retirement
employment activities, in any event, officers whose
names have been on the retired list for more than tluee
years shall, at a minimum, keep the Department of
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lite Navy advised as to whether they are employed by
any agency, instrumentality, or department of the
United States and, il so, the position title and em-
ploying agency. In the event thai reporting the infor-
mation required would lend Ul show that the ol liter
concerned was violating or had violated I a ll.S.C.
§ 281 or any other criminal provision, the liling re-
quirement will be satisfied by a written refusal, signed
by the officer concerned, to provide the required in-
formation on the basts dial the Information may (end
to Incriminate the officer, bach Regular ol fleer retiring
hereafter shall file this statement within JO days alter
retirement. Whenever the information reported
changes, each such officer shall make an appropriate
repot t within 30 days of that change. The Comptroller
of the Navy (for Regular Navy ulticcts) and the Com-
mandant of the Marine Corps (for Regular Marine
Corps officers) shall advise each uflicer requncd to
file of die continuing need to report their post retire-
ment employment activities as set lor tit above.
b. Reports of posl-ietiiemcnt employment shall
be submitted —
(1) in the case of a retired Regular Navy of-
ficer - to the Commanding Officer, Navy Finance
Center (Retired Pay Division), Cleveland, Ul I 44199;
or
(2) in the case of a retired Regular Marine
Corps officer - to tlie Commanding Officer, Marine
Corps Finance Center, Kansas City, MO 64197.
c Hie Chief of Naval Personnel or the Command-
ant of the Marine Corps, as appropriate, shall provide
each Regular officer renting hcrcalier. as part of the
retirement check-out procedures, Willi cleat instruc-
tions concerning die requirement under this instruc-
tion to report post-retUcmcnt employment Ihese in-
structions should be combined, whcie applicable, with
the Instructions piescnbed in SLCNAVINSf 5314 5
(series) concerning die possible additional requirement
to file reports of DoD and defense related employment
(DD Form 1 787).
d. Hie Comptroller of the Navy or the Com-
mandant of the Marine Corps, as appropriate, is re-
sponsible for the review of all reports ol post retire-






Mamie Corps officers, to ensure compliance with
applicable Ijw» and regulation*.
«. II -in apparent violation of Ijw or uguluiion is
noted upon iovicw of j report of post-retirement em-
ployment, j copy ol the report shall be transmitted lo
Uic CniuiiMiidcr, Njvy Accounting and Finance Center,
or Cuinnuiiilanl ol the Murine Coips, a* appropriate.
If dial ol'licial determine* dial a violation may luve
been committed, a copy of the statement shall be
forwarded to the Judge Advocate General (Code I J)
for such additional review, inquiry, advice, or furdier
action at may be warranted.
(. The legal limitations on sales by reined Regu-
lar officer* are discussed in enclosure (t).
15. Availability of forms. Supplies ol l)U form I iSS
will be available in the loons mid I'ulili.iliinis Seg-
ment ol the Navy Supply System beginning in Sep-
tember I *i 7 7 under slock number UIU2-LI'-UUI-5S50
Supplies ol Civil Service Form 'Jl 7 are available in the
limns and Publications Segment ol the Navy Supply
System under slock uumbei UIDI LI-4 I 7 UIXJ.1 .
Supplies of 1)1) I or I il I J S 7 ale available from the
Commanding Olticci, Navy finance Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, and arc not blocked in the Navy Supply Sysleni.
16. Report Symbol DDSLCNAV SJ7U-I lias been
assigned to the reporting rcquiicmcill contained in
paragraphs 8a and b and '»'j(2 )
W. GRAHAM CLAY l'OK. Jr.
13. Action. The provisions of tins instruction shall be
disseminated lo all nival personnel upon receipt, for
then compliance. All addressees shall lake the action
required by paragraphs 8 and 10 of this instruction.
14. Effective Cat* Tins instruction shall be effective
upon publication in the Federal Regi ster.
Approved: 16 August l')77
/*/ L. NILULRt 1.IINIR
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Conflict of Interest 1-awa -•
I. 18 U.S.C. 203
Subsection (a) prohibitions are encompassed by prohibition* In 18
U.S.C. 20S below. Subjection (b) makes it unlawful to offer or
pay compensation, the solicitation or receipt of which Is barred
by subsection (a).
IX. 18 U.S.C. 205
A. This section prohibits Government personnel from acting ss
agent or attorney for anyone else before a department, agency,
or court In connection with any particular natter In which the
United States Is a party or has a direct and substantial
Interest.
B. The following exemptions are allowed:
1. Section 205 does not prevent Government personnel from
giving testimony under oath or making atatements required
to be made under penalty of perjury or contempt or from
representing another person, without compensation. In a
disciplinary, loyalty, or other personnel matter.
2. Section 205 slso authorizes a limited waiver of Its
restrictions and cho6e of section 203 for the benefit of
an officer or employee, including a special Government
employee, who represents his own parents, spouse, or
child, or a person or estate he serves as -a fiduciary.
The waiver is available only if approved by the official
making appointments to the position. In no event does the
wslver extend to his representation of any such person in
mattera In which ha has participated personally and
substantially or which, even In the absence of such par-
ticipation, are the subject of his official responsibility.
3. Finally, section 205 gives the Head of a department or
agency the authority to allow a special Government em-
ployee to represent his regular employer or other outside
organization in the performance of work under a Government
grant or contract, if the department or agency head certi
fles snd publishes In the Federal Register , that the
national Interest requires such representation.
III. 18 U.S.C. 208
A. Subsection (a) requires executive branch personnel to refrain
from participating as Government personnel In any matter in





financial Interests or In which buainem-j or nonprofit organi-
sations with which such personnel are connected or are beetling
employment have financial Interests. A "particular natter" may
be less concrete Chan an actual contract, but la something mure
specific than rule making or abstract scientific principles.
The test is whether the Individual might reasonably anticipate
Chat hla Coverrunent action, or the decision in which he par-
ticipates or with respect to which he advises, will have a
direct and predictable effect upon such financial Interests.
3. Subsection (b) permits agencies to grant an ad hoc exemption
from subsection (a) If the outside financial Interest Is deemed
not substantial enough to affect the integrity of Government
services. Categories of financial Interests may also be made
nondlaqualifylng by a general regulation published In the
Federal Register
.
IV. 18 U.S.C. 209
Subsection (a) prevents executive breach personnel from receiving,
and anyone from paying them, any salary or auppiemen tat Ion of salary
from a private source as compensation for their Government serv-
ice. Subsection (b) permits participation in a bona flda penulon
plan or other employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a
former employer. Subsection (c) exempts special Government
employees and anyone serving the Government without compensation.
Subsection (d) exempts contributions, awards, or other expenses
under the Government Employees Training Act (5 U.S.C. 2301-2319).
V. 37 U.S.C. 801 (a)
A Regular Navy or Regular Murine Corps officer on active duty muy
not be employed by snyone furnishing Naval supplies or war mate-
rials to the United States. If such an officer is so employed he Is not
entitled to sny payment from the United States during that employment.
VI. 18 U.S.C. 207. APPLICABLE TO FORMER POD PERSONNEL
A. Subsection (a) permanently prohibits former DoD personnel from
acting as agent or attorney for anyone other than the United
States In connection with matters Involving a specific party
or parties In which (I) the United States has a direct and sub-
stantial Interest, and (2) the former personnel participated
personally and substantially while holding a Government position.
B. For 1 year after having had related official responsibilities
former DoD personnel arc prohibited from personal appearances
before a court, department, or agency of chu Government as






C. Past participation In or official responsibility for general
rule Baking, the formulation of general policy or standard*
,
or OCher similar (Meters does noc disqualify former personnel.
Similarly, In live scientific field pesc parclclpadon In Ji»-
cuaalona of scientific or engineering concepts, Che feasibility
of aclentlflc or technical accomplishments , or proposed Govern-
ment programs In Che early stages prior Co the formulation of a
concracc or a contract proposal where specific parties become
Involved in a maccer, does noc disqualify Che former personnel
from representation with respecc Co a concracc encered Into at
a later time even chough the same general sclenciflc waders
may be Involved in audi a concracc.
D. Neither subsection precludes post employment acclvlcles which
are no mora Chan aiding or assisting another. A person who
leaves Che department Co accept private employment may, for
•sample. Immediately perform technical work on a contract for
which he had official responsibility. On the other hand, he
la forbidden for a year to appear personally before che depart-
aenc as Che agenc or accorney of his company In connection wlch
a dispute over ch« terms of che concracc. He may ac no dine
appear personally before the department or otherwise ace as
agenc or accorney for his company In such dlapuce if he helped
negotiate Ctia contract.
VII. SUHHAMy OF LAWS PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE TO RETIRED HKGULAK OFFICERS
A. Prohibited Acclvlcles
,
1. Claims . A redred Regular officer of che Armed Forces may
not, within 2 years of his retirement, ace as agenc or
attorney for prosecudng any claim against Che Government
,
or assist in the prosecution of such a claim, or receive
any gratuity or any share of or interest in such a claim
In consideradon for having asslsced In the prosecution of
such s claim, if such claim Involves the Military Depart-
ment in whose service he holds a retired scacus. Nor may
a Regular redred officer ac any tint ace as an agent or
accorney for prosecuting any claim sgalnsc che Government
or assise in prosecution of such claim, or receive any gra-
tuity or any share of or Interest in such claim in consider-
ation for having assisted in Che prosecution of such claim,
If such claim involves any subject maccer wlch which he was
directly connected while on active ducy (see 18 U.S.C. 283).
2. Selling
a. A retired Regular officer Is prohibited, at all times,
from representing any person in the sale of anything to
the Government through the Military Department In whose






b. "Payment uy not be Bade fro* any appropriation, for a
period of three years* after hi* name la placed on that list,
to an officer on a retired Hat of the Regular Army, the
Kegular Navy, the Regular Air Force, the Regular Marine Curpb,
the Kegular Coast Guard, the Environmental Science Servicer
Adninlatratlon, or the Public Health Service, who Is engaged
for hlaself or others In selling, or contracting or negotiating
to sell, supplies or war materials' to an agency of the Depart-
ment of Oefeitbe, the Coast Cuard, the Envl ruiiaental Science
Services Administration, or the Public Health Service." (Sec.
37 U.S.C. 801(c) as amended October 9, l u b<>. P.L. U7-777,
formerly 5 U.S.C. 59(c)). (Note; The Environmental Science
Services Administration was abolished on October 3, 1970, and
Its functions uere transferred to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.}
c. For the purpose of this statute, "selling" means:
(1) Signing a bid, proposal, or contract;
(2) Negotiating a contract;
(3) Contacting an officer or employee of any of the foregoing
departments or agencies for the purpose of:
(a) Obtaining or negotiating contracts,
(b) Negotiating or discussing changes In specifi-
cations, price, cost allowances, or other term* ot
a contract, or
(c) Settling disputes concerning performance of a
contract: or
(4) Any other liaison activity with a view toward the ultimate
consummation of a sale although the actual contracc there-
for la subsequently negotiated by another person.
3. Neither these statutea nor this Directive preclude a retired
Regular officer from accepting employment with private Industry
aolely because hla employer Is a contractor with the Government
.
Exemptions From Law Applying to Officers on Active Duty
A retired Regular officer continues to be an "officer" of the United
Scatee for purposea of many statutes. However, the laws applying
to DoD personnel listed above do not normally apply to retired
officers not on active duty who are not otherwise officers or





LAUS APPLICABLE TO POD PERSONNEL
There are legal prohibitions concerning the following activities which
•ay subject present and former DoD personnel to criminal or other
penalties:
A. Aiding, abetting, counseling, commanding, Inducing, or procuring
another to commit a crime under any criminal statute (see 18 U.S.C.
201).
B. Concealing or felling to report to proper authorities the commission.
of a felony under any criminal atatute if such personnel knew of the
actual commission of the crime (see 18 U.S.C. 4).
C. Conspiring with one or more persons to cormlt a crime under any
criminal atatute or to defraud the United States, If any party to
the conspiracy does any act to effect the object of the conspiracy
(see 18 U.S.C. 371).
D. Lobbying with appropriated funds (see 18 U.S.C. 1913).
E. Disloyalty snd striking (see 5 U.S.C. 7311, 18 U.S.C. 1918).
f. Disclosure of classified information (see 18 U.S.C. 798, SO U.S.C.
783); and disclosure of confidential information (see 18 U.S.C.
1905).
C. Habitual use of Intoxicants to excess (see 5 U.S.C. 7352).
H. Misuse of a Government vehicle (aee 31 U.S.C. 638a(c)(2)).
I. Misuse of the franking privilege (see 18 U.S.C. 1719).
J. Deceit in sn examination or personnel action in connection with
Covernment employment (see 18 U.S.C. 1917).
K. Committing fraud or making false statements in a Covernment matter
(see 18 U.S.C. 1001).
L. Mutilating or deatroying a public record (sea 18 U.S.C. 2071).
M. Counterfeiting and forging transportation requests (see 18 U.S.C.
508).
N. Embezzlement of Covernment money or property (see 18 U.S.C. 641);
falling to account for public money (see 18 U.S.C. 643); and embez-
zlement of the money or property of another person In the possession
of an employee by reason of his Government employment (see 18 U.S.C.
654).
0. Unauthorized use of documents relating to claims from or by the





f. Certain political activities (see 5 U.S.C. 7321-7327 and 18 U.S.C.
602, 603, 607, and 60b). TUeae statute* apply to civilian employees;
regulations govern allltary personnel.
Q. Any person who Is required to register under the Foreign Agents Regis-
tration Act of 1938 (see 18 U.S.C. 219) aay not serve the Government
as an officer or employee. The section does not apply to (1) recurves
who are not on active duty or who are on active duty for training, or
(2) a speclsl Government employee In any case In which the department
head certifies to the Attorney General that his employment by the United
States Government Is In the national Interest.
S. Soliciting contributions for gifts or giving gifts to superiors, or
accepting gifts from subordinates (see 5 U.S.C. 7351).
S. Acceptance of excessive honorariums (see 2 U.S.C. 441 (1)).
T. Acceptance, without ststutory authority of sny office or title, of any
kind whatever, from sny king, prince, or foreign state by any person
holding any office of profit In or trust of the Federel Government,
Including all retired allltary personnel.
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STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX D
True/False Test for Ethics and Standards of Conduct Training Course
Question Set #1
1. SECNAVINST 5270. 2G and DOD Directive 5500.7 applies T F
to all Government employees and active duty military
personnel including special Government employees
and non appropriated fund personnel.
2. A gratuity is any gift, favor, entertainment, hosp- T F
itality, transportation, loan, any other tangible
item or benefit given or extended to, or on behalf
of, naval personnel or their spouses, minor child"-
ren, or households, for which fair market value is
not paid by the recipient or the U.S. Government.
3. In case of doubt, concerning the propriety of an T F
action or decision in terms ofethics or standards
of conduct the person should review the applicable
instructions. If the instruction is not clear as
what to do, ther person should attempt to make the
best possible decision.
4. A relative who works for a defense contractor asks T F
for some information concerning the profit percen-
tages used by another defense contractor. Since he
is your relative you can give him the information.
5. It is all right to accept any gift, gratuity, or T F
favor from a sales representative or contractor as
long as the value of the gift is less than $5.
6. Government employees and members of the military T F
service may hold any kind of outside job.
7. All Government employees, except special Govern- T F
ment employees, are prohibited from using their
grade, rank, title, or position in connection with
any commercial enterprise or in endorsing any
commercial product.
8. Naval personnel shall not solicit a contribution T F
from other DOD personnel for a gift to an official
superior, make a donation or a gift to a superior
or accept a gift from other DOD personnel subordin-
ate to themselves.
9. It is a good practice to develop strong personal T F
friendships with sales representatives or contrac-




10. A Government employee who is writing a book on T F
his own time may use inside information associated
with his job in this book.
11. A Government employee needs Department of the T F
Navy approval for Government material addressed in
a book written on his own time.
12. A former Government employee now works for a T F
defense contractor. There is nothing wrong with
him going to lunch with office personnel once
a week.
13. CDR Smithis 4 part tine stock broker. It is T F
allowable for him to solicit good stock buys
for his office personnel.
14. It is not proper for a defense contractor to T F
buy lunch for a Government employee who is admin-
istering the defense contract of the contractor.
15. Luncheons or dinners at a contractor's plant on T F
an infrequent basis, when the conduct of official
business within the plant will be facilitated
and when no provision can be made for individual
payment is allowable.
16. Social activities engaged in by officials of the T F
department officers in command or their represen-
tatives with local civilian leaders as part of a
community relations program is allowable.
17. It is recommended to utilize contractor provided T F
transportation, while on local official business
to save on Government expense.
18. Acceptance of contractor provided transportation, T F
meals or ovenight accomodations in connection with
official business may only be authorized by the
order issueing authority.
19. Participation by DOD personnel in a community T F
little league which is sponsored by a defense
contractor is prohibited.
20. It is not proper to participate in a football T F
pool at work.
21. Government facilities, property, and manpower may T F
be used only for official Government business.
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22. If the above question (21) is true then the use T F
of a Government facility by a church or community
group is prohibited.
23. All retired military personnel and all members T F
of reserve components not on active duty, are per-
mitted to use their military titles in connection
with commercial enterprises.
24. An active duty officer of the regular Navy or Marine T F
Corps may not be employed by any persons furnishing
Naval supplies or war materials to the United
States and continue to receive his service pay.
25. No enlisted member of the armed forces on active T F
duty may be permitted to leave his post to engage
in a civilian persuit or business for hire if the
business interferes with regular employment or local
civilians in their art, trade or profession.
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True/False Test for Ethics and Standards of Conduct Training Course
Question Set #2
L. A Government employee may not take part in any T F
political campaign.
2. There is nothing wrong with a Government employee T F
buying stock in a defense company which is just
about to be awarded a large defense contract.
3. Concerning conflicts of interest, DOD and the T F
Navy are only concerned with the affiliations and
financial interests of the Government employee.
4. Receipt of an unusual gratuity (retail value more T F
than $5) shall not be reported unless a contractor
attempts to influence the Government employee.
5. Membership in the local Klu Klux Klan (KKK) is T F
permitted to all Government employees.
6. Anyone may be given a ride in a Government vehicle. X F
7. Review of the Navy's Standards of Conduct Instruc- T F
tlon 5370. 2G and DOD's Directive Standards of
Conduct 5500.7 is required annua] ly by all DOD
personnel.
8. All GSr-16 and above, military officers 0-7 and * '
above, commanding officers, executive officers,
and all DOD personnel working in Government pro-
curement must fill out the "Confidential
Statement of Affiliations and Financial Interests
(DD Form 1555).
9. Once the annual DD Form 1555 is filled out and filed * F
there is no need to file wnother DD Form 1555
upon transfer or reassignment from one billet
or position to another.
10. The DD Form 1555 is just a bureaucratic piece
of paper since it is locally held by the supervisor.
T F
11. The DD Form 1555 filing deadline may be extended T F
to a maximum of thirty days when approved by
the supervisor.
12. All regular officers must file their initial *
statement of employment (DD Form 1357) within
thirty days after retirement.
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13. Although the information contained in the DD Form
1555 is confidential, information from it may be
disclosed, as a routine use, to federal officials
who require access to the information and who are
listed in the applicable system of records notice
required under the Privacy Act, and the Freedom of
Information Act.
14. Prior to approving nominees for appointment to o-8
or 0-9, the Secretary of the Navy must ensure that
each nominee has the current D jD Form 1555 on file.
15. The DD Form 1555, once filed, does not permit Naval
personnel to participate in matters in which their
participation is prohibited by regulation.
16. The Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant
of the Marine Corps shall provide to all military
personnel an oral briefing regarding the provisions
of the standards of conduct instruction regardless
of the program in which they are participating or
their duty station. This briefing shall be given
as part of their initial training or upon the
assumption of duties following initial appointment
or enlistment.
17. All personnel required to fill out the DD Form 1555
must do so without any exclusion to the contrary.
18. All Navy personnel who work in the procurement area
are required to receive a copy of SECNEAVINST 5370. 2G
and an oral briefing regarding the provisions of
this instruction preseeding employment or upon
assumption of duties.
19. The Director of Civilian Personnel shall ensure that
all Navy civilian personnel receive a copy of
"Standards of Conduct," SECNAVINST 5370. 2G and
an oral briefing regarding the provisions of
this instruction preceeding employment or upon
assumption of duties.
20. Each retired regular officer of the Navy and the
Marine Corps must keep the Department of the
Navy advised of his post retirement employment
activities.
21 This requirement to keep DON advised of his post-
retirement employment ends on the third anniver
sary of his retirement.
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22. A retired Regular officer is prohibited, at all T F
times, from representing any person in the sale
of anything to the Government.
23. The financial interest of a spouse, minor child, T F
or other member of the Government employee's
immediate household is considered to be treated
the same as the financial interest of the Govern-
ment employee.
24. Upon release from Government employment a person T F
may not represent anyone other than the United
States in connection with a matter in which the
United States is a party or has an interest and
which was within the boundaries of this person's
official responsibility during the last year of
his Government service.
25. It is recommended that Regular officers whose T F
expertise lie in the procurement area not accept
employment with defense contractors due to poten-
tial conflicts of interest.
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STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX E
True/ False Test for Ethic* and Standards of Conduct Training Course
Questions and Answers, Set //l
1. SECNAVINST 5370. 2G and DOD Directive 5500.7 applies to all Govern-
ment employees and active duty military personnel including special
Government employees and non appropriated fund personnel.
True. SECNAVINST 5270. G 4(a)
DOD Directive 5500.7 IIA
2. A gratuity is any gift, favor, entertainment, hospitality, trans-
portation, loan, any other tangible item or benefit given or
extended to, or on behalf of, naval personnel or their spouses,
minor children, or households, for which fair market value is
not paid by the recipient or the U.S. Government.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G 4(d)
3 In case of doubt, concerning the propriety of an action or decision
in terms of ethics or standards of conduct the person should
review the applicable instructions. If the instruction is not
clear as what to do, the person should attempt to make the best
decision.
False. In cases of doubt the Naval personnel shall consult
legal counsel or, if appropriate, a Standards of Conduct
Counselor or Deputy Counselor to ensure the proper and lawful
conduct of naval programs and activities. SECNAV 5370. 2G 5a (4)
4. A relative who works for a defense contractor asks for some
information concerning the profit percentages used by another
defense contractor. Since he is your relative you can give
him the information.
False. Naval personnel shall avoid any action which might result
in or reasonably be expected to create the appearance of giving
preferential treatment to any person or entity. SECNAV 5360. 2G 5b (2)
5. It is all right to accept any gift, gratuity, or favor from a
sales representative or contractor as long as the value of the
gift is less than $5.
False. One may accept unsolicited advertising items of nominal
or trivial value, but one may not accept an outright gift.
Although there are minor exceptions, a safe rule would be not
to accept anything more valuable than a cup of coffee.
SECNAV 5370 2G 6g (2) (b)
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6. Government employees and members of the
military service may hold
any kind of outside job.
False DOD and Naval personnel shall not
engage in outside employ-
ment that intereferes with the performance of
their Government
duties, or may reasonably expect to bring discredit
on the
Government or the Department of the Navy.
7 All Government employees, except special
Government employees, are
prohibited from using their grade, rank, title, or
position in
connection with any commercial enterprise or in endorsing
any
commercial product.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G 1 (1)
8. Naval personnel shall not solicit a contribution
from other DOD
personnel for a gift to an official superior, make a
donation or
a gift to an official siperior, or accept a gift
from other DOD
personnel subordinate to themselves.
True. However, there is no prohibition on voluntary
gifts or
contributions of a nominal value on special occasions such
as marriages, illness, transfer or retirement,
porvided any gifts
acquired with such contributions shall not exceed a reasonable
value SECNAV 5370. 2G 5j
9 It is a good practice to develop a strong personal
friendship with
sales representatives or contractors since they can
sometimes
help in obtaining needed material quickly.
False Naval personnel should at all times not allow
themselves
to be placed in a position in which a conflict
^interests
might arise or might justifiably be suspected. SECNAV 5370. 2G 5d
10. A Government employee who is writing a book on his
own time may
use inside information associated with his job in this book.
False. Naval personnel shall not use, directly or
indirectly,
inside information to futher a private gain for themselves
or
others if that information is not generally available to
the
public and was obtained by reason of their DOD positions.
SECNAV 5370. 2G 6b
11 A Government employee needs Department of the Navy
approval for
Government material addressed in a book written on his own time.
False. Unless there is definite DON position on a matter
addressed
in the appearance or writing and the individual has been
authorized by appropriate superior authorities to present
that
position officially, he shall expressly present his views
on
the matter as his own and not as those of the Department
of the Navy or DOD. SECNAV 5370. 2G (6) (2)
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12. A former Government employee now works for a defense contractor.
There is nothing wrong with him going to lunch with the office
personnel once a week.
False. Although there may not be any actual conflict of interest
DOD personnel will not knowingly deal with former military or
civilian personnel if such action will result in a violation of
a statute or policy set forth in DOD Directive 5500.7. The fact
that there is an appearance of conflict of interest may be enough
to cause difficulties in the future. DOD 5500.7 IV B
13. CDR Smith is aprt time stock broker. It is allowable for him to
solicit good stock buys to his office personnel.
False. Military personnel on active duty are prohibited from
personal commercial selection and sale to military personnel
junior in rank or grade, at any time, on or off duty, in or out
of uniform.
14. It is not proper for a defense contractor to buy lunch for a
Government employee who is administering the defense contract of
the contractor.
True. DOD 5500.7 VI A & B
15. Luncheons or dinners at a contractor's plant on an infrequent basis
when the conduct of official business within the plant will be
facilitated and when no provision can be made for individual
payment is allowable.
True. DOD 5500.7 VI B (3)
16. Social activities engaged in by officials of the department and
officers in command or their representatives with local civilian
leaders as part of a community relations program is allowable.
True. DOD 5500.7 VI B (11)
17. It is recommended to utilize contractor provided local transportation
while on official business to save on Government expense.
False. Contract or provided local transportation can only be used
when alternative arrangements are clearly impractical. DOD 55.. 7 VI B (12)
18. Acceptance of contractor provided transportation, meals or overnight
accomodations in connection with official business may only be
authorized by the order issuing authority.
True. DOD 5500.7 C
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19. Participation by DOD personnel in a community little league which
is sponsored by a defense contractor is prohibited
False. As long as the relationship with the defense contractor
can reasonably be characterized as remote. DOD 5500.7 VI B (13)
20. It is not proper to participate in a football pool at work.
True. Employees are prohibited from gambling on duty or on
Government property. This includes lotteries or betting pools.
DOD 5500.7 XI
21. Government facilities, property, and manpower may be used only for
official Government business.
True. DOD 5500.7 VIII
22. If the above question (21), is true then the use of a Government
facility by a church or community group is prohibited.
False. This is not intended to preclude the use of Government
facilities for activities which would further military-community
relations provided they do not interfere with military missions.
DOD 5500.7 VIII
23. All retired military personnel and all members of reserve compon-
ents not on active duty, are premitted to use their military
titles in connection with commercial enterprises.
True. Provided such use does not cast discredit on the military
service or DOD. DOD 5500.7 IX B
24. An active duty officer of the regular Navy or Marine Corps may
not be employed by any persons furnishing Naval supplies or war
materials to the United States and continue to receive his service
pay.
True. DOD 5500.7 X C
25. No enlisted member of the armed forces on active duty may be
permitted to leave his post to engage in a civilian persuit or
business for hire if the business interferes with regular employ-
ment of local civilians in their art, trade or profession.
True. DOD 5500.7 X B
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True/False Test for Ethics and Standards of Conduct Training Course
Questions and Answers, Set //2
1. A Government employee may not take part in any political campaign.
False. There are many political matters an employee may partici-
pate in, such as running for a non-partisan office. The following
references discuss restrictions on political activities of DOD
and Naval personnel:
Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 733
Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, Article 6210240
Marine Corps Manual, Paragraph 1742
2. There is nothing wrong with a Government employee buying stock in
a defense company which is just about to be awarded a large
defense contract
False. Information learned on the job may not be used for person-
al financial gain. Even if the Government employee had no inside
information the appearance that he did would be enough to consti-
tute a conflict of interest. SECNAV 5370. 2G 2(b)
3. Concerning conflict of interest, DOD and the Navy are only con-
cerned with the affiliations and financial interests of the
Government employee.
False. Concerning conflicts of interest, the private interests
of a spouse, minor child, and any household member are treated
as the private interests of the naval personnel. SECNAV 5370. 2G 6(a)
4. Receipt of an unusual gratuity (retail value more than $5) shall
not be reported unless a contractor attempts to influence the
Government employee.
False. Receipt of unusual gratuities and the circumstances sur-
rounding the receipt shall be promptly reported to the appropriate
supervisor for a determination as to the proper disposition.
SECNAV 5370. 2G 6(g)(3)
5. Membership in the local Klu Klux Klan (KKK) is permitted to all
Government employees.
False. All DOD personnel must avoid activities or associations
that are incompatible with their official Government position.
DOD 5500.7 IV C
Since the KKK does not believe in equal opportunity for all minor-




6. Anyone may be given a ride in a Government vehicle.
False. DOD personnel will not directly or indirectly use Govern-
ment property of any kind, including property leased to the
Government, for other than officially approved activities.
DOD 5500.7 VIII
7. Review of the Navy's Standards of Conduct Instruction, SECNAVINST
5370. 2G and DOD's Standards of Conduct, DOD Directive 5500.7 is
required annually by all naval personnel.
False. Will be reviewed at least semi-annually.
SEC'NAV 5370. 2G 8(c)(1) DOD 5500.7 XIII
8. All GS-16 and above, military officers 0-7 and above, commanding
officers, executive officers, and all DOD personnel working in
Government procurement must fill out the "Confidential Statement
of Affiliations and Financial Interests" (DD Form 1555)
False. The following personnel are required to submit the
DD Form 1555:
a. GS-16 and above
b. military officers 0-7 and above
c. CO's, XO's of shore installations with 500 or more
military and civilian personnel
d. GS-13 and above, military officers 0-5 and above whose
basic duties include signing, negotiating, recommending
or approving, auditing or supervision of auditing of
Government contracts. SECNAV 5370. 2G 9(a)
9. Once the annual DD Form 1555 is filled out and filed there is no
need to file another DD Form 1555 when transferred or reassigned
from one billet or position to another.
False. Upon transfer or resssignment from one billet or position
to another for which the filing of a statement is required, an
officer or employee shall file a current statement promptly with
the appropriate supervisor of his new billet or position
SECNAV 5370. 2G 9(b)(1)
10. The DD Form 1555 is just another bureaucratic piece of paper since
it is locally held by the supervisor.
False. The Under Secretary of the Navy is responsible for notify-
ing the Office of the Secretary of Defense Standards of Conduct
Counsellor no later than 31 December of each year that all re-
quired DD Form 1555' s have been filed and reviewed, with all pro-
blems appropriately resolved, or explanation provided of the out-




H The DD Form 1555 filing deadline
may be extended Co a «.i» of
thirty days when approved by
the supervisor.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G (9)
(b) (3)












True. SECNAV 5370 2G (12)
13 . Although the information
contained in «/°™ ^5 is confi-
dential, information from It may
^disclosed »*
and
co federal officials who
require access to the in ^
who are listed in the ^^XlltToY Inf ormation Act.
under the Privacy Act, and the
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DD Form 1555 on file.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G (9) (g)
(2)
by regulation.
True. SECNAV 5370 2G (9)
(i)
L6 . The Chief of Naval
Operations and the Co^andant of
^Marine
Corps shall provide to all
f
m
^^ft^rds of Conduct instruction
regarding the provisions o e
anda
ticipating or
regardless of the program in which
they are p ^ ^ rf
their duty station. This dieting - duties following
their initial training or upon
the assumption o
initial appoinment or enlistment.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G (10)
• a ^ fill out the DD Form 1555 must
do so
17 All personnel required to
*
without any exclusion to the contrary.
nfHppr mav determine that submission of
the
False. The commanding o fice
y a
DOD Form 1555 is not necessary
because of.
it
(a) the remoteness of any
impairment of the integr y
of the Government
„„,y.i-w of the incumbants
(b) The degree of supervision
and review
work. SECNAV 5370. 2G (9) 00
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18. All Navy personnel who work in the procurement area are
required to receive a copy of SECNAVINST 5370. 2G and an oral
briefing regarding the provisions of this instruction preceeding
employment or upon assumtion of duties.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G (10)
19. The Director of Civilian Personnel shall ensure that all Navy
personnel receive a copy of "Standards of Conduct," SECNAVINST
5370. 2G and an oral briefing regarding the provisions of this
instruction preceeding employment or upon assumption of duties.
20. Each retired regular officer of the Navy and the Marine Corps must
keep the Department of the Navy advised of his post-retirement
employment activities.
True. SECNAV 5370. 2G (12) (a)
21. This requirement to keep DON advised of his post-retirement
employment ends on the third anniversary of his retirement.
False. Although the information is voluntary, if the information
is not provided, further investigation will ensure which may
lead to the withholding of retired pay and the referral of the
matter to the Comptroller General of the United States or other
Federal Agencies. DD Form 1357 Statement of Employment.
22. A retired Regular officer is prohibited, at all times, from
representing any person in the sale of anything to the Government.
False. He is only prohibited in the sale of material to the
Government throught the Military Department in whose service
he holds a retired status. SECNAV 5370. 2G Encl (1) VII (A) (2a)
23. The financial interest of a spouse, minor child, or other member
of the Government employee's immediate household is considered
to be treated the same as the financial interest of the Government
employee.
True. DOD XV (J)
24. Upon release from Government employment a person may net represent
anyone other than the United Ststes in connection with a matter
in which the United States is a party or has an interest and
which was within the boundaries of this person's official respon-
sibility during the last year of his Government service.
True. DOD XVI (C) (2b)
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25. It is recommended that Regular officers whose expertise lie in the
preocurement area not accept employment with defense contractors
due to potential conflicts of interest.
False. Neither SECNAVINST 5370 . 2G nor DOD Directive 5500.7
preclude a Regular officer from accepting employment with a defense
contractor. Although, there are certain rules and prohibitions
that must be followed, they should in no way affect the future
career of the retired Regular officer.
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STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX F
GRATUITIES AND FAVORS
Case Solution #1
This case is an excellent example of a gratuity bestowed
on a Government employee that involves extenuating circum-
stances. DOD Directive 5500.7 defines gratuity as:
Any gift, favor, entertainment, hospitality, trans-
portation, loan, any other tangible item, and any
intangible benefit given or extended to, or on
behalf of, DOD personnel or their spouses, minor
children, or households, for which fair market
value is not paid by the recipient or the U.S.
Government.
There is not doubt that a gratuity has been bestowed.
According to the test of an illegal gratuity this situation
fails on at least two counts:
a. There is an appearance that the situation may lead
to the Government's inability to be impartial in the
future.
b. This situation may lead one to believe that preferential
treatment may be given to ABC in the future.
It is felt that Smith should do the following:
a. Call Jones and determine if the gift was purchased
with Jones' personal funds or ABC's funds. If
purchased with personal funds, explain to Jones that
although it was a nice thought, the potential em-
barrassment of a conflict of interest would do
neither of them any good. Ask him to limit his gift
to only a card in the future. If, however, the gift
was purchased with ABC's funds, point out the apparent
conflict of interest situation that has been generated.
b. If purchased with personal funds, explain that the
fruit really should be sent back; however, since the
gift was from a personal friends, let Jones decide
whether the fruit should be sent back. (Either Jones
or Smith can pay the freight.) If purchased with ABC
funds, send the gift back immediately. (Smith pays




Smith's action should be the same no matter if the gift was
for an anniversary or a birthday.
Again, recommend to Jones that in the future to send only





1. Before going into what action CDR Ford should take, let
us look at the situation through DOD Directive 5500.7.
a. The calculators, pens and zippered briefcases are
gratuities in accordance with DOD 5500.7 VI B:
"any tangible item.
..
given or extended to on behalf
of the recepient. . . .
"
b. The situation is in violation of DOD 5500.7 A: "DOD
personnel will not solicit or accept any gift,
gratuity. .. either directly or indirectly from any
person, firm, coproration. . .which is engaged... in
procurement activities or business or financial
transactions of any sort with any agency of DOD. ..."
c. In addition, the situation, according to DOD 5500.7
IV F, appears to give the impression of prejudicial
conduct by the Government by creating the appearance
of:
(1) giving preferential treatment
(2) Government losing its impartiality
(3) loss of Government integrity
CDR Ford should take the following action:
a. Collect all the gratuities for return to Gizmo Widgets
b. Call the sales representative at Gizmo's and explain
why the items are being returned and tell him that
such occurrences are not to happen again.
c. Conduct a training lecture on "Acceptance of
Gratuities and Favors" (recommend use of this guide)
reaffirming the restrictions found in DOD 5500.7).
2. In order to remain completely impartial and not appear to
give preferential treatment to anyone, it is recommended that
none of the items be kept. However, DOD 5500.7 VI B(5) does
allow acceptance of specialty advertising items of trivial
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intrinsic value which is interrupted to mean that the pens
may be kept without a risk of conflict.
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STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX G
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Case Solution #1
Under the Conflict of Interest laws section, DOD 5500.7
XVI 2 (C) , Jeff is prohibited from participating in his
Government capacity (contracting officer) in any matter in
which he, his spouse... has a financial interest (employment
as a private secretary for the Finance Director) . Instead
of participating in the negotiations, he must promptly
disqualify himself in accordance with DOD 5500.7 XVI 4. Jeff
must promptly notify CAPT Seabag, his superior, of the reason
for his disqualification and make a full disclosure of his
financial interest, in this case the position and salary of
his wife. Unless CAPT Seabag makes a written determination,
prior to the start of the negotiating, that the interest is
not so substantial as to be deemed likely to affect the
integrity of the Government, he must reassign the negotiation






Dick Schauer appears to be concerned about DOD 5500.7
VI BC3) which states:
Luncheons or dinners at a contractor's plant on an
infrequent basis is allowed, when the conduct of
official business within the plant will be facili-
tated and when no provision can be made for indi-
vidual payment.
This situation is an either-or situation. From the
situation we know that Schauer is unable to pay for his meals
and there is insufficient time for him to obtain his meals
elsewhere. Since Dick Schauer is not conducting official
Government business as an instructor there is no apparent
conflict of interest. However, as a procurement branch head
Schauer is justified in feeling uneasy about the situation.
The free meals can be construed to give the impression of
a conflict of interest.
In this situation it is how Schauer feels about the
situation which is important. If he feels uneasy about the
free meals he should either pack his dinner in a brown bag
or just wait until he gets home for class for dinner.
As to the upcoming negotiations, remaining at "arm's




STUDY GUIDE APPENDIX H
ACTUAL VERSUS APPEARANCE
Case Solution #1
The first question to ask is whether there is really a
problem here. Mr. Short appears to have financial diffi-
culties but with the possible exception of Mr. Short's own
complaints there is no evidence to support this claim.
As a supervisor^ it is LT Swegle ' s responsibility to see if
there is any evidence to support this claim. As to whether
LT Swegle can withhold this transfer based on this circum-
stantial evidence is doubtful. It is LT Swegle' s obligation
to put the best people in the right positions. Mr. Short
should be given a chance at the new position if he is the
one best qualified. He should be counseled concerning the
problems of the position and then given full responsibility
as if the financial problem never existed.
What if there was substantial evidence that Mr. Short
did have serious financial difficulties? What could LT Swegle
do in this situation?
LT Swegle should counsel Mr. Short about his financial
difficulties referencing DOD 5500.7 XII which states that
DOD personnel shall pay each just financial obligation in
a proper and timely manner. He should also stress to Mr. Short
that these difficulties can ultimately lead to problems which
could affect his employment or promotional opportunities.
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As to consideration for the new position he should be given
a fair and impartial consideration based on his performance.
If selected for the job, he should be counseled in order to
be effective, both in real and appearance; he should attempt





Wright's reply will require some tact and some
probing. Is Bass a sly sales rep who is trying to get
preferential treatment for his company (violation of DOD 5500.7
IV F C2)) or is he just naive to the Government's procurement
requirements? In either case Wright must explain that the
Government is prohibited from preferential treatment.
Although in the first question there is a clear attempt
to cause a conflict of interest to exist; the second question
may not be so apparent. It is true that DOD 5500.7 XVI D(l) (d)
states that a retired regular officer may not, at any time,
sell anything to the department in whose service he holds a
retired status. However, nowhere in the case did he ever say
he was a retired officer. If he is a retired enlisted man,
the restriction does not apply in accordance with DOD 5500.7




VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn from the information
and data presented in this paper.
1. DOD's standards of conduct, as presently contained in
current regulations t provide the necessary guidance to pro-
curement personnel to prevent the development of conflict of
interest violations.
Evidence supports the contention that the standards
of conduct are presently sufficient to meet the daily
challenges of conflict of interest situations found in
defense procurement. It is assumed that part of the success
of the standards is a result of a strong commitment by DOD
procurement personnel who support high ethical standards.
2
.
A standards of conduct study guide could be developed
to amplify the standards in order to make them more relevant
to the daily ethical challenges found in Government procurement
Although the standards in themselves are presently
sufficient to the needs of Government procurement, there is
a requirement to expand the standards of conduct so that they
are more meaningful and relevant to Government procurement
personnel. Procurement personnel should be knowledgeable and
comfortable with all aspects of their positions and the laws
and regulations that direct their actions. The standards of
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conduct study guide provided in Chapter V was developed to
meet these needs in a way that would be relevant to ethical
situations which Government procurement personnel may find
themselves.
3. There is an indication that Government personnel
involved in non-appropriated fund procurement are experiencing
difficulties in preventing conflict of interest violations
from developing.
Although substantial evidence is lacking to prove
this conclusion, there are indications from a GAO report
that more attention needs to be paid to the standards of
conduct regulations by those involved.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are based on the result of
this paper.
1. That the Information to Personnel, Paragraph XIII A
of POD Directive 5500.7 be amended to more accurately definitize
the requirement that the standards of conduct "be brought to
the attention of all POD personnel. "
All DOD procurement personnel should be aware of the
relevant contents of the standards of conduct. Semi-annually
passing the instruction around for individual review and
signature is a poor substitute for training. There is a need
for procurement personnel to be trained in this area since
it is as important, if not more so, than the policies and




That the study guide produced in this report be
used at the option of management by all defense procurement
activities as a guide to train Government procurement
personnel in the standards of conduct.
3. That a study be initiated to determine if the
standards of conduct are deficient ih preventing conflict of





Gratuity . Any gift, favor, entertainment, hospitality, transportation,
loan, any other tangible item, and any intangible benefit given
or extended to, or on behalf of, DOD personnel or their spouses, minor
children, or households, for which fair market value is not paid by
the recipient or the U. S. Government
Special Government Employee . A person who is retained, designated,
appointed, or employed to perform, with or without compensation, not
to exceed 130 days during any period of 365 consecutive days, tempor-
ary duties, on either a full-time or intermittent basis.
DAR - Defense Acquisition Regulations
DOD - Department of Defense
FOI - Freedom of Information
GAO - General Accounting Office
HEW - Department of Health, Education and Welfare
JAG - Judge Advocate General
OGE - Office of Government Ethics




CODE OF ETHICS FOR GQV1 RNMENT SERVICE
(Congressional Resolution 175)
Any person in Government service should:
1. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to
country above loyalty to persons, party, or Govern-
ment department.
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal reulations
of the United States and of all governments therein
and never be a party to their evasion.
3. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving
to the performance of his duties his earnest effort
and best thought.
4. Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical
ways of getting tasks accomplished.
5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of
special favors or privileges to anyone, whether for
remuneration or not; and never accept for himself
or his family, favors or benefits under circumstances
which might be construed by reasonable persons as in-
fluencing the performacne of governmental duties.
6. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the
duties of office, since a Government employee has no
private word which can be binding on public duty.
7. Engage in no business with the Government, either
directly of indirectly, which is inconsistent with
the conscientious performance of his governmental
duties.
8. Never use any information coming to him confidentially
in the performance of governmental duties as a means
for making private profit.
9. Expose corruption wherever discovered.
10. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public
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